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Abstract 

A Sm-Nd mineral isochron obtained from an olivine gabbro 
yields an age of 375 ~ 34 Ma (M.S.W.D. = 0.006) and represents 
the formation age of the Lizard Igneous Complex. Two magmatic 
suites are recorded in the complex, an early trace element 
enriched ( tNd 375 = + 8.9 - + 10.1) and a late MORS-1ike 
( ENd 375 = + 9.2 - + 11.7). The early magmatic suite records 

143 144 a decoup1ing between low Sm/Nd and high ( Nd/ Nd)375 ratios 
and indicates that tb ~ low SW/Nd ratios were generated immediately 
prior to the petrogenesis of the early magmatic suite, due to 
either i) L.REE enrichment of the source or ii) enrichment 
processes during magma genesis. 

The marked L.REE depletion of the spinel lherzolites, which 
comprise the maJ-:rity of the Lizard peridotite, reflects 
multiple, small percentage (<.10'0), melt extraction from the 
rocks while in the garnet stability field. The petrology and 
Sm-Nd isotope systematics of the plagioclase and pargasite 
peridotites record the local infiltration of a melt. Significantly 
the Sm-Nd isotope systematics of the "metasomatised" peridotites 
are the same as the calculated sources of the dolerite dyke 
suites and are probably equivalent to these, at depth, sources. 

Two suites of metabasa1tic rocks occur in the Mona Complex 

(Anglesey), the Gwna Group «Ce/Yb)N = 0.6 - 2.1) and New 

Haroour Group «Ce/Yb)N = 0.3 - 0.5). The Gwna Group yield 
a whole-rock Sm-Nd isochron of 595 ~ 86 Ma (M.S.W.D. = 1.5) 
with an initial ratio equivalent to ENd of 7.1 ~ 1.0. This 
isochronous relationship and large variation in the degree of 
L.REE enrichment indicates, as in the case of the early 
magmatic suite of the Lizard Complex, that the low Sm/Nd 
ratios were generated immediately prior to the petrogenesis 
of the metabasa1ts. 

Nd model ages of the Mona gneisses, a sediment and the 
Coedana Granite, in conjunction with the age of the Gwna 
Group, argue for an origin of the entire Mona Complex during 
the late Precambrian. 
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The Lower Palaeozoic subduction related volcanis~ of south 
east Ireland occurs in 2 distinct suites, north and south 

of the Leinster Granite. The southern suite has trace 

element, Sr and Nd isotope syste~atics equivalent to the 
present day calc alkaline vol~anism of Java. It is esti~ated 
that 80% of the Sr and 50% of the Nd in these rocks are slab 
derived. The northern tholeiitic suite is ~arkedly trace 
element enriched, and ~he rocks show a correlation between 

143 144 their Sm/Nd and ( Nd/Nd)r ratios, and.the % of slab 
derived Nd. The calculated Sr/Nd ratio of the slab co~ponent 
is 19, such that ~ixing lines between slab and ~ant1e wedg n 

components are straight lines on an ESr vs ENd diagra~. It 
is °not possible to distinguish between an ancient LILE and 
L.REE enrich~ent event, circa 1100 Ma, or sedi~ent subduction 

to account for the isotopic syste~atics of the slab co~ponent. 

The dioritic primary magma to the Leinster Granite is 
predominantly derived from juvenile lower crust. The 
~aximum mantle component involved in the diorites' petrogenesis 
is 30% and the maximum TCHUR age of the lower crust is 720 Ma. 
The primary dioritic magma assimilated Lower Palaeozoic 
sedi~ents and fractionated a plagioclase, K feldspar and 

~iotite asse~blage, resulting in the production of granitic 
rocks with more and less radiogenic Sr and Nd isotope ratios 

respectively. 

Lower curstal xenoliths from central Ireland and the Midland 
Valley of Scotl~nd indicate that crustal accretion occurred 
during both Grenvillian and Late Precam~rian ti~es. The 
N.E. Ox Mount,lins inlier also provides evidence of a Late 
Precambrian crust forming event (605 ~ 39 Ma).. (No evidence 
of Archaean crust is found in these regions.) The lower 
crustal garnet granUlite xenoliths from Ireland and the Midland 

Valley represent possible crustal components involved in the 
petrogenesis of both the pre and post-tectonic Caledonian 

granites of Central Scotl~nd. 
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The majority of basement rocks of southern Britain formed 
during the Late Precambrian with only the Rushton Schists and 
Ross1are Complex having Nd and Sr isotope systematics 

characteristics of old, :>1300 Ma, crust. Late Precambrian 
and Cambro-Ordovician sediments have Nd isotope systematics 
equivalent to the majority of the Late Precambrian basement 

rocks. Subsequent to the closure of the Iapetus Ocean the 
sedimentary pile within southern Britain records the gradual 
introduction of an "ancient" crustal component, presumably 
from the mixed Archean/Proterozoic terrains of northern Europe. 
A steady state is reached by Jurassic times such that present 
day coastal sediments have equivalent Nd isotope systematics 

to those of Jurassic sediIDents. 
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· Chapter I 

Introduction 

Combined Nd and Sr isotope studies have been widely used over 
the past 10 years to examine the petrogenesis of basaltic rocks 
and hence to infer the nature of physical and chemical processes 
occurring within the mantle (DePaolo and Wasserburg, 1976a and b, 
O'Nions et al., 1977 and 1979). Similar studies, combined 
with trace element analyses, are carried out in this work to 
constrain the nature of the mantle beneath Britain. 

The Rb-Sr decay system has been used extensively to date 
crustal rocks and to study the Earths crustal evolution 
(MOorbath, 1978). Recent Nd isotope studies of crustal 
rocks have suggested, due to the lack of fractionation in· 
the Sm/Nd ratios of crustal rocks by crustal processes (1. e •. 
weathering, metamorphism, and intra-crustal melting 
(McCulloch and Wasserburg, 1978», that it may be possible to 
see back through the effects of regional metamorphism. In 

particular it should be possible to ascertain the periods of 
major crustal accretion within an area and to trace the 
evolution of crustal material through the sedimentary cycle 
significantly more precisely than using Rb-Sr isotope systematics. 
This work aims to constrain the crustal evolution of southern 
Britain. 

1:1 The Chondritic Earth ~ode1. The isotopic data reported 
in this thesis are discussed with respect to a ~odel based on 
the chondritic evolution of the whole Earth. U-Th Pb·and 
Rb-Sr ages of circa 4.55 Ga have been obtained fro~ chondritic 
and achondritic meteorites (Tatsumoto et al., 1976 and ~anhes 
et a1., 1978). It is ass~ed that the solar nebula was 
ho~ogeneous with respect to its l43Nd /144Nd ratio and hence 
the chondrites d~fine the Earths' initial 143Nd/144Nd ratio. 
Sm and Nd are not volatile and have si~ilar physical and 
chemical properties such that during condensation of the 
solar nebula there should be little variation in the Sm/Nd 
ratios between the protoplanets. This hypothesis is 



substantiated by the work of Jacobsen and Wasserburg (1980) 
who demonstrated that there is only a circa 4% range in the 
majority of the Sm/Nd ratios determined on 64 chondritic 
meteorites. The chondrites studied by Jacobsen and Wasserburg 
(op. cit.) hnve indistinguishable initinl 143Nd /144Nd rntios 
(.506609 calculated at 4.6 Ga). All 143Nd/144Nd rntios quoted 
in this thesis are normalised to a 146Nd /144Nd ratio of 0.7219. 
This initial ratio and the average Sm/Nd ratio from the 
Jacobsen and Wasserburg study, 0.325, are used in this study to 
define the Nd isotope evolution of the whole earth. 
Significantly, as shown in Figure 3:4, most Archean rocks 
analysed to date have initial ratios close to the chondritic 
evolution curve defined by Jacobsen and Wasserburg suggesting 
that a chondri tic Sm/Nd ratio for the whole earth is probably 
a valid assumption. 

DePaolo and Wasserburg (1976) and O'Nions et a1. (1977) 
demonstrated that present day oceanic basaltic rocks have 
anticorre1ated 143Nd/144Nd and 87Sr /86Sr ratios. The 

intersection of this "mantle array" with the postulated bulk 
earth 143Nd/144Nd ratio is used to define the present bulk 

earth 87Sr /86 Sr ratio, 0.7047. Having made. this assumption 
the bulk earth 87Rb /86Sr ratio may be calculated using the 
initial ratio of chondrites/achondrites at 4.6 Ga; (87sr /86Sr )I 

= 0.69898 (papanastassiou and Wasserburg, 1969). The calculated 
87Rb/86srSE = 0.0847, is significantly lower than in chondrites. 

1:2 Crust - Mantle Evolution. In marked contrast to the 
approximate chondritic initial 143Nd/144Nd ratios of Archean 
rocks, younger rocks show significant variations. In order 
to compare directly the initial ratios of rocks of different 
ages Nd and Sr isotope results are often reported relative to 
the bulk earth values using the ENd andESr notation introduced 
by DePaolo and Wasserburg (1976). The initial isotope ratio 
of a sample formed t million years ago is presented as fractional 
deviations from the isotope ratio of a uniform reservoir (UR) at 



the same time. 

Strontium 

fUR 
Sr 

= [143 Nd/144Nd sample (t) 

143Nd/ 144Nd (t) 
UR 

- 1 ] x 10
4 

- 1 ] x 10
4 

In practice terrestrial samples are considered relative to the 
estimated bulk earth values and the UR postscript is omitted. 

The £Nd values of recent basalts are illustrated in Figure 1:1 
and demonstrate that the majority are derived from sources 
depleted relative to bulk earth values. In contrast Figure 1:1 
shows that the majority of crustal rocks are enriched relative 
to bulk earth values. This is the result of the relative 
enrichment of Nd compared to Sm in crustal rocks and hence low 
Sm/Nd ratios. A significant aspect of the Sm/Nd systematics 
of crustal rocks is that the major fractionation in their Sm/Nd 
ratios occurs during mantle derivation and subsequent crustal 
proces~es .have minimal effect (McCulloch and Wasserburg, 1978). 
The Nd model age of a crustal rock can therefore be used to 
examine its mantle derivation age, provided it has not undergone 
mixing with other rock types. Nd model ages, T~, are an 
expression of how long a rock has had a Sm/Nd ratio different 
from that of a uniform reservoir (see Figure 1:2) 

3 
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Figure 1:2a 
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Two uniform reservoirs are considered in this work; 
Nd i) chondritic, TCHUR 

ii) depleted mantle (143Nd/144Nd = 0.51310 147Sm /144Nd = 0.2282, 

TNd 
DM 

In order to distinguish between T~~R ages of L.REE enriched 
and depleted rocks the term "depletion age" is used in this 
thesis for isotopically depleted rocks. 

1:3 Objectives of this thesis 

The main objectives of this thesis are to study two aspects of 
the British Lithosphere. 

i) The trace element and isotopic characteristics of the 
mantle beneath southern Britain and to establish the nature 
of mantle processes responsible for the depletion/enrichment 
events. 
1i) The age of the major crustal accretion events in Britain 
and the degree of subsequent crustal reworking. 

To this aim the following complexes and rock types are studied 

for Nd and Sr isotopes; 
1) Lizard Complex 
ii) Precambrian basement complexes of southern Britain 
iii) Granitoids of southern Britain 
iv) Lower crustal xenoliths from central Ireland and 

the Midland Valley of Scotland. 
v) Precambrian to Jurassic sedimentary rocks of southern 

Britain. 
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Chapter 2 

Trace Ele~ent an~ Nd Isotope Evolution of 

the Lizard Co~plex 

The Lizard peridotite represents the largest exposed fragement 
of ~antle in Britain (Figure 2:1). This chapter presents a 
co~bine~ geochemical and Nd isotope study of the peridotites 
and the associated igneous an~ ~eta~orphic lithologies with the 
aim of establishing their age, origin and inter-relationships. 

2:1 General Geology 

The Lizard Co~plex fo~s a peninsular on the south coast of 
Cornwall with an aerial extent of circa 40 sq. miles. Inland 
exposure is poor, consequently ~ost research has concentrated 
on the coastal sections. Peridotites co~prise over half the 
complex; gabbro and various types of amphibolite the remainder 
(Figure 2:1). Recent boreholes (Styles and Kirby, 1980) and 
seismic experiments (Brooks et al., 1981) have established that 
the peridotite body is a relatively thin sheet « 1km) as 
originally proposen by San~ers (1955). 

Recent authors have interpreted the association of peridotite, 

gabbro an~ the sheeted dykes at Porthoustock as part of an 
ophiolite sequence (Bro~ley, 1976, Strong et a1., 1975, 8adham 
and Kirby, 1976 and Styles an~ Kirby, 1980). The ophiolitic 
assemblages occur in two tectonic units (see Figure 2:1 ann 2:2) 
associate~ with amphibolites. There are two fo~s of 
amphibolite found within the Lizard Complex, i) Traboe Schists 
and ii) Landewednack Schists (Figure 2:1 and 2:2). Character
istically the Traboe Schists are coarse grained amphibo1ites 
with a pronounced,but folded, foliation. The rocks are 
variably deformed and within low strain regions relict igneous 
textures and cumulate layering are founn (e.g. north of 
Porthoustock). This suggests a gabbroic precursor for the 
Traboe Schists. In marked contrast the Landewednack Schists 
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are fine grained, roassive, black rocks with a well developed 
mineral lineation. From a geochemical study Kirby (1979) 
interpreten this rock type, which occurs both within and beneath 
the ophiolitic units, as ofa roetavolcanic origin (basalts or 
basaltic tuffs). 

Structurally beneath the ophiolitic units three other rock 
types are recognised; i) Lizard Hean Series, ii) Man of War 
Gniess, iii) Kennack Gneiss. The Lizard Head series is 
comprisen of a group of predominantly pelitic sediments with 
subor~inate volcanics. The rocks have suffere~ moderate to 
high temperature metamorphism, garnet being ubiquitous, an~ have 
a flat lying fabric apparently parallel to the original benning. 
Locally small quartzo fel~spathic segregations, that cross cut 
the fabric, are neveloped in~icating that the metase~iments 
reachen partial melting conditions. The seconn rock unit, 
the Man of War Gneiss, is a dioritic gneiSS that has a 
deformed but intrusive contact with the Lizard Head meta
sediments (Flett and Hill, 1914). The foliation within the 
gneiSS is parallel to that within the metasediroents. Thirdly 
the Kennack Gneiss is an extremely heterogeneous suite of 
metamorphic rocks ranging in composition from amphibolite to 
granite. The rocks are intimately associated with the base of 

the ophiolitic units and in places the granitic gneisses cross 
cut the basal thrust. A borehole at Kennack Sands deroonstrated 

that in that area the gneisses are> 155m thick ann they 
contain numerous perinotite bonies (Styles ann Kirby, 1980). 

, Several hypotheses have been propose~ for the origin of the 
Kennack Gneiss including; 

i) Archean roigmatites predating the peri~otites 
(Bonney, 1877) 

ii) Composite basic and acid intrusions post ~ating 
the peri~otites (Flett, 1946 ann Green, 1964a) 

iii) Migmatites derived from the amphibolites 
(Sanders, 1955). 

Recent authors have arguen that the gneisses reflect anatexis 
of a mixed volcano-sedimentary pile (Lizard Head Series and 
Landewe~nack Schis'ts) during ann subsequent to the emplacement 

of the ophiolitic assemblage (Kirby, 1979, Bromley, 1979 , 
Vernacombe, 1980, Styles and Kirby, 1980). 
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Anatexis is only rarely found associated wirh the emplacewent 
of ophiolites, e.g. in Oman, where temperature estiwates of 
the metamorphic conditions within the amphibolitic metamorphic 

o . 
sole are between 765 anrl 900 C (Searle and Malpas 1980 , 
Ghent and Stout, 1981). Although not high enough to cause 
large scale partial melting of basic amphibolites these 
temperatures could result in extensive melting of wet 
seniments as my have been present in the precursors to the 
Kennack Gneiss. 

North of the Lizard Complex (bounrlary marked by the Lizarrl 
Boun~ary Fault) there are a succession of low grade 
metasediments. The rocks comprise a group of arenaceous 
slump breccias with a variety of lithological blocks 
incorporated within a shale matrix. The blocks (some up to 
2 km long) include basaltic pillow lavas, acid volcanics and 
liwestones, the latter vary from Ordovician to Mirldle Devonian 
in age. Leveridge (1977) reports Upper Givetian (Middle 
Devonia~ fossils preserved in the shale matrix. The 
association has been interpreted as a melange and correlated 
with similar rocks in the Roseland/Dodman Point area of 
Cornwall (Barnes and Andrews, 1981). 

In order to establish a possible genetic relationship between 
the melange and the Lizard 'Comp1ex, the pillow lavas and 
gneissose clasts from conglomerate beds within the melange 
have been analysed. Significantly the metamorphic grade 
recorded in the melange (both in the shale matrix and the 
basaltic blocks) only reached 3000 C and 2 to 4 Kb (Barnes 
and A~drews in press), which is significantly lower than that 
recorded by the metasediments of the Lizard Complex. There 

is no evidence of the Lizard Complex overprinting the low 
grade regional metamorphic assemblage suggesting that either; 
i) The Lizard Complex had cooled prior to ewplacement 

._ (Barned and Andrews in pres s) or 
ii) The thermal aureole developed by the emplacement of the 

Lizard Complex was of a very local extent. 
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However,nue to the possible large ann late ~ove~ent of the 
Lizard Boundary Fault, relative to the ewplace~ent of 
ophiolitic sequence into the crustal rocks, the t'.VO fotTl1ations 
may not have been juxtaposed until significantly after the 
fotTl1ation of the Kennack Gneiss during ophiolite obduction. 

This chapter is principally concerne0 with the geochemic:~1 
and Nd isotcpe nature of the ophiolite rocks ann their source 
regions. Detailed petrological descriptions of th~ wajor 

. rock types within the ophioliti~ units are therefore given 

below. 

2:2 Peridotites 

Flett and Hill (1'114) originally IT'<lppcd the peridotite 00dy 
as 3 concentric serpe"~inite intrusions; trelT'olite serpentinite, 
dunite,serpentinite, and ;'astite serpentinite. Green (l964b) 
concluded that this cl~ssification roughly reflected a zonation 
in grain size, degree of mylonitisation and recrystallisation, 
and su~divided the ultrawafic rocks into one primary and two 
recrystallised (hydrous and anhydrous) assefTIblages •. In order 

to by pass the genetic iwplications of Green's te~inology, 
the standard Streckeisen nowenclature will)e used in this study; 

Spinel Lherzolite 
Plagioclase Lherzolite 

Pargasite L'1erzolite' 
Harzburgite 

Green's Te~inology 

Primary Peridotite 
Recrystallised anydrous 

Peridotite 

Recrystalliserl hydrous 
Peridot He 

2:2:1 Spinel :.herzolite. The cOlT'position of tile spinel., 
lherzolite varies within certain liwits, 65 to 75% olivine 
15 to 2470 enst at ite, f) to 1070 cl inopyroxene ann 1 to 3% spinel. 
The texture of this r~ck type, where not extensively sheared 
ann recrystallisen, is porphyroclastic heing characterised hy 

large (~O.5 cm), usually strainen, porphyroclasts of enstatite, 
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olivine and rarely niopside in a fine grainen matrix «lmm) 
of unstrainen (polygonal) grains (Figure 2:3a to c ). 
Interestingly the porphyroclastic texture is that most commonly 
founn in ultramafic xenoliths and alpine type perinotites 
(Mercier ann Nicholas, 1974, Neilson ann Schwarzroan, 1976). 
Due to the extensive serpentinisation, the size, shape and 
deformation state of the porphyroc1astic olivines are 
difficult to establish. The enstatite porphyroc1asts have 
irregular ovoin outlines with curved grain bounnaries. 
Deformation of these porphyroclasts is marked, kink bands are 
common, often curved (Figure 2:3b), locally possibly of 2 
generations. Exso1ution lamellae of clinopyroxene are 
ubiquitous. Significant re-equi1ibration is innicaten by the 
absence of exsolution ann kink banns at the enge of the 
porphyroclasts. The most striking feature of the enstatite 
porphyroclasts is that they enclose,or are erobayed by, 
rounded olivine grains' (Figure 2:3b ann 2:4b). Dick (1977) 
suggested that a similar texture in the Josephene Perinotite 
was produced by the breakdown of orthopyroxene to olivine plus 
melt during partial melting. If this is the case it shoul~ 
be noted that the porphyroclasts have undergone a complex 

deformational history subsequent to the melting episone. 

The matrix is composed of equant unstrained olivines ann 

enstatites, the latter have no clinopyroxene exso1utions. 
Diopsides generally forms small clusters of grains «0.3 mm) 
that are interstital to olivine. These grains tend to be 
concentrated at triple junctions and may extend as narrow 
septa along grain boundaries. This suggests interstitial 
crystallisation, presumably from trapped liqUid remaining 
after inefficient melt extraction. 

The spinel phase within the spinel lherzolite is generally 
olive green and occurs in two forms; 

i) small «lmm) anhedral and interstitial 
ii) large (Smm) subhedral almost porphyroclastic 

(Figure 2:3c) 
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Photomicrographs of Spinel Lherzolites 

Figure 2:3a; Sample 2553 x.p.l. field of view = 6 rom 

Extensively serpentinised polygonal olivine porphyroclasts, 
circa 1 mm. The rock shows variable deformation which 
results in local recrystallisation of enstatite porphyroclasts, 
e.g. area A-A. 

Figure 2:3b; Sample 2553 x.p.1. field of view = 6 rom 

Enstatite porphyroclast (1 cm) showing undu10se extinction 
as the result of curved kink bands. Clinopyroxene exso1ution 
lamallae are thin and also curved. Note the lack of 
exsolutionlamallae and kink bands at the edges of the 
porphyroclasts indicating re-equilibration. , Small rounded 
olivines are enclosed within the enstatite porphyroc1ast, (A). 

Figure 2:3cj Sample 2553 ,p.p.l. field of view = 6 rom 

Subhedra1 almost porphyroclastic olive green spinel, sensu 
stricto. 

Figure 2:3dj Sample CV1 p.p.l. field of view = 6 rom 

. Skeletal spinel (chromite) surrounded by altered plagioclase 
in a region of high deformation and serpentinisation. 
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In the more deformed rocks the spinel occurs in a skeletal 
form, chromite,surrounded by plagioclase (Figure 2:3d). 

In outcrop the spinel lherzolite is usually amorphous but 
occasionally shows mineralogical ban~ing on a 1 to 20 cm 
scale. The banding is formed by modal variations in the 
pyroxene content. Dunite pods, with significant amounts of 
chromite, 2 to 20%, and pyroxenite bands and dykes are also 
found within the spinel lherzolite. 

2:2:2 Plagioclase Lherzolite. The plagioclase lherzolite 
occurs in two distinct forms, generally being fine grained 
with a marked foliation. In outcrop weathering picks out 
the foliation and a crude mineral lineation. Altered 
plagioclase is often visible in outcrop. In thin section 
the rock can be seen to have been intensely sheared forming 
a fine grained foliated matrix in whiCh enstatite augen 
(0.1 to 0.5cm) are commonly recrysta11ised parallel to the 
foliation. The composition of the rock is difficult to 
establish due to the intense shearing and serpentinisation 
but it is approximately 75% olivine, 15% enstatite, 5 to 8% 
diopside, 2 to 5% plagioclase, 1 to 3% chromite and 0 to 2% 
pargasite. Plagioclase, which usually encloses small 
subhedra1 chromites (lmm), forms interstitial patches that 
are usually extensively altered. Occasionally these altered 
patches can be Seen to be partially replace" by pargasite 
(Figure 2:5d). However, there are regions of relatively 
undeformed plagioclase lherzolite (70% olivine, 20% enstatite, 
7 to 10% diopsiC'le, 5io plagioclase and 1 to 3% chrOfl'le rich 
spinel). The texture is similar to that of the spinel 
1herzolites i.e. porphyroclastic (Figure 2:4a). The enstatite 
porphyroclasts are distinctly more anhedral than in the spinel 
lherzolite but they still enclose, or are embayed by, rounded 
olivines. Kink bands are less well developed in the enstatite 
porphyroclasts of this rock type but again the porphyroclasts 
have no exsolution or sign of deformation at their margins. 
Clinopyroxene exsolution lamellae are irregular forming anhedral 
blobs in marked contrast to the fine exsolution lamellae '1n the 
spinel lherzolites (Figure 2:4b). Enstatite porphyroclasts 
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Photomicrographs of Plagioclase Lherzolites 

Figure 2:4a; Sample LZOI x.p.l. field of view = 6mm 

Enstatite prophyroclasts embayed by, or enclosing, rounded 
olivines. Interstitial plagioclase is marked with a "p" and 
generally shows albitic twinning. A plagioclase rich vein 

(2:4 ~ lies to the.left of this photograph. 

Figure 2:4b; Sample LZOI x.p.l. field of view = 6 mm 

As above but showing the extensive plagioclase and 
clinopyroxene exsolution caused by melt infiltration. The 
clinopyroxene exsolutions are more anhedral compared to those 
within the spinel lherzolites. Again note no exsolution at 
the margins of the porphyroclasts. 

Figure 2:4c; Sample LZOI x.p.l. field of view - 3 mm 

" 

Anhedral plagioclase and subhedral chromite exsolved in an 
enstatite porphyroclast in a region of melt infiltration. 

Figure 2:4d Sample LZOl x.p.l. field of view = 4 mm 

Part of a large region of plagioclase, 1 em, running to the 
N. E. and S. E •. of the photograph. The plagioclase shows 
albite twinning and poikilitically encloses euhedral chromite 
and rounded olivines which in turn may enclose euhedral 
chromite. 
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adjacent to plagioclase rich regions have exsolven plagioclase 
and small (O.OOlmm) EUhedral chromite grains (Figure 2:4c) 
suggesting that the enstatites have undergone considerable 
re-equilibration resulting in the exsolution of aluminous 

rich phases. 

The matrix is composed predominantly of equant olivines and 
enstatites. 'As in the spinel lherzolites, diopside occurs as 
small clusters of grains with septa between olivine grain 
boundaries. Chrome spinel occurs in two forms; i) large 
skeletal grains (up to 2 mm) generally surrounded by 
plagioclase (Figure 2:3d). This form apparently originate~ 
as the result of the re-equilibration of the porphyroclastic 
olive green spinels found within the spinel lherzolites with 
the associated exsolution of plagioclase. ii) The second 
chrome spinel form occurs as small enhedral grains (0.05 rom) 
poikilitically . enclosed in plagioclase or within olivines 
within the plagioclase (Figure 2:4d). Plagioclase forms 
elongate patches, up to lern in length, interstitial to the 
pyroxene porphyroclasts and encloses small (0.02mm) rounded 
olivines and euhedra1 enstatites (0.03mm). Albite twinning 
is common (Figure 2:4d) and the large patches show some 
zonation. 

From purely petrological evidence the texture of the undeformed 
plagioclase 1herzolites is interpreted as the result of 
interstitial crystallisation of a liquid within a spinel 
lherzolite resulting in extensive re-equilibration and the 
exso1ution of aluminous phases within the enstatite 
porphyroclasts. It is calculated that the least deformed 
plagioclase lherzolite (LZ01) contains 5% of the introduced 
liquid. The effects of the fluid infiltration on the mineral 

chemistry are considered in a following section.· 

No inter-relationship has been found between the two forms of 
plagioclase lherzolite, but the fine grained variety appears 
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to represent the deformed and re-equilibrated coarse grained 
form. Transitional zones are, however, found between the 
deformed plagioclase lherzolite and the pargasite peridotites. 

2:2:3 Pargasite lherzolite and harzburgite. The pargasite 
peridotites occur in two forms: i) fine grained pargasite 
harzburgite showing evidence of high deformation with a marked 
fabric (Figure 2:5a) ii) coarse grained pargasite lherzolite 
with a granular texture (1 to 2 mm grain size) (Figure 2:5b). 
The two forms are often interbanded with each other and 
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deformed plagioclase lherzolite on a 1 to 10em scale (Figure 2:6). 
The bands of the coarser grained pargasite lherzolite rarely 
exceed 1 cm in width and comprise of 351. olivine, 351. pargasite 
and 301. diopside with 1 to 21. enstatite and chromite. Spray 
(1982) postulated that these thin bands represent crystallised 
picritic fluid introduced into the ultramafic body while still 
within the mantle. The only available chemical analysis 
(Green 1964a) of a coarse pargasite lherzolite band is 
consistent with this interpretation. 

The pargasiteharzburgite is always intensely sheared and 
generally intimately associated with the coarse granular 
pargasite lherzolite. The mineralogy of the harzburgite is 
variable but predominantly consists of 601. olivine and 351. 

+ pargasite _ clinopyroxene, orthopyroxene, chromite ann 
plagioclase. A foliation is caused by the alignment of 
pargasite and rare orthopyroxenes which can have length/aspect 
ratios up to 100 (Figure 2:5c). Rounded inclusions of chroroite 
often occur within pargasite. 

In the transition zone between the sheare~ plagioclase 
lherzolite ann pargasite harzburgite, pargasite replaces 
plagioclase and encloses the associated chromite (Figure 2:5rl) 
The original relationships between the pargasite ann 

plagioclase perinotites are obscuren by extensive deformation 
ann re-equilibration. However, the following model is 

envisaged; 



Photomicrographs of Pargasite Peridotites 

Figure 2:5a; Sample 2555 x.p.1. field of view = 4 mrn 

Fine grained pargasite harzburgite with a E - W fabric. 

Figure 2:5bj Sample AT 133 p.p.1. field of view = 6 mrn 

Granular coarse grained pargasite lherzolite band above fine 
grained deformed pargasite harzburgite. Pargasite, brown, 
olivine, high relief and serpentinised, clinopyroxene, v. pale 
brown. 

Figure 2:5c; Sample AT 133 x.p.1. field of view = 6 mm 

Deformed and recrysta11ised enstatite with high length/aspect 
ratio. 

Figure 2:5d; Sample AT 133 p.p.1. field of view = 2 mm 

Plagioclase enclosing chromite being partially replaced by 
pargasite in a transition zone between plagioclase lherzolite 
and pargasite harzburgite. 
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Porphyroc1astic spinel lherzolite (with a complex history of 
neformation ann melt extraction) is intru~en by a picritic 
f1uio that is trappen in interstitial patches or forms 
centimetre wide bands or dykes. 
plagioclase lherzolite assemblage. 

The melt crystallises as a 
Subsequent re-equilibration 

results in pargasite replacing a combination of plagioclase, 
orthopyroxene and olivine to form pargasite perinotites. 

Due to the frequent fine scale interbanding of the plagioclase 
ano pargasite peridotites, sampling and hence chemical 
analysis of purely one rock type is difficult. The chemical 
analysis of the typical peridotite assemblages are presented 
in Table 2:1 along with data of Green (1964b) ann Kirby (1979). 
Significantly the Al 203 content of the spinel lherzolite 2553 
reported by Green (op. cit.) is much greater than that 
obtained on the same rock powoer in this study. The possibility 
of analytical errors plus relatively large variations in 
Al 203 and CaO within the spinel 1herzolites (2.1 to 2.5% and 
1.5 to 2.2% respectively in this stuoy) makes the evaluation 
of the fluid infiltration hypothesis difficult from purely the 
major element data. However, the data show an overall increase 
in CaO and Al 203 contents from the spinel lherzolite to the 
pargasite harzburgite and plagioclase lherzolite to the 
pargasite lherzolite. 

2:3 Gabbros and Do1erites 

The gabbro mass forms a 7 sq. mile crescent shaped body in the 
north east of the Lizard Peninsula (Figure 2:1). The contact 
between the peridotites and the gabbro is only expose~ in two 
areas, Coverack and Carrick Luz. Flett and Hill (op. cit.) 
described the numerous large (~45m) gabbro dykes at the latter 
locality and remarked upon the complex relationships found at 
Coverack where at least four generations of gabbro dykes are 
found (rock types include troctolites, olivine gabbro and 
gabbro). The cross cutting relationships within the gabbro 
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Table 2:1 

Calculated anhydrous chemical analyses of Lizard Peridotites 

spinel lherzolite pl~gioclase lherzolite pargasite: pargasite 

2553+ 
harzbur¥ite lherzolite 

2553 2554 Au 31* S30 B* LZOI 2559 2560+ 2555 90692+ 

Si02 44.76 44.60 45.63 49.7 46.83 44.82 44.07 45.12 44.89 44.26 

Ti02 0.07 0.16 0.07 0.04 0.16 0.20 0.19 0.23 0.28 0.52 

A1 203 2.10 4.18 2.46 2.02 2.08 2.34 4.18 4.96 3.99 13.95 

Fe203 9.61 9.64 8.77 9.30 9.39 9.14 

FeO 8.30 7.87 8.49 4.49 

Mno 0.14 0.09 0.14 0.13 0.13 0.09 0.11 0.08 

MgO 41.31 40.45 39.72 33.56 36.2 40.47 37.2 37.97 38.62 23.04 

CaO 1.45 1.72 2.19 1.43 2.38 2.05 3.23 3.10 2.82 12.94 

Na20 ND 0.11 NO 0.65 0.19 0.11 ND 0.24 0.35 0.46 

K20 ND 0.02 NO 0.06 0.01 ND ND 0.06 0.05 0.11 

Cr20 3 0.37 0.37 0.40 0.40 .28 0.49 0.37 0.36 0.40 0.15 

NiO 0.26 0.28 0.29 0~27 0.20 0.29 0.26 .16 .28 0.07 

+ Green (1964a) ND Not detected 
* Kirby (1979) -- Not analysed 
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Figure 2:6a; Banded Pargasite Peridotite 

Sample AT 133 interbanded pargasite lherzolite, pale, and 
pargasite harzburgite. The thin section is em long. 

Figure 2:6b; Sample CV 5 x.p.1. field of view = 6 rom 

Olivine gabbro CV 5 co~prises partially serpentinised 
ulivine,subpoikilitic plagioclase and interstitial 
clinopyroxene. 
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Figure 2:68 PargRsito Porjdntitc A1 133 

Figure 2:6b Olivin(-! Gabbro CV5 
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at Coverack suggest that the peridotite/gabbro contact there 
represents a stockwork formed as a feeder zone for at least 
part of the gabbro body. The gabbro body as a whole shows a 
mineralogical and chemical progression from dominantly olivine 
gabbro at Coverack to gabbro and then horn.b1ende gabbro and 
plagiogranite as one moves northwards to Porthoustock where 
a sheeted dyke complex is deve10ped(Bromley, 1973). 

Dolerite dykes cross cut all rock types within the ophiolitic 
units and are also found, deformed, within the Traboe schists. 
The dolerite dykes within the sheeted dyke complex strike 
approximately NW/SE dipping between 60 and 900 S but are cross 
cut at an oblique angle by a second set of dykes that are 
generally vertical. It will be shown in a later section that 
the two dyke suites are chemically distinct and that only the 
younger suite cross cut the stratigraphically lower parts of 
the ophiolite sequence such as the peridotite. 

2:3:1 Petrology. The mineralogy of the olivine gabbro dykes 
at Coverack varies from troctolite (less than 107. clinopyroxene, 
plagioclase~ olivine) to an olivine gabbro with up to 301-
clinopyroxene. The degree of alteration is variable, olivine 
is ubiquitously serpentinised but to different degrees, 
plagioclase may be unaltered to completely saussuritised. 
The gabbros often show textural evidence of a partially 
cumulate origin; subhedra1 olivine is enclosed by subpoiki1itic 
plagioclase with interstitial clinopyroxene. Plagioclase, 
which is generally the predominant mineral, is usually zoned, 
and frequently varies from subhedral to euhedra1 within one 
thin section indicating an early euhedra1 cumulate origin 
followed by later intercumu1us overgrowth. Clinopyroxene, 
where present in more than a few per cent, forms very 
irregular often large «6cm), poiki1itic crystals. The 
original igneous textures within the chemically more evolved 
gabbros are extensively modified by greenschist alteration of 
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all the phases. The alteration probably reflects a combination 
of the chemical composition, i.e. more susceptible to alteration, 
and the fact that this portion of the ophiolitic sequence would 
have been nearer to the sea floor and hence more liable to the 
effects of hydrothermal circulation. 

The most distinctive rock type in the Coverack region is an 
almost black olivine gabbro that is found anjacent to the 
gabbro-peridotite contact. This rock is relatively fresh, 
comprising 30% serpentinised olivine, 20% clinopyroxene ann 
50% labradorite (Figure 2:6). The dark nature of the rock 
is caused by numerous microscopic inclusions of titaniferous 
iron oxide in the labradorite which is patchily saussuritised 
(~10%) appearing white in hand specimen. A sample of this 
rock type was chosen for a mineral isochron determination 
(Sample CVS). 

The majority of the dolerite rlykes have ophitic to sub-ophitic 
textures (Figure 2:7a). However, 20% are fine grained with 
large « 10m) plagioclase phenocrysts (Figure 2:7b). Microprobe 
analyses of these phenocrysts show them to be more a1bitic than 
the groundmass plagioclase and their resorbed margins implies 
that they may have been xenocrysts, presumably derived from 
the gabbro (see Table 2:2). Olivine, where present in the 
no1erites, is totally psuedomorphed. Clinopyroxene is 
generally unaltered, locally rimmed with chlorite and 
actinolite and only wholly psuerlomorphed in the rare dykes 
that now have a greenschist mineralogy. Petrologically it is 
not possible to distinguish the two dyke generations within 
the sheeted dyke complex. The degree of alteration found 
within the dykes is apparently random in that adjacent pristine 
and greeschist dykes frequently occur. 

2:4 Peridotite Mineral Chemistry 

This particular section describes the mineral chemistry of the 
Lizard peridotites with the aim of evaluating their petrogenesis 
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Table 2:2 Average microprobe Plagioclase compositions 

Dolerite P5 

groundmass 

FeO 

GaO 

An 

n = 8 

• 

51.61.:.42 

30.07!..33 

0.63.:.04 

13.21.:.13 

3.78.!.11 

0.01 +.01 

99.30 

66 

Dolerite P5 

xenocryst 

4 

53.53.:. 24 

28.85.:. 24 

0.55.:. 03 

12.36.:.15 

4.65.:. 10 

0.02+.01 -
99.96 

59 

Olivine Gabbrd CV 5 

12 

53.16.:.40 

29.78.:.32 

0.31.:.05 

12.60+.11 

4.38.:.14 

0.04+1 

100.27 

61 
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Figure 2:7a; Sample CV2 x.p.l. field of view = 6 mm 

Partially amphibolitised sub-ophitic dolerite. The 
majority of clinopyroxene and plagioclase are unaltered. 

Figure 2:7b; 'Sample P5 x.p.l. field of view = 6 mm 

Altered plagioclase xenocryst in a fine grained dolerite. 
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Figure 2:7<.1 Dolerite CV2 

Figure 2 ~ 7b Dolerite P5 



and inter-relationship. Analytical procedure and errors are 
discussed in Appendix II. 

~inera1 analyses were obtained from 9 spinel lherzolites, 4 
plagioclase lherzo1ites and 3 pargasite harzburgites/lherzolites, 
but for clarity data for just nine samples are discussed and 
presented in the following diagrams. The four spinel 
lherzolite samples considered span the entire mineralogical 
range from 6 to 10% modal clinopyroxene. Samples 2560 and 
LZOI are deformen and undeformed plagioclase lherzolites 
respectively. AT133 comprises interbanded pargasite 
harzburgite and lherzolite. 

2:4:1 01ivines. Average olivine analyses for each 
representative sample are presented in Table 2:3. The 
olivines are all Mg rich (FoSS to 90.S) lying in the range of 
olivines from m~ntle derived peridotites, (Fo88 to F092)~ 
Olivine is unzoned throughout and, with the exception of the 
plagioclase lherzolite LZOl, each sample shows very little , .. +. 
variation in Fo content (typically _ 0.1 of the mean). Minor 
element contents (CaO = 0.04%, MnO = 0.017% and NiO = 0.36%) 
are relatively constant in all the lithologies except for the 
low CaO content of the olivines in the pargasite peridotites, 
0.01%. The Fo contentsof olivines in the plagioclase and 
spinel lherzolite show little variation (90.3 to 89.7) whereas 
those in pargasite lherzolite have Fo = 89.1 and in pargasite 
harzburgite Fo = 88.2. The 2 generations of olivine in LZOI 

l 

have different Fo contents, 90.3 in rounderl olivinesin 
plagioclase and 90.0 in the porphyroclasts and grounrlmass. 
However, this difference is within analytical error ~ 0.3 
(see Appendix II) and therefore cannot be interpreted as 
significant. 

2:4:2 Orthopyroxenes.As with the olivines the orthopyroxenes 
in the Lizard peridotites are Mg rich (Figure 2:8a and band 
Table 2:4) with compositions comparable to orthopyroxenes from 
mantle derived peridotites. As a whole there is relatively 
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Table 2:3 Average microprobe analyses of olivines from Lizard Peridotites. 

Spinel lherzolites 

2553 2554 CV 1 CV 10 

n - 12 It. 8 9 

Si02 41.l4!0.3l 41.35 ! 0.28 41.43 ! 0.29 41. 38 ! 0.26 

MgO + 49.21 - 0.27 49.58 ! 0.26 48.94 ! 0.28 48.81 ! 0.2 

CaO 0.04 ! 0.02 0.04 ! 0.02 0.06 ! 0.02 0.06 ! 0.02 

MnO 0.16 ! 0.02 0.14 ! 0.02 0.14 ! 0.0] 0.17 ! 0.03 

FeO· 9.50 ! 0.09 10.05 ! 0.09 10.05 ± 0.10 10.04 ! 0.11 

NiO 0.36 ! 0.03 0.38 ! 0.04 0.39 ! 0.03 0.36 ! 0.03 

Total 100.41 101.54 101.01 100.82 

Fo 90.2 89.8 89.7 89.7 

Plagioclase Lherzolite Parguite Peridotites 

LZ01 
2560 LZ01 enclosed in plag. AT 133 
n - 6 n - 8 n - 10 n - 5 n • 7 

Si02 41.36 ! 0.29 
- + 

41.09 - 0.28 41.13 ! 0.33 40.83 ± 0.27 40.83! 0.29 

1"gO 48.28 ! O. Z7 
-+ 

49.27 - 0.25 49.43 ± 0.29 48.10 ! 0.26 47.85 ! 0.28 

CaO 0.03 ! 0.01 0.03 ! 0.01 0.06 ! 0.02 0.01 :t 0.01 O.Ul ! .'.01 

MnO 0.17!0.02 0.16 :t 0.02 0.17 ! 0.02 0.17 :t 0.02 0.17 ! 0.02 

FeO· 10.26 ! 0.10 9 •• 3 :t 0.08 9.74! 0.09 10.54!0.11 11.43 ! 0.09 

NiO 0.33 ! 0.03 0.38 ! 0.3 0.36 ! 0.3 0.36 ! 0.03 U.32 ! 0.04 

Total 100.43 100.36 100.87 100.01 100.63 

Fo 89.3 90.3 90.0 89.1 88.2 
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Table 2:4 Avera," microprobe onaly ••• of orthopyroxene. fr~ Lizard Ferldot Ltel. 

25S) H5) 2S54 2554 CV 10 cv 10 
cor. rl .. C R C 

It 
" • 10 6 9 5 11 7 

S102 
54.26!0.21 55.)8 ! 0.)2 54. J5 ! 0.2S 55.ll :t 0.27 55. ~. t 0.28 5~.17 ! 0.Z9 

1102 
0.15 ! 0.0) 0.11 ! 0.02 0.09 t 0.02 0.09 ! 0.02 0.10 ! 0.0) 0.11 ! 0.02 

AI ZO) 5.41 ! 0.10 4.11 ! 0.11 5.29 ! 0.17 4.~9 ! 0.15 ).64 ! O.tS ).09 ! 0.16 

CrZO) 0.61 t 0.07 0.4) ! 0.05 0.7) ! 0.09 0.61 t 0.07 0.72 ! 0.08 O. ~~ t O.O~ 
I'!gO 11.42 ! 0.)2 12.11!0.29 JO.H t 0.25 n.95 t O.ll n.8) ! 0.26 )2. ).' ~ 0.)) 

CoO 1. 72 ! 0.07 0.98 ! '>.05 2.62 ! 0.09 1. 56 ! 0.06 1.96 ! 0.08 1.)5 ! 0.06 

HnO 0.16 ! 0.02 0.16 ! 0.02 0.14!0.02 0.16 ! 0.01 0.11 t 0.02 0.12 ; 0.02 

r.o* 6.21 ! 0.18 6.50 ! 0.21 6.)4 ! 0.15 6.49 ! 0.20 6.29 !.0.19 6.42 ! 0.21 

Na 20 0.07 ! 0.02 0.02 ! 0.01 0.04 ! 0.01 0.01 t 0.01 0.02 ! 0.01 0.02 ! 0.01 

, Total 100 '1 100.02 100.53 100.88 99.88 loo.Sl 

En 86.9 88.1 85.0 ~7.0 86.6 87.7 

F. 9.6 9.9 9.8 9.9 9.6 9.7 

Wo 1.4 . 1.9 5.2 1.1 1.8 2.6 

HI 90.0 89.9 89.7 89.8 90.0 00.0 

cv CV I 25~0 LZUI LZOI AT III 

C R C C R C 

12 6 5 15 7 

55.21 t 0.25 . 5~. 50 ! o. II 5~.29 !: 0.27 5~.79 t 0.28 S6.91 ! 0.29 57.0) ! 0.24 

0.09 ! 0.02 0.07 ! 0.02 0.15 ! 0.01 O. J' :t 0.04 0.44 !: 0.15 !: 0.02 

3.U7 ! 0.18 2. ! 0.09 2.01 ! 0.09 1.36 ! 0.06 1.16 ! 1.)9 !: O.O~ 

o. ~" ! 0.07 0.~5 ! 0.05 U.41 ! 0.05 0.51 ! O.Cfi 0.44 ! 0.24 ! 0.04 

n:.; ! 0.29 12.U ! 0.)) 12.52 ! 0.28 11.28 t O. II n.47 ! 0.25 ll.26 ! 0.27 

1. ;~ ! 0.09 1.67 ! 0.0 0.A2 ! 0.05 1.65 ! 0.0 1.]7 ! 0.0 0.~8 ! U.O 

0.17 ! 0.02 . ~ 7 ! 0.03 0.1~ ! 0.02 0.17 ! 0.01 0.17 ! 0.02 O.lQ ! U.04 

6.31 ! 0.17 ~ U.21 ~.~R ! 0.18 01.34 ! 0.17 01.42 ! 0.23 7.11 ! 0.24 

0.01 ! 0.01 0.· •. ! 0.01 0.01 ! U.Ol U.04 !: 0.01 0.01 ! 0.01 0.01 ! 0.01 

. 
, 99. ~7 LOO.39 99. II . 100. Sl 100.39 100.08 

~~.9 ~ 7.5 8~.0 H.5 S~.O "S.l 

9 .• 5 9.4 10.4 '.4 9.5 10.~ 

3.6 3.1 1.6 2.6 t.J 

90.1 90.1 A8.9 '0.) '0.1 89. ) 



little compositional variation with a total range from 

En88 • l WOl • 3 FSlO• 6 to En85 WOS• 2 Fs9•8• However, there is 
a small but significant compositional range within a single 
thin section. The cores of the enstatite porphyroclasts are 
generally more MgO, CaO and A1 203 rich than the porphyroclast 
rims and groundmass grains (Figure 2:8b ann Table 2:4). This 
chemical trend between porphyroclast cores and rims is also 
apparent between lithologies in that the orthopyroxenes in the 
plagioclase and pargasite peridotites have lower MgO, caO and 
A1 203 contents compared with those of the spinel lherzolites. 
The enstatites of LZOI are notable in that they have the 
greatest Ti02 contents (0.4% compared to typical values of 
0.15%). 

2:4:3 Clinopyroxenes. The clinopyroxenes from the spinel 
lherzolites display a narrow compositional range from 

EnSl • 5 W042.6'FS5.9 to En47 • 2 W047 •9 FsS•O (Figure 2:8a and b 
and Table 2:5). There is considerable compositional overlap 
between the clinopyroxenes of the different spinellherzolites 
but the Al203 contents of the clinopyroxenes tend to be higher, 
and the CaO lower, in rocks with more modal clinopyroxene. 
The porphyroclasts again show zonation with lower MgO, A1 203 
and higher CaO in the rims (Figure 2:8b). The clinopyroxenes 
in the plagioclase lherzolites LZOI show equivalent zonations 
but as in the case of the orthopyroxenes they contain less 
Al 203 and more Ti02 compared to the clinopyroxenes of the 
spinel lherzolites (EnS3• 7 W040•9 FsS•4). 

There are significant compositional variations in the 
clinopyroxenes of the pargasite peridotites. Clinopyroxenes 
from the coarse bands (circa lern) of pargasite lherzolite 
En46.2 W046 •S FS7• 3 are more FeO, Ti02 and A1 203 rich compared 
to those of the narrow bands En46 • 7 W047 •6 FSS•6 ann those 
of the associated deformed harzburgites En48 • 2 W046 •8 FsS 
(Ti0

2
, 0.89 to 0.381. A1 20 3, 4.02 to 2.891.). 
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Total 

En 

MK 

T"ble 2:5 Averagl! microprobe unuly!.cs of clinopyl~o)Ccnes Crom li~HTd Pt.!ridc.tict!!:.. 

2~53 

C 

n - 10 

5] .63 ! 0.2& 

0.36 :!: 0.04 

?llO :t u.21 

(I, lJf" t U f u9 

HI.]) ± 0.17 

20.h2 ! 0.25 

0.11 + 0.03 

3.D:!: 0.15 
0.76:!: 0.08 

101.08 

49.4 

~. 7 

CV 1 
C 

° n • 8 

52.65 ± 0.29 

U.25 :!: 0.u7 

3.22 :t 0.16 

1.44 t O.B 

17.35 t 0.28 

21.66 :!: 0.29 

0.13 t 0.02 

).U) ! U.21 

0.)'.1 ± U.U5 

99.110 

5U.l 

4.9 

45.0 

91.J 

2553 

R 

6 

51.84 t 0.24 

U.40 :!: 0.05 

~.e8:!;0.19 

15.71!0.21 

22.18 :!: 0.28 

0.11 :!: 0.02 

2.\16 :!: 0.11l 
0.84!0.10 

100.85 

4 J. 2 

~.u 

47.9 

90.4 

2560 
C 

5 

2554 

C 

11 

51. 'Ii :!: 0.29 
U.25 ± 0.04 

6.04:!: 0.18 

U.S7 :!: 0.07 

17.n:t 0.19 

20.48 :!: 0.23 

0.U±0.02 

3.40! 0.16 
v.31 ! v.UJ 

100.69 

51. V 

5.1i 

43.4 

9().1 

LZ 01 
C 

10 

53.09 ± 0.33 52.93 ± 0.26 

0.35 ± 0.08 0.55 ± U.07 

2.95 ! 0.17 2.61:!: 0.15 

1.21 ! 0.12 1.34! 0.09 

lS.15 t 0.27 'lS.39 tOO.2S 

19.64 ! 0.28 

0.10 ! 0.01 

3.65 ! 0.18 

0.59 ± 0.07 

99.73 

52.9 

6.0 

41.1 

89.9 

19.52 t U.26 

0.09 ± U.Ul 

3.28 :t U.15 

0.61 ± U.11 

9'.1.32 

53.7 

5.4 

40.9 

9U.9 

2554 
k 

5 

~1.84 :!: U.27 

0.25 :!; u.u5 

5.71:!:U.23 

v.!<u:!: U.Ub 

1/,.42 :!: 0.22 

22.22 :!: 0.27 

0.09 :!: 0.02 

).10 :!: 0.14 
U.2f1 :!: v.vl 

"too. 71 

Ic8.1 

4C..1s 

'.IU.4 

LZ 01 
k 

6 

53.36 ± 0.28 

0.4U ± 0.u6 

2.311:!:0.16 

1. 33 ± 0.10 

18.33 ± 0.31 

20.03 ± U.28 

0.11 ! 0.02 

3.22 ± U.l 7 

0.~4 ± U.Oy 

99.69 

53.1 

5.2 

41. , 

91.0 

CV 10 

C 
I() 

51.)8 :! 0.l5 

0.25:!: 0.06 

5.51 :!: U.u~ 

I .11 :1 ().) 2 

17.50! 0.21 

20.15 ! 0.26 

0.11 :! 0.01 

3.59:!:O.17 

0.3J:!: 0.115 

~). t~ 

1\9.7 

COUftid band purg. 
Lhz. 

AT 133 

C 

10 

51.61 :!: 0.21 

0.4u :!: U.OII 

4.U2 ! U.14 

0.49 :!: 0.05 

B.79 :!: 0.22 

22.14 ± 0.29 

U.14 ± 0.04 

4.45 :!: v.22 

0.51 :!: 0.13 

100.04 

46.2 

7.3 

46.S 

8b.3 

CV ]0 

R 

5 

51.'JJ!0.33 

0.28 :!: 0.u5 
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1.26 ! u.14 
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C 

S 
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O.IIU ± O.ull 

3.(,2 :!: 0.22 

0.59 :!: 0.u7 

16.07 ± 0.26 

22.78 :!: 0.26 

0.09 t 0.03 

3.45 :!: 0.18 

0.52 ! 0.12 

100.01 

46.7 

5.6 

47.6 

8".2 

O. Jt! :!: O.U~ 

2.IIY :!: 0.21 

0.77 :!: 0.08 
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2:4:4 Pargasite. The pargasites within the banded 
pargasite peridotites show marked compositional variation 
from Mg60• 4 Ca29.5 FelO• 2 in the coarse lherzolite bands to 
Mg55 •8' Ca30•5 Fe13• 7 in the associated deformed harzburgites 
(see Table 2:6). All the pargasites contain high Ti02, 
2.98 to 4.54% and Cr2 03' 1.50 to 0.7~. 

2:4:5 Spinels. Spinels in the Lizard peri~otites display 
systematic variations in A1 203, 55.42 to 14.34%, Cr2 03' 
12.47 and 45.77%, MgO, 18.79 to 9.24% and FeO, 13.42 to 
27.87% (Table 2:7, Figure 2:9). High MgO and A1 203 contents 
are associated with low Cr2 03 and FeO in olive green spinels, 
sensu strict~ and vice versa in opaque chromites. 

Spinels in all the lithologies show zonation with relatively 
MgO and A1 203 rich core and Cr20 3 and FeO rich rims. 
Significantly Talkington and Malpas (1979) predict that during 
re-equilibration pyroxenes would loose Tschermak's molecules 
(Mg A12 Si06 and Ca A1 2Si06) which would equilibrate with 
spinels and yield relatively MgO and A1 203 rich rims, the 

opposite to that observed here. This is, probably due to at 
lea~t partial re-equilibration, in the plagioclase lherzolite 
stability field (see next section) during Which the reaction 
plagioclase and orthopyroxene ~ clinopyroxene + spinel 
would result in plagioclase formation and hence a loss of Al 
from the original spinels.' 

The Cr/Cr + Al ratios of the cores of spinels from spinel 
lherzolites show a correlation with the modal % clinopyroxene 
in the rock and the A1 20 3 contents of the associated 
orthopyroxenes and clinopyroxenes (Figure 2:10). Similar 
relationships have been recorded in peridotites by several 
workers; ultramafic xenoliths (Frey and Prinz, 1978) and 
ophiolites ,(Allen 1975, Talkington and Malpas 1979). The 
relationship reflects changes'in the bulk rock Cr/Al ratio 
which varies with the modal abundance of clinopyroxene. 
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Table 2:6 Average mh:roprobc an. .. lyses of pargasites and plagioclase frop, Lizard Peridotites 
Parga~il. Plagioclase 

AT 133 AT 133 AT 133 
P.- Lherz. P. Uterz. P. Uterz. 2560 LZ01 LZOI 

coarse band thin band core core margins 

10 10 5 5 5 5 

Si02 43.29 ! 0.21 42.99 ! 0.25 42.41 ! 0.24 S102 
48.12 ! 0.29 48.11 ! 0.32 48.54 t 0.36 

Ti02 2.98 ! 0.15 4.05 t 0.19 4.54 ! 0.21 Al 20 3 
32.10 t 0.24 32.69 ! 0.22 32. n t 0.27 

AL,/') l2.2S!0.24 12.30 ! 0.269 12.30! 0.21 CaO 16.22 t 0.19 16.57 t 0.21 16.00 t 0.26 

Cr20 J 
1.50 t 0.09 1.36 ! 0.11 0.79 t 0.07 FeO* 0.13 ! 0.02 0.08 t 0.01 0.10 t 0.02 

MgO 7.09 t 0.31 15.79 ! 0.25 15.59 ! 0.27 Na20 2.43 ! 0.9 2.16 t 0.11 2.48 ! 0.10 

CaO 11.60 t 0.22 11.94 t 0.18 1l.86!O.21 K20 0.00 ,0.00 0.00 

MoO 0.06 t 0.01 0.06 ! 0.01 0.11 t 0.02 

K20 0.41 t 0.07 0.07 ! 0.03 0.07 t 0.05 

FeO* 5.12 ! 0.21 5.75 t 0.26 6.84 ! U.29 

Na
2
0 2.70 ! U.12 2.U3 ! 0.15 1.97 t 0.15 

Total 97.00 96.28 96.85 Total 99.00 99.61 99.27 

MgO 60.4 57.2 55.8 Ab 21.3 19.1 21.9 

FeO* 10.2 11.7 13.7 An 78.7 80.9 78.1 

Ca 29.5 31.1 30.5 Or 0.0 0.0 0.0 

~
N 



Table Z:7 Average microprobe analyses of spinels from lizard Peridotites 

SiOZ 

Tl02 

A1 20 3 

CrZ0 3 
FeO* 

MnO 

NiO 

MgO 

Total 

2553 
C. Subh 

n-7±lG 

0.06 ± O.OZ 

0.10 ! 0.02 

55.42 ! 0.29 <. 

12.47 ! 0.31 

13.42 ± 0.18 

0.10 ± 0.01 

0.37! 0.05 

18.79 ± 0.20 

100.73 

10OMg/Mg+Fe2+ 73.6 

100Cr /Cr+AI ll.1 

Fe3+ /Cr+A1+Fe3+ 1.5 
2554 

R. Ske1 

n - 6 

Si02 0.11 ± 0.04 

Ti02 
0.07 ± 0.02 

AI 20 3 < 51. 29 ± 0.33 

Cr203 14.54 ± 0.24 

FeO* 15.46 ± 0.41 

MnO 0.09 ! 0.01 

NiO 0.30 ! 0.04 

MgO 18.46 ! U.23 

Total 100.3:: 

100Mg/Mg+Fe3+ 7;.4 

100Cr /Cr+Al 16.0 

Fe 3+ /Cr+Al+Fe3+ 3.9 

LZ 01 
Rr!!'.nrbed 

n" 3 

5102 
U.ll ! 0.03 

Ti02 
0.28 ± 0.05 

A1Z03 21.33! 0.23 

Cr203 
45.77 ± 0.32 

FeO* 22.04 ± 0.27 

MnO 0.20! 0.03 

NiO 0.10 ± 0.02' 

MgO . 10.06 ± 0.18 

Total 99.89 

lOOMg/Mg+Fe 2+ 47.1 

1 OOer /Cr+Al 59.0 

Fe 3+/Cr+Al+Fe :1+ 2.5 

C 

2553 
R. Subh 

n-4±lG 

0.09 ± 0.03 

0.10 ! 0.02 

54.21 ± 0.43 

ll.ll ± 0.32 

13.82 ! 0.28 

0.10 :!: 0.02 

0.39 ± 0.03 

18.49 ± 0.17 

100.33 

72.9 

14.0 

1.8 

2554 
Isolate & small 

n - 4 

0.09 ± 0.01 

0.05 ± 0.01 

52.84 ± 0.18 

13.81 ± 0.22 

13.59 ! 0.22 

O.ll ± 0.01 

0.32 :!: 0.03 

18.83 ± 0.24 

99.66 

74.8 

14.9 
2.6 

LZ 01 
Subh. 1n plag. 

n .. 8 

O.lS±O.OZ 

2.03 ± 0.08 

16.75 ± 0.16 

44.96 ! 0.24 

24.33 ± 0.23 

0.21 ! 0.03 

0.17 ± 0.03 

10.61 ± 0.23 

99.21 

48.8 

64.3 

6.4 

R 

CV 1 
C. Skel 

n-5±lG 

0.12 ± 0.04 

0.07 ± 0.03 

27.42 ± 0.23 

38.08 ! 0.26 

22.93 ! 0.20 

0.11 :!: 0.02 

0.33 ± 0.04 

10.17±0.21 

99.43 

47.7 

48.2 

3.4 

2554 
Isolate & small 

n - 1 

0.10 

0.07 

51.85 

14.73 

14.66 

0.14 

0.34 

, 18.61 

100.50 

73.8 

16.0 
3.2 

LZ 01 
Subh. 1n 01. 

n - 6 

0.16 ± U.03 

2.22 ± 0.10 
+ . 

14.34-0.21 

44.12±0.33 

27.87 ± 0.15 

0.27! 0.1l3 

0.16 :!: 0.03 

9.24 :!: 0.26 

98.38 

43.3 

67.4 

9.2 

CV 1 
R. Ske1 

n - 3 ± 1 G 

0.17 ± 0.03 

0.06 :!: 0.02 

25.28 :t 0.17 

39.33 ! 0.39 

23.89 ± 0.21 

0.10 ± 0.02 

0.17 ± 0.03 

10.41 ± 0.15 

99.41 

47.9 

51.1 

4.9 

CV 10 
C Subheldral 

n - 5 

0.07 ± 0.U2 

0.09 ± 0.02 

30.47 ! 0.21 

35.64 :!: 0.23 

20.35 ± 0.18 

0.11 :!: 0.02 

0.32 ± 0.03 

12.63 ± 0.09 

99.68 

56.5 

44.0 
3.8 

LZ 01 
Euh. .~X. in opx. 

n - 10 

0.05 ! 0.02 

2.)0 ± 0.11 

16.25 ± 0.14 

44.65 ± 0.27 

24.12 ! 0.24 

0.20 ! 0.02 

0.17 ! 0.04 

11.70 ± 0.25 

99.44 

53.1 

64.8 

R.O 

2554 
C. Ske1 

n - 8 

0.14 ± 0.03 

0.08 ± 0.02 

52.93 ± 0.21 

13.60 ± 0.17 

13.88 ± 0.26 

0.10 ± 0.02 

0.36!0.U3 

18.88 ± 0.21 

99.97 

74.7 

14.7 

2.7 

2560 

45 

< anhedral in plag. 

n - 5 

0.U8 ± 0.02 

0.15 ! U.04 

30.80 ± 0.25 

33.27 ! 0.34 

22.40 ± 0.21 

0.35 ± U.03 

0.10 ! O.OZ 

:1..26 ± 0.11 

98.61 

50.9 

42.0 
3.9 

AT 133 (Hz.) 

Su )h. in pilrg. 

n - 4 

0.15 ± 0,02 

1.03 ! 0.09 

23.49 ! 0.Z7 

40.53 ± lr. 33 

23.62 ± 0.25 

0.27 ± 0.03 

0.15 ± 0.02 

10.65 ± 0.12 

99.89 

48.3 

'i J.6 

4.4 



During partial melting the. Kn of Cr residue-melt is 
significantly greater than the Ko of Al residue-melt such 
that increasing degrees of partial melting will result in 
residues with higher erIAl bulk roCk ratios and lower 
clinopyroxene contents. 

Spinels from plagioclase lherzolites show a large range in 
their CrlCr + Al ratio from values similar to those in the 
clinopyroxene poor (6 modal %) spinel lherzolites ~o those 
in stratiform ultrabasic bodies (Figure 2:9). The data 
also plot on an extension of the (Cr/Cr + AI) vs (A1 203 
content of clinopyroxene) relationship defined by the. spinel. 
lherzolites (Figure 2:10). ., 

The plagioclase lherzolite LZOI (undeformed) is significant 
in that it has 2 spinel morphologies; i) anhedral/porphyro
clastic (2.0 to 0.1 mm) and enclosed in plagioclase 
(apparently originating as a result of re-equilibration of the 
olive green spinels found in the spinel lherzolites, Green 1964b 
(op. cit.» ii) Etihedral small (0.005 mm) poikilitically 
enclosed in plagioclase and in olivines within the plagioclase.' 
Spinels are also found exsolved within orthopyroxene 
porphyroclasts adjacent to plagioclase rich patches. 

The two morphologies have different compositions with the 
euhedral form having higher CrlCr + Al ratios (Table 2:7~ 
Figure 2:9). The euhedral form also shows some chemical 
variation apparently dependant upon the enclosing phase~· For 
example the highest A1 203 contents and lower CrlCr + Al ratio 
are found in spinels in plagioclase whereas the spinels in 
olivines have the lowest Mg~g + Fe2+ ratios (Figure 2:9). 
Similar relationships within the Rhum layered intrusion were 
ascribed by Henderson (1975) and Henderson and Suddaby (1971) 
to subsolidus re-equilibration between spinels and the 
associated silicate phases. 

Perhaps the most significant chemical difference between the 
two spinel morphologies 1s in their Ti02 content; greater than 
2.00% in the euhedral form and less than 0.3% in the anhedral 
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form. Henderson (1975) does not record evidence for 
Ti02 re-equilibration between spinels and their adjacent 
silicate phases and it is therefore concluded that the high 
Ti0 2 contents are primary. Disseminated spinels in alpine 
type lherzolites and harzburgites typically contain low Ti02 
contents «0.4%) and Ti02 is only found to exceed 0.4% in 
spinels from dunites and massive chromites which formed as 
early precipitates from a magma (e.g. Auge and Roberts, 1982). 
~i02 contents greater than 1% are only consistently found in 
spinels in layered ultrabasic bonies e.g. Bushweld (Cameron, 1975) 
The high Ti02 contents of the subhedral chromites ( >2.00%) 
are therefore indicative of chromite precipitation from a 
relatively undifferentiated magma that was introduced into the 
lherzolite. Interestingly spinels enclosed in pargasite 
within the pargasite harzburgite also contain relatively high 
Ti02 (circa 1.00%). 

2t4:6 Equilibration Temperatures and Pressures 

Calculated equilibrium P-T conditions are reported in Table 
2:8, based on co~existing pyroxene geothermometers and 
geobarometers derived by Mercier (1976, 1980), Wells (1977) 
and Powell (1978). Equilibrium pressures for the plagioclase 
lherzolites were estimated using the method of Obata (1976). 
The cores of pyroxene porphyroclasts record P-T conditions 4 to 

o . 
6 Kb and 100 to 140 C higher than the porphyroclast rims 
indicating that the rims have suffered down temperature and 
pressure re-equilibration. 

Figure 2:11 schematically portrays the P-T history of the Lizard 
peridotites. The cores of the pyroxene porphyroc1asts within 
the ~pinel 1herzolites record P-T conditions at the uppermost 
limits of the spinel lherzolite stability field (19 Kb, 11000 C). 
Significantly the pyroxene porphyroclasts of the plagioclase 
lherzolite LZOI record lower P-T conditions (5Kb, l07SoC) 
indicative of equilibration in-the upper most mantle. The 
mineral chemistry of LZOI indicates that considerable 
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Table 2:8 Calculated P-T conditions for the Lizard Peridotites 
2553 2554 CV 10 CV 1 

C R C R C -, 

R 

15.4 Kb 9.7 Kb 19. 2 Kb 12.1 Kb 20.7 Kb 16.5 KI:> 18.7 Kl> Mercier 

10830C 953°C l134°c lO07oC 11570C 10430C 108loC 

10430c 11380c 10760C 99loC Wells 

10 Kb ll190c 13160c l1460C l1670e 

15 Kb ll450 C 1 350°C l1790C l1850C Powell 

20 Kb l1750C 1 384°C l2l2°C 12030e 

LZOI 2560 AT 133 

10760e lO98oc 889°C Wells 

5 Kb lO6Goe 874°C 5Kb 862°C 

10 Kb 11010C 893°C 870°C 

15 Kb l13GoC 922°C 879°C Powell 

20 Kb ll7loC 951°C - 887°C 

5 Kb 5 Kb 5 Kb Obata 



re-equilibration occurred as a result of melt infiltration 
into a spinel lherzolite and that it is this event recorded 
by the P-T estimates. The data therefore suggest that the 
Lizard spinel lherzolites had risen aniabatically from the 
spinel, lherzolite stability field to the base of the crust 
(see Figure 2:11). The deformation and recrystallisation of 
the pargasite and plagioclase lherzolites occurred after 
essentially isobaric cooling, i.e. within the uppermost mantle 

o at approximately 900 C. 

2:4:7 Conclusions 

. The mineral chemistry of the spinel lherzolites reflect. 
differing degrees of melt extraction followed by down temperature 
and pressure re-equilibration. The formation of the 
plagioclase and parga site peridotites can be related to the 
introduction of aplcr.Ltic melt into the spinel lherzolites 
(Spray, 1982) that had undergone an adiabatic rise to the 
uppermost mantle (SKb, 107SoC). Extensive equilibration 
accompanied the melt infiltration and was followed by 
deformation and re-crystallisation at lower temperatures 
(900oC). 
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2:5 Geochronology 

2:5:1 Previous work. Several K/Ar age determinations have 
been reported for parts of the Lizard Complex (Table 2:9) and 
they suggest a metamorphic age of between 350 and 400 Ma for 
the rocks beneath the ophiolitic units but provide little 
constraint as to the actual age of the ophiolitic rocks. 

Table 2:9 K/Ar ages for the Lizard Co~plex 

50 

Kennack Gneis. (biot) Miller and Green (196la) A'i. of 2 391 ~ 7 

~ennack Gneiss (Hbl) Miller and Green (196lb) . 366 ~ 20 

Old Lizard Head Series (Muse) Miller and Green (196la) 356 ~ 4 

Llanderednack Hornblende Schilt .(Hbl) Miller and Green (196lb) 371 ~ 20 

Llanderednack Hornblende Schist (Hbl) Miller and Creen (196lb) 442 ~ 24 

Hornblende Amphibolite (WR) Miller and Creen (196lb) 357 ~ 20 

Hornblende Crsnulite (WR) Miller and Creen (196lb) 492 ~ 26 

Dolerite dykes (11 WR) Halliday and Mitchell (1977) 131 - 403 



2:5:2 Sm-Nd Mineral Isochron. Clinopyroxene, plagioclase, 
olivine and magnetite fractions were separated by magnetic an~ 
hand picking techniques from a fresh sample of black olivine 
gabbro CV5. Analytical techniques are described in Appendix 'II 
and the results presented in Table 2:10. A second whole rock 

-analysis was carried out 4 months later to check the 
reproducibility of the data and the homogeneity of the pow~er. 
The' two analyses were found to be within analytical error. 

The data are presented on a Sm~Nd isochron diagram (Figure 2:12). 
The "olivine" analysis is deviant from a regression line through 
the remaining points and, due to its partially serpentinised 
and oxidised nature, has been omitted from the isochron 
calculations. The data were processed on a computer program 
using the least squares approximation method following York (1966), 

+ and yielded an age of 375 _ 34 Ma with M.S.W.D. of 0.006. ',The 
exceedingly small M.S.W.D. could be taken to indicate that the 
analytical errors used in the calculations were too great. 
However, the within run errors for l43Nd /144Nd , circa 0.002%, 
and Sm/Nd, 0.1%, represent the likely minimum errors. The 

+' initial ratio of 0.51265 _ 2 indicates that the gabbro CV5 was 
derived. from a depleted source with an E. Nd I value of 9. 8 ~ 0.4. 

Before discussing the significance of the age determination it 
is interesting to compare the precision of this age to that of 
previously published Sm-Nd mineral isochrons. Some published 
Sm-Nd mineral ages appear to be much more precise than that 
presented here (Table 2:11). However, when those ages are 
recalculated using a standard least squares program based on 
York (1966) several would appear to have been reported with 
underestimated errors (see Table 2:11). The most spectacular 
example is for the Bay of Island ophiolite for which Jacobson 

, + 
and Wasserburg (1979) reported an age of 508 _ 6 Ma in contrast 
to the age of 508 ~ 58 Ma calculated here. Since the M.S.W.D. 
is 0.01 one can only conclude that even though the M.S.W.D. is 
less than 1 Jacobson and Wasserburg hav~ effectively multiplied 
their calculated error by JM.S.W.D. This procedure is 
clearly untenable, and 1f applied to the data from the Coverack 

gabbro would yield an age of 375 ~ 2 Ma. 
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Table 2:11 ' 

Sm-Nd mineral Isochrons 

Recalculated M.S.W.D. 

Stillwater 

Depaolo and Wasserburg (1979) 

2 Pyroxene gabbro·. Age; 2701 : 8 2699 ~ 39 2.2 

Bay of Islands· 

Jacobson and Wasserburg (1979) 

508 + 6 508 + 58 0.01 

Oman -
McCulloch et a1; (1980) 

128 + 20 127 ~ 26 1.6 

Lizard Complex 

375 + 34 0.006 



In conclusion it is noted that although several Srn-Nd mineral 
isochrons have been published it is not always clear which 
parameters have been used in the isochron calculations, what 
the M.S.W.D. value is, and at which sigma levels errors are 
quoted. Standardisation following Rb-Sr isochron procedures 
would be desirable. The age from the Lizard Complex is of 
comparable precision to other published Sm-Nd mineral ages. 

2:5:3 Discussion. The 375 ~ 34 Ma age obtained for the 
olivine gabbro from Coverack lies within the range of the 
K~Ar dates obtained from the metamorphic assemblages in the 
Lizard Complex (see Table 2:9). It is therefore important 
to ascertain if this new date represents; i) a primary 
igneous cooling age or ii) a metamorphic age. 

At present there is little direct evidence for the blocking 
temperatures of REE in the major rock forming minerals and it 
is therefore difficult to evaluate the conditions under which 
the original igneous age of the gabbro CV5 would be reset.' 
Humphries and Cliff (1982) suggested that the blocking 
temperature of the Sm-Nd system in garnets, which upon thermo
dynamic considerations is expected to be in excess of lOOOoC, 

o may be as low as 500 C under very slow cooling rates 
(loC Myr -1). The effective Sm-Nd blocking temperature for 
a particular mineral depends upon its size, the diffusion 
coefficients for Sm and Nd and the cooling rate. (The faster 
the cooling rate the higher the blocking temperature.) 
Although no specific data are available for REE diffusion in 
plagioclase Hart (1981) suggested from a study of available 
experimental diffusion data on feldspars (0, Ar, K, Na, Sr and Rb) 

. ~ 0 . -1 
that for cooling rates in the range of 10 to 10 C myr all 
element species can be expected to "freeze-in" simultaneously at 
temperatures in the range 400 to 600oC. Clinopyroxene, the 
other major constituent mineral in the gabbro is a high 
temperature mineral and would be expected to have a higher 
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blocking temperatures for REE compared to plagioclase. 

It is not possible to establish the exact cooling rate for the 
gabbro body as the original size is unknown. However, a 
cooling rate of 103 to 104oC Myr-1 would be appropriate for 
a body the size of the Lizard Complex (Hart, 1981). Under 
such cooling rates the Sm-Nd systematics of the gabbro body 
would be "frozen-in" above 5000 C and the age obtained from 
this rock would represent the period of geological activity 
and not an age subsequent to a long cooling history (i.e. less 
than 1 Ma after event)~ ,It is therefore concluded that 
temperatures in excess of 5000 C are probably required to reset 
the original igneous Sm-Nd isotope systematics of the gabbro 
body. 

Barnes and Andrews (in press) established that during the 
regional metamorphism in S.W.Eng1and (365 to 345 Ma, Dodson 
and Rex, 1971) temperatures did not exceed 300°C suggesting 
that the Sm~Nd mineral age is not the result of the regional 
metamorphism. However, temperatures generated during the 
emplacement of the ophiolitic units were sufficiently high to 
cause partial melting and the generation of the Kennack Gneiss 
. ( > 600~C) and hence could have reset the Sm-Nd systematics of 
the gabbro. Significantly, however, the gneisses are only 
locally, developed and they are always associated with the 
base of the lower ophiolite unit. Thus there is at least 
500 m of peridotite between the gabbro and the. zone of high 
temperatures in the possibly underlying Kennack Gneiss. Very 
high thermal gradients (1100oC/Km Jamieson, 1980). are 
characteristic of such emplacement metamorphism and so it is 
unlikely that at that time the temperatures in the gabbro were 
high enough to reset the Sm-Nd systematics.'- However, perhaps 
the most convincing evidence that the igneous Sm-Nd systematics 
of the gabbro have not been reset is provided by the petrology 
of the gabbro itself. Olivine is partially serpentinised 
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indicating that water was present in the rock but amphibole 
and chlorite (minerals that would be associated with low and. 
high temperature hydrous alteration of the clinopyroxene) are 
rare, only being found associated with joints. It is therefore 
concluded that the 375 ~ 34 Ma age of the olivine gabbro at 
Coverack is a primary igneous cooling age and represents the 
age of the crustal portion of the ophiolitic units. 

The Kennack Gneiss cross cuts the basal thrust of the 
ophiolitic units and thus records an event post or 
synchronous with the emplacement of the ophiolitic units.
Styles and Rundle (in press) recently obtained a Rb-Sr who1e
rock age of 369 ~ 12 Ma for the Kennack Gneiss, and since this 
is analytically indistinguishable from the age of the Coverack 
gabbro it precludes a lengthy history for the ophiolitic rocks 
prior to their emplacement. Similarly short histories have 
been reported from ophiolite complexes such as that in Oman 

+ where the formation age 98 ;0 95 _ 1 Ma (Tilton et al., 1979) 
and emplacement ages of 89 _ 3 Ma. . . ' 

2:5:4 Interim Summary of Geological events in S.W. England. 
The formation and emplacement of the Lizard ophiolite complex 
are analytical indistinguishable at circa 370 Ma. The melange 
to the north of the Lizard Complex is Middle Devonian, circa 
370 Ma and hence may have a genetic link with the Lizard Complex. 
S.W. England suffered a low grade regional metamorphic event' 
associated with the Hercynian Orogeny circa 365 to 345 Ma 
(Dodson and Rex, 1971) prior to the emplacement of the Cornwall 
Granites at 270 Ma. 

2:6 RE and Trace Element Geochemistry of the 
Ophiolitic Rock Types 

216:1 Igneous Rocks. Trace and R.E. element determinations are 
reported in Table 2:12 and Appendix III for a total of 7 dolerite 
dykes, a plagiogranite and 3 metabasa1ts from the ~elange. The 
REE data are presented as chondrite normalised patterns in 
Figure 2:13. The dolerites and metabasa1ts record significant 

, 
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variations in the degree of incompatible element enrichment 
(Zr/Y = 2.5 to 6.1 and (Ce/Yb)N = 0.8 to 2.2). The late 
dolerite suite and melange metabasalts have similar trace 
element characteristics and in marked contrast to the late 
dykes they are incompatible element enriched, Zr/Y = 4.1 to 6.1 
and (Ce/Yb)N = 1.4 to 2.1). All the basaltic rocks show 
moderately fractionated H.REE patterns with (Dy/yb)N ratios 
of 1.1 to 1.3 (Figure 2:l3a to c). 
The plagiogranite, P7, is notable for very high trace element 
contents (Zr = 705 ppm, (Ce)N = 101 and (Yb)N = 28.5) and 
marked incompatible element enrichment (Zr/Y = 9 and (Ce/yb)N 
= 3.5). The REE profile also shows flat H.REE and a marked 

* Eu anomaly, Eu/Eu = 0.82 (Figure 2:l3a). In contrast the 
* basaltic rocks have only minor Eu anomalies, EU/Eu = 0.92 

to 1.07. Significantly the 2 rocks with positive Eu 
anomalies, CV2 and PS, contain large resorbed plagioclase 
xenocrysts that are more albitic than the groundmass 
plagioclose (see Table 2:2). It is therefore possible that 
the positive Eu anomalies are the result of plagioclase 
accumulation:- probably from the gabbro body. 

The present of negative Eu anomalies in the plagiogranite 
and the majority of the basaltic rocks suggest that 
plagioclase fractionation may have played a significant role 
in their petrogenesis. Rayleigh fractionation modelling has 
been performed to establish if the variations between, and 
within, each rock SUite, and the formation of the plagiogranite, 
can be accounted for by purely fractional crystallisation. 
Olivine gabbro (30% olivine, 40% plagioclase and 30% 
clinopyroxene) was taken as the probable fractionating 
assemblage due to the presence of plagioclase,olivine and 
clinopyroxene as phenocryst phases within the dolerite dykes. 

The Rayleigh fractionation calculations demonstrate that in 
excess of 40% fractionation is required to account for the 
variations in the H.REE contents within each rock suite. 
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However, significantly greater degrees of fractionation are 
required to explain the L.REE variations. 40% fractional 
crystallisation of a gabbroic assemblage from the chemically 
most primitive basaltic liquids recorded in the Lizard Complex 
(MgO = 10% and Si02 = 48%) would result in liquids more 
evolved than any of the dolerites (MgO< 5% and Si02 > 54%). 
Even higher degrees of fractional crystallisation are 
required to explain the inter-suite REE variations. It 
therefore appears that although fractional crystallisation has 
occurred, it cannot account for the overall range in REE 
abundances. 

It is significant to note that the tholeiitic nature of the 
basaltic rocks (Kirby, OPe cit.) argues for large percentage 
partial melting, > 10%, of their respective mantle source 
regions and hence the REE patterns of the magmas will not be 
significantly fractionated compared to their sources. The 
(Ce/Yb)N variations between and within basaltic suites are 
therefore probably indicative of heterogeneous source regions. 

The extremely high trace element contents of the plagiogranite 
(e.g. Zr a 705 ppm) suggest that, if they are genetically 
related to the gabbroic and basaltic rocks (Zr< 300 ppm), that 
fractional crystallisation has played a major role in its 
petrogenesis (see Chapter 4 for a discussion on the role of 
fractional crystallisation and crustal melting in the 
petrogenesis of highly evolved rocks). In. excess of 90% 
fractionation of a gabbroic assemblage is required to produce 
the trace element content of the plagiogranite from a basaltic 
liquid equivalent to a dolerite, Pl. Interestingly the REE 
pattern of the plagiogranite, P7, does not show the L.REE 
depletion typical of most MORB and ophiolite derived 
plagiogranites (Figure 2:14). 

Average MORB normalised trace element patterns for the early 
and late dyke suites are presented in Figure 2:15. The early 
dyke suite shows relative enrichment in all elements except 
Ti and Yb with the greatest enrichment in Ba. This style of 
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trace element enrichment is typical of "within plate" ann 
liE type MORB" volcanism, e.g. Hawaii and the Gulf of Aden 
(Figure 2:15). The melange metabasalts are not shown in 
Figure 2:15 but have similar trace element characteristics 
to the early dyke suite. In contrast the geochemistry 
of the late dykes shows MORS-like characteristics, but again 
has relative LILE and Nb enrichment with the greatest relative 
enrichment recorded in Sa suggesting a possible genetic 
relationship between the source, regions of the early ann late 
dyke suites. Although LILE enrichment is characteristic of 
subduction related volcanism, such rocks also have relative 
Nb depletion (Figure 2:15). LILE enrichment and Nb depletion 
are also characteristic of volcanism in some marginal basins 
(see Pearce et al., 1981). It is therefore probable that 
the Lizard ophiolitic rocks ~id not form in a sub~uction 
related environment. 

Interestingly the trace element characteristics and evolution 
recorded in the Lizard Complex is comparable to that of the 
Red. Sea. The Miocene Tihama Asir Ophiolite complex, which 
formed during the initial rifting of the Red Sea, contains 
L.REE enriched dolerite dykes associated with layered gabbros 
and plagiogranites (Coleman et al., 1979) (Figure 2:14). 
The plagiogranites are significant in that, as in the case 
of the Lizard plagiogranites, they. show no evidence of L.REE 
depletion typical of most MORB and ophiolite derived 
plagiogranites, (Figure 2:14). Unfortunately no trace element 
data are available for the dolerite dykes. However, tholeiitic 
basalts forming islands within the Red Sea have similar major 
element compositions to those of the dolerite dykes. The 
trace element characteristics of these tholeiitic basalts are 
eqUivalent to those of the early dyke suite (Figure 2:l5a and e) 
and the late dyke suite are comparable to the basalts of the 
Gulf of Aden. 

It is conclu~en from the trace element data that there are 
two volcanic suites within the Lizard complex" an" that 
they are derived from heterogeneous source regions. The 
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Figure 2:17 (Ce)N - (Yb)N VARIATION DIAGRAM FOR PERIDOTITES 

REE data for all three Lizard Peridotite types are plotted 
along with those frolll several ultralllafic cOlllplexes. Th'e 
solid line represents an unfractionated chondritic source. 

Calculated residue trajectories are shown for melt extraction, 
under batch melting conditions, from a 2.5 tillles chondritic 
source. Each residue trajectory is marked with 1, 5, 10 and 
20% melting. 

Trend A Spinel lherzolite portion coefficients Hanson, 1977 
3 " " " " Loubet et al., 

1975 
C " " " " Frey et al. , 

1978 
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plagiogranites within the Lizard Complex are apparently 
derived by large degrees of fractional crystallisation >90%. 
The magmatic evolution of the Lizard Complex is comparabl~ to 
the initial rifting of the Red Sea, in that early incompatible 
element enriched magmas were succeeded by more MOR3-like 
magmas. 

2:7 Nd Isotope Systematics of the Lizard Complex 

2:7:1 Peridotites. The Nd isotope data of the peridotites 
are presented in Table 2:13, the basaltic rocks Table 2:12 
and th~ gneisses Table 2:14. The range in present day 
l43Nd /144Nd ratios of the peridotites and the mineral 

separates', 0.51301 to 0.51414 is part ially a consequence of 
the large range in their Sm/Nd ratios, 0.289 to 1.188. In 
each case the high values are among the most depleted yet 
recorded. The initial ratios of the peridotites (considered 
at 375 Ma the formation and emplacement age of the Lizard 
Complex) range from 0.51238 to 0.51282 equivalent to E NdI 
values of + 4.8 ~ 1.6 to + 13.3 ~ 1.0 (Figure 2:16). These 
data therefore exhibit more diversity than present day MORS, 

e. Nd + 8 to + 13. The mineral separates and LZOI were leached 
overnight in 6 MHCL to remove any possible alteration. LZ01 
showed a 40% weight loss, consistent with the dissolution of 
a large proportion of the serpentlnised olivine leaving a 
pyroxene enriched residue. 

Due to the highly serpentinised nature of the majority of 
the peridotites,Sr isotope analyses were only carried out on 
mineral separates and the freshest whole-rock, LZOl. 
Unfortunately the small quantity of clinopyroxene separated 
from the spinel lherzolite 2553 and the extremely low Rb ann 
Sr contents of the rock is reflected in the larger errors in 

87 86 its SrI Sr and Rb/Sr ratios. Clinopyroxene is the phase 
within plagioclase and spinel lherzolites that will contain 
most of the REE and LILE, such that the analysis of 
clinopyroxene is likely to provide the best estimate of the 
isotope composition of the unaltered whole rock. The present 
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Table 2 • 12 Trace El_nt and lsotq>e ;)ata for tIM BasAltiC Rocks of the LiZArd Ca.plex 

Salple Rock Type Locality Zr/Y + Le Ce 114 SII Ell Gd ';)y Er Vb (Ce/YbIN 147sa/1HNd 143Nd/144114 £Nd
37S 

P2 dolerUe S. Porthoustocir. 3.3 2.46 10.4 9.S3 3.11 1.17 4.10 4.71 2.83 2.52 1.0 O.HB 0.513095 t 14 + 9.2 t 0.1 

0.513216 t 16 + 11.7 t 0.4 
P4 dOlerite S. Parthoustoc:k 3.4 2.21 9.15 9.46 3.17 1.22 4.36 5.12 3.11 2.77 0.8 0.203 0.513241 t 20 

P116 dolerite Porthou.atock 3.0 1.78 6.02 5.94 1.99 0.804 2.80 ).21 1.92 1.73 0.9 0.203 0.513157 t 24 + 10.2 t 0.5 

CV2 dolerite co-r_ l.O 1.1 5.9 6.0 2.02 0.835 2.82 3.a 1.99 1.8 0.8 0.202 0.513206 t 20 + 11.2 t 0.4 

PI dolerite S. Porthoustoek 6.1 9.78 26.8 16.7 4.17 1.46 4.95 ; .. .;~ 3.31 3.08 2.2 0 •• 51 0.512966 t 14 + 8.9 t 0.3 

PS dolerite S. Parthoustack .' 4.1 4.13 12.2 8.96 ).57 1.01 3.32 3.30 2.30 2.11 1.5 0.174 0.513035 t 14 + 9.0 t 0.3 

P11A dolerite Por_tock 5.1 10.4 33.4 26.5 7.52 2.33 9.28 iJ.ii 4.71 4.30 1.98 0.171 0.SIJ038 :t 12 + 10.1:t 0.2 

P7 p1a",lD9ranite Parthoustock 9.0 1l.3 87.8 44.7 9.6 2.41 9.42 10.Z 6.34 6.27 3.5 0.130 0.512955 t 12 + 9.5 :t 0.2 

. " 

lS/IISt. _tab.as&lt Ml.anqe 2.5* 8.63 26.7 21.3 6.15 . 2.03 '1.88 9.0'; 5.37 4.72 1.4 0.175 0.512987 t 16 + 8.2 t 0.3 

18/98/10 _tab.as&1 t ' ";lADge 4.1* 4.8 14.1 11.5 3.40 1.12 4.40 4.97 2.93 2.61 1.4 0.180 0.512998"1 16 + 8.2 :t O.l 

28/flCll _tab.as&lt , ... .l.1u>ge .. 4.6* 8.27 25.S 20.2 5.68 1.97 6.87 7.37 4.11 3.59 1.8 0.171 0.512987 t 8 + 8.3 t 0.2 

+ XRF Nottlnqhaa . XItF SouthAllpton (a..r- per_I 

'" U1 



';'~le 2:13 Is:tope cata for th~ ~~ZARD PERIDOTITES 

S~ple Rock Type LocaU ty SOl Nd Sm/He 

2553 
c:.er.ter 

0.9489 1.::';2 0.7070 spinel lherzolite Goonhilly Downs 

2553 1.311 1.641 0.7989 
cpx. 

2554 spinel lherzolite Gwer.ter 
0.04198 0.03535 1.1876 

Goonhilly Do,,·ns 

2555 ~aIga.site Kernewas 
0.2770 0.8450 0.3278 

harzburgite Goonhilly Downs 

2555 1.560 4.598 0.3393 
amph. 

2559 
plagioclase l\ernewas 

0.2905 0.7169 0.4052 
l!"1e!'"zo!ite Goonhi lly Downs 

2560 
Fl!tgioclase JCerne .... ·a. 

0.2321 0.5~9s 0.4224 
lh'!!rzol1 te Goonhilly Downs 

LZ~l· 
plagioclase 

S. Coverack 0.5586 1.936 0.2885 
lherzol1 te 

LZn plagioclase 
lherzolite 

·~nl&6ched .~le 

Sea section A:2:2 for e ~i&CU5ion o~ !ne ~d clenk. 

1431<d/ 44 Nd 
t _ 

Rb 1<°375 Sr 

0.513870 :! 54 +13.3 :!. l.0 

0.514022 t 46 + 13.6 t 1.0 0.09 :: 8.iS = 6 

0.514143;!: 80 + 4.8 :! 1.6 

0.513102 t 26 + 9.3 ± 0.5 

0.513099 !: 22 + 8.9 !: 0.4 1.428 29.41 

0.513090 ± 28 + 6.9 :: 0.6 

0.513323 ± 32 + 10.9 ~ 0.6 

0.513008 t 30 + 8.6 ~ 0.6 

0.512958 1. 28 0.4201 jS.e! 

87sr/86sr Rb/ 
Sr 

0.01117 0.70178 t 10 

0.04855 0.70399 t 4 

0.(12257 0.703!16 ± 3 

E 
Sr

375 

- 37.5 ;!: 3 

- 14.3 ± 0.6 

- 9.0 :! :.4 

0'-
0'-
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day l43Nd/144Nd ratio of the clinopyroxene from 2553 and the 
pyroxene rich residue of LZOI are more and less radiogenic 
than the whole-rock samples respectively. However, the 
(143Nd/144Nd)375 ratios of the clinopyroxene and whole-rock of 
2553 are within error. The Sm/Nd and Rb/Sr ratios were not 
determined for both the whole-rock and residue of LZOl, but 
the differences in the present day l43Nd /l44Nd and 87Sr /86Sr 
ratios between the whole-rock and residue are relatively small 
and.may be explained by small differences in Sm/Nd and Rb/Sr' 
or minor alteration effects. 

2:7:2 Petrogenesis of the spinel lherzolites. Spinel 
lherzolites comprise the majority of the Lizard Peridotite 
body and this section considers the petrogenesis of these 
rocks which show no evidence of the melt infiltrati~n event 
recorded in the plagioclase lherzolite, LZOl. 

Frey (1969) reported REE analyses for the 2 spinel lherzolites 
analysed for the Nd isotopes in this study. These samples 
possess (Ce/Yb)N ratios of 0.01 and are the most L.REE 
depleted peridotites yet analysed (Figure 2:17, 2:24). REE 
data for all' 3 Lizard peridotite types and from several other 
ultramafic complexes, are plotted in a (Ce)N vs (Yb)N diagram 
(Figure 2:11). The peridotites from the Lizard Complex 
encompass ~he entire recorded range in (Ce)N values within 
Alpine type ultramafic bodies. The Lizard spinel 1herzo1ites 
are notable in that they have the lowest Ce contents While 
having Yb contents comparable with many other peridotites. 

In order to evaluate the conditions under which the Lizard 
spinel lherzo1ites could have been generated, batch melting 
calculations ere performed using a number of different sets of 
published REE distribution coefficients (KD'S) (see Figure 2:17 
for details). Trends A, Band C on Figure 2:17 (different KD'S) 
show the progressive evolution of the residue of a spinel 
lherzolite undergoing increasing degrees of batch melting, 
assuming a source with undifferentiated REE at 2.5 x chondrite 
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abundances.' In all the calculations the residue undergoes 
significant depletion in both Ce and Vb, possessing a (Ce/Yb)N 
ratio of about 0.3 after 20% melting. Trend D illustrates the 
evolution of the residue from a garnet lherzolite undergoing 
increasing degrees of batch melting. This produces a more 
marked L.REE depleted residue with a (Ce/Yb)N ratio of 0.05 
after 20% partial melting. However, it is clear from Figure 
2:17 that none of these models are capable of reproducing the 
extreme L.REE depletion shown by the Lizard Spinel 1herzo1ites~ 
The depletion can be reproduced, however, if a multi-stage 
melting event of a garnet lherzolite is postulated. For 
example, a two stage model is illustrated in Figure 2:17 
(trend E). Note that in each stage of melting, only a 
relatively small fraction of melt is extracted. In this way, 
the residue becomes strongly L.REE depleted whilst loosing 
only a relatively small fraction of its basaltic constituents, 
i.e. the residue remains of1herzo1~te composition rather 
than being reduced to a harzburgite, as in the single stage 
models. This prediction is compatible with the composition 
of the spinel 1herzo1ites, which, as their name implies contain 
>5% cpx and are therefore relatively CaO-rich. It is 

therefore suggest that the depleted trace element and isotopic 
characteristics of the spinel 1herzo1ites reflect multiple, 
small percentage, melt extraction while in the garnet stability 
field. This conclusion is not incompatible with P-T estimates 
for these rocks which indicate eqUilibration within spinel 
lherzolite stability field but very close to the limits of the 
garnet lherzolite stability field (Figure 2:11). It is therefore 
suggested that subsequent to melt extraction in the garnet 
lherzolite stability field the rock re-equi1ibrated within the 
spinel lherzolite stability field. 

The combined ENd375 and ESr375 data of a clinopyroxene from 
the spinel lherzolite 2553 lie within the mantle array at 
slightly higher eNd values than present day MORB (Figure 2:18). 
An implication of the REE data (i.e. multiple depletion events) 
is that the Sm-Nd isotope systematics of the spinel 1herzolites 
cannot be interpreted as a simple 2 stage model (i.e. chondritic 
evolution followed by one depletion event), and consequently 
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Figure 2:18 ENd vs £Sr DIAGRAM FOR LIZARD PERIDOTITES 

The diagram depicts the Lizard peridotites (~) relative to 
present day MORB and Ocean Island Basalts (i.e. the wantle 
array, marked by dashed lines) and various fo~s of wetasowatised 
peridotites; 

Diopsides from South African garnet lherzolites record ancient 
LILE and L.REE enrichment (Menzies and Murthy 1979) 

In contrast diopsides from Ataq spinel lherzolites record 
L.REE enrichment ~ut LILE depletion. However, the wetasowatic 
kaersutites from Ataq are displaced to more radiogenic Sr 
values than the mantle array (~enzies and ~urthy 1980). 

Apatite pyroxenitesfrom Kiama (Australia) have similar isotope 
systewatics to the Ataq dippsides, (Menzies and Wass in press)~ 

The spinel lherzolites, 2553, lies within the wantle array to 
wore radiogenic eNd values than ~ORB. A mixing line is shown 
between the spinel lherzolite and the calculated metasomatic 
fluid which has isotopic systematics eqUivalent to the hydrous' 
Ataq xenoliths. Interestingly with time, 1000 ~a, the 
'~etasomatised" Lizard peridotites will evolve across the 
mantle array to values equivalent to the present day values 
of Kiawa and Ataq. 
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the significance of their whole rock Nd depletion ages 
(2554 - 420 ~ 160 Ma, 2553 = 830 ~ 100 Ma) is unknown. 
However, coincidently the depletion age of 2554 is close to 
the formation age of the Lizard Complex and so might be due 
to depletion just prior to the formation of the ophiolitic 
units of the Lizard Complex. 

2:7:3 
Petrogenesis of the Plagioclase and Pargasite Peridotites 

The Nd isotope data for all the peridotites and their mineral 
separates are presented on a Sm-Nd isochron diagram (Figure 2:19). 
The data show a positive correlation which, excluding the spinel 
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lherzolite 2554, define an errorchron of 510 _ 42 Ma (M.S.W.D. = 5) 
It is possible that the data represent an isochronous relationship 
but it is difficult to envisage how the necessary isotopic 
equilibrium was achieved while at the same time maintaining, or 
producing, the observed range in Sm-Nd ratios (0.259 - 0.707). 
The alternative expIation is that the data reflect a mixing 
relationship between an introduced magma/fluid and isotopically 
depleted spinel lherzolites. This latter hypothesis is 
consistent with the linear relationship between lINd and 
l43Nd /144Nd )375 shown by the whole-rock peridotite data 
(Figure 2:20) and is more compatible with the petrology and 
mineral chemistry of the peridotites. 

Petrologically the undeformed plagioclase lherzolite LZ01 
contains approximately 51., by volume, of the introduced magma. 
Assuming that the magma infiltrated a spinel lherzolite, e.g. 
2553, it is possible to estimate the approximate trace element 
and isotopic composition of the introduced magma. The 
calculated magma is L.REE enriched «Ce/Yb)N - 3.9, (Ce)N -
66) with a (143Nd/144Nd) 375 ratio of 0.51256 ~ 2 ( £Nd375 -
+ 8.3 ~ 0.4). I . 

Unfortunately it is not possible to establish the exact time 
of the mixing event. However, the decoupling shown between 
the low Sm-Nd and high 143Nd/144Nd375 ratios of LZ01 probably 
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occurred shortly before the formation of the Lizard Complex' 
( <200 Ma prior). Unlike the Sm-Nd systematics the Rb-Sr 
systematics of the calculated magma show a coherent relation
ship with a 87sr/86sr375 ratio of 0.7036 ( ESr375 = -9) and 
a Rb-Sr ratio less than that of bulk earth (Rb = 8.2 ppm, 
Sr = 360 ppm, Rb-Sr = 0.023). 

Figure 2:21 shows that the '~etasomatised" peridotites plot 
slightly above the mantle array on anfNd vs tSr diagram in a 

~ 

similar position to metasomatised xenoliths from Ataq 
(Menzies and Murthy 1980). Due to the low Sm-Nd and 
Rb-Sr ratios of both these peridotite suites they would, with 
time (>1000 Ma) evolve across the mantle array to plot below 
it whereupon the observed isotope characteristics would be 
similar to those of the Ataq diopsides (Menzies and Murthy, 
op cit.) and Kiama apatite pyroxenites (Menzies and Wass, in 
press). It is interesting to note that the mantle derived 
peridotites with similartNd, tSr, Sm/Nd and Rb/Sr to the 
'~etasomatised" Lizard peridotites are from the South Yeman, 
adjacent to the Red Sea consistent with earlier arguments that 
the development of the Lizard Complex may be comparable to that 
of the Red Sea. 

2:7:4 Nd Model Ages of the Gneissic Rocks 

This brief study was undertaken on the gneissic rocks within, 
or associated with, the Lizard Complex to establish the age of 
the rocks or their crustal precursors and to examine possible 
genetic relationships. The aim is specifically to examine if 
the gneissic pebbles within the melange are derived from the 
Kennack Gneisses?and hence assess the relationship between' 
the melange and the Lizard Complex. 
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The Nd isotope evolution paths of spinel lherzolite 2553 

and plagioclase lherzolite LZOl intersect at 525 Ma suggesting 

''metasomatism'' of the hydrous peridotites occurred post 525 Ma. 

Note that the evolution path of LZOl would not intersect with 

that of CHUR. 
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The Nd isotope data for the gneissic rocks are presented in 
Table 2:14 along with TCHUR and TMORB ages. All the THORB 
ages are less thanlOOOMa and thus none of the gneissic 
rocks contain a significant Archean/Proterozoic crustal 
component. Moreover, both the Man of War and the Kennack 
Gneiss have TCHUR ages Which are younger than the emplacement 
age of the Lizard Complex emphasising that they were derived 
from a high £Ndsource rocks and that TCHUR ages are not 
applicable (Figure 2:~1). The ENd3~5 variation of the 
Kennack Gneiss + 0.7 _ 0.3 .to + 2. 7 _ 0.3 indicates that the 
rocks did not suffer Nd isotope homogenisation (as they did 
for Sr) during the deformation and metamorphism associated with 
ophiolite emplacement. The above data suggest that the oldest 
the precursors to the gneiss could be was circa 800 Ma, i.e. 
Late Precambrian. The Rb-Sr isotope systematics of the 
Kennack Gneiss are also interpreted as indicative of a 
relatively short crust residence (Styles and Rundle, in press). 

Significantly the gneiss pebbles from the melange have lower 
143 144 Nd/ Nd ratios and hence older TCHUR and TMORB ages 
(av. 485 and 960 Ma respectively) than either the Kennack or 
the Man of War Gneisses (Figure 2:21). Thus they were 
presumably not derived from the Lizard Complex and these data 
do not support a genetic relationship between the melange and 
the Lizard Complex. 

2:7:5 Petrogenesis of the Basaltic Rocks 

143 144 Present day Nd/ Nd ratios of the basaltic and related 
143 144 d rocks are presented in Table 2:12 and on a Sm/Nd vs Nd/ N 

diagram Figure 2:22. The 375 Ma reference line is from the 
olivine gabbro mineral isochron in Figure 2:12. The 3 rock 
suites (early and late dyke suites and melange metabasalts) plot 
in different fields in Figure 2:22 suggesting that all three 
suites are not genetically related. The eNd values of the 
suites at 375 Ma (Table 2:12 and Figure 2:16) show limited 
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TABLE 2:14 

Nd Isotope results for tbe Crustal Rocks associated witb tbe 

Lizard Complex. 

sample Sm Nd Sm/Nd 143Nd/144Nd ENd TNd Nd 
. 375 CHUR TCHUR 

KS1A Kem!ack 
GnelSS 4.06 21.59 0.1878 .512457:30 +0.7 330 860 

KS1C Ken~ack 
GnelSS 4.77 16.56 0.2882 .512702:20 +2.7 1130 

18/4c/1melange 4 01 
pebble • 21.42 0.1872 .512356:14 -1.5 520 990 

28/6b/2melange 4 01 
pebble • 21.90 0.1830 .512383:20 -0.9 450 930 

I1an of War 5.89 29.63 0.1987 .512580:14 +2.5 ' 120 740 Gneiss 
Eddystone 5.96 32.03 0.1861 .512295:12 -2.7 620 1060 Rock 

TABLE 2:15 
Trace Element Ration for some typicnl B3!Hlltic Ir.;neous Rockr: 

--Hawaiian Lizard 
I10RE tboleiite alkali basalt nepbelinite metasomatic 

K/Rb 1060 525 380 

Rb/Sr 0.008 0.02 0.03 

Zr/Y 2.7 5.5 7.0 

(Ce/Yb)N 0.8 2.8 8.0 

Da ta from; Hannol! 1')'1'1 
Chen & Frey 1983 
Pearce & Norry 1979 

. , 

fluid 
300 350 

0.04 0.025 

8.5 6.0 

25.0 6.0 
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overlap. The melange metabasalts have restricted tNd375 
values + 8.2 ~ 0.3 whereas the £Nd375 values of the early, 

+ + + + + 8.9 _ 0.3 to 10.1 _ 0.2, and late + 9.2 _ 0.3 to 11.7 _ 0.4, 
dyke suites are both higher and more variable. Interestingly 
there is a large overlap in the tNd375 values of the 
peridotites and basaltic rocks of the Lizard Complex (Figure 
2:16). The high ENd values, all within the ~ange of present 
day MORB, indicate that the basaltic rocks were derived from 
sources that had been depleted for a long period of time. 
However there is a decoupling between the Sm/Nd and 
l43Nd /lL4Nd ratios of the rocks with high l43Nd /144Nd and low 

Sm/Nd ratios. The Sm/Nd ratio of the basalts will presumably 
be slightly lower than that of their source rocks, but since the 
rocks are tholeiites and are likely to represent reasonably 
large degrees of partial melting, the Sm/Nd ratio may only 
have fractionated by circa 10-15%. Batch melting calculations 
suggest that the Sm/Nd ratios of the sources of the basalts 
ranged from 0.285 - 0.430 (Figure 2:24). Applying these 

143 144 Nd yalues, with the Nd/ Nd375 ratios gives TCHUR depletion 
ages of between 1 and 1.7 Ga for the source of the late dyke 
suit (Figure 2:23). In marked contrast the calculated 
sources of the eafly dyke suite show a decoupling between their 

143 144 . Sm/Nd and . N~/ Nd ratios such that their Nd isotope evolution 
paths would not intersect with that of bulk earth within the age 
of the Earth (Figure 2:23). Therefore, to explain this 
decoupling it is necessary to advocate a relatively recent L.REE 
'enrichment of the source region. The timing of the enrichment 
event can only be constrained if the nature of the precursor 
:source is assumed. For example, if the pre-enrichment source 
is assumed to be equivalent to the source of the late dyk~ suite 
then the enrichment event occurred within 250 Ma of the formation 
of the Lizard Complex. ,Siroilarly the nature of the metasomatic 

,flUid can only be calculated if a precursor source is assumed. 
The high Nd isotope ratios of the early dyke suite, tNd375 + 
8.9 + 0.3 to + 10.1 + 0.2 suggest that the precursor roay have - -
been similar to MORB-type mantle and thus similar to that of 
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source of the early dyke suite post 625 Ma. Note that the 
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the source of the late dyke suite. Moreover, by analogy with 
the plagioclase lherzolite, LZ01, of the Lizard Complex the 
enrichment event could have involved 5% metasomatism of the 
source of the early dyke suite. 

Interestingly the REE nature of the inferred source for the 
trace element enriched early dyke suite is equivalent to the 
plagioclase lherzolite LZOI and that for the late dyke suite 
is similar to the L.REE depleted pargasite harzburgites 
(Figure 2: 24). The REE pattern of the calculated ''metasomatic'' 
fluids involved in petrogenesis of the early dyke suite and the 
plagioclase lherzolites are also comparable, further implying 
a genetic relationship between the peridotites and the dykes'
The trace element enrichment recorded· by the calculated 
metasomatic fluid is compared to typica1'present day basaltic 
rocks in Table 2:15 and in a MORB normalised trace element 
diagram, Figure 2:25. The fluid is more trace element 
enriched than typical within plate tholeiites (e.g. Hawaii), 
but it is comparable to many alkali basalts: 

The similarity between the trace element and Nd isotope nature 
of the calculated sources of the dyke suites and the chemically 
fertile (CaO > 2%, AliO) > 3%) ''metasomatised'' Lizard 
peridotites presents an interesting dilemma, are the peridotites 
equivalent to the source of the dykes at depth? Or has the 
volcanism that generated the ophiolitic units interacted with 
the peridotites and caused the metasomatism? 

The fact that some of the metasomatised peridotites record 
evidence for extensive high temperature and moderate pressure 
deformation and re-crystallisation (900°C, 5Kb) argues for the 
former possibility; i.e. the Lizard peridotites are equivalent 
to the sources, at depth, of the volcanism. 
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Figure 2:24 
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Figure 2:25 TRACE ELEMENTS PATTERNS OF THE LIZARD -METASOMATIC FLUID· 

COMPARED WITH PRESENT DAY TRACE ELEMENT ENRICHED 
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2:8 Conclusions 

The formation and emplacement of the ophiolitic rocks of the 
Lizard Complex are analytical indistinguishable at circa 370 Ma. 
It is argued that the igneous evolution of the Lizard Complex 
is equivalent to the early development of the Red Sea with 
early trace element enriched basic magmatism followed by MORB
like magmas. These latter magmas record MORB-like Sm-Nd 
isotope systematics that indicate 1.0 to 1.7 Ga depletion of 
their source regions. The early magmatism shows a decoupling 
between trace elements and Nd isotopes, in that these L.REE 
enriched rocks originated from an heterogeneously and 
isotopically depleted source, CNd375 = 8.9 ~ 0.3 to 10.1 ~ 0.2. 
A relatively recent trace element enrichment of their source 
region is therefore indicated «250 Ma prior to eruption). 

The majority of the peridotites in the Lizard Complex are 
spinel lherzolite •.. Their mineral chemistry indicates 

o . 
equilibration at 20 Kb and 1150 C within the spinel lherzolite 
stability field. The extreme L.REE depletion of these rocks 

«Ce/Yb)N = 0.01, Frey, 1969) is accounted for by multiple melt . 
extraction while within the garnet stability field. . The 
variable Sm-Nd isotope systematics of the spinel lherzolites, 
6 + +. Nd375 ~ +4.8 _ 1.6 to + 13.6 _ 1.0, indicate complex and 
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different depletion histories for the 2 samples analysed. 
However, a depletion event just prior to the emplacement of. 

+ the Lizard Complex is indicated by sample 2554 (TCHUR =420 _160Ma). 
£ E The Sr375 and Nd375 values of the clinopyroxene from 2553 

lie on the mantle array at slightly more depleted values than 
MORB. . 

The mineral chemistry and petrology of the plagioclase 
lherzolite LZOI are indicative of melt infiltration into the 
spinel. lherzolite and associated extensive re-equilibration at 

o 
lower pressure than the spinel lherzolites (5Kb and 1075 C) 
It is therefore suggested that prior to the melt infiltration 
event the spinel lherzoliteshad an adiabatic ascent from the 
spinel lherzolite stability field to the upper most mantle 
(15 km depth). Other plagioclase lherzolites and the 



pargasite peridotites have mineral chemistry indicative of 
melt infiltration but have suffered deformation and re-

o 
crystallisation at 5 kb and 900 C. The Sm-Nd isotope 
systematics of the plagioclase and pargasite peridotites 
show a mixing relationship exists between the spinel 
lherzolites and the introduced melt. Interestingly the 
plagioclase and pargasite peridotites have trace element and 
isotopic compoSitions equivalent to the source of,the early' 
enriched magmatism of the Lizard Complex. Due to the 
relatively high temperature deformation recorded by the 
peridotites it is concluded that their ''metasomatism'' is not 
a result of the interaction of the Lizard magmas with the 
peridotites during the formation of the ophiolitic sequence 
and that the peridotites are probably equivalent to the 
sources of the magmas at depth. The Sm-Nd and Rb-Sr' 
isotope systematics of the ''metasomatic'' fluid and the 
plagioclase and pargasite peridotites are similar to those of 
the metasomatised Ataq xenolith suite (Margin of the Red Sea, 
Menzies and Murthy, 1980) plotting slightly to the right of the 
mantle array. With time, due to their low Rb/Sr ratios, the 
xenoliths would evolve to a position below the mantle array, 
similar to that now occupied by the Kiama xenolith suite 
(Menzies and Wass, in press). The ''metasomatic'.' fluid 
appears to be analogous to the style of trace element 
enrichment recorded by many alkali basalts. 
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Chapter 3 

Mona Complex 

3:1 Introduction 

The Mona Complex, Anglesey, represents the largest outcrop of 
Precambrian rock within southern Britain and comprises 3 major 

units; i) The Bedded Succession 
ii)Mona Gneisses 
iii). Coedona Granite and related hornfels (Figure 3:1) 

(Greenly, 1919, Shackleton, 1969, Barber anrl Max, 
1979) • 

The Bedded Successi)n comprises 4 ~ajor units (South Stack 
Group(oldest) ,New Harbour Group,Skerries Group and Gwna Group) 
and.fo~s a thick sequence (700Om) of flysch-type sediments. 
The youngest rocks of the Bedded Succession, the Gwna Group, 
contain blocks of chert,manganiferous shale,mafic and u1tra
~afic rocks and are interpreted as an olistostrome(Shack1eton, 
1969).This assemblage in conjunction with the presence of 
glaucophane schists,is interpreted by Wood(1974) as evidence 
for an early Caledonian ~ubduction event in North Wales with 

the obduction and dismembering of oceanic crust within an 

ocean trench. 

During the last century the ages and inter-relatio~ship between 
the Bedded Succession and the Mona gneisses have been che subject 
of considerable debate.' Greenly (1919) and Barber and Max (1979) 
consider that the gneisses represent'''ancient continental 
basement" upon which the Bedded Succession was deposited. Barber 
and Max (op. cit.) and Barber et a1. (1980) correlate them with 
the gneissic rocks of the Rosslare Complex ano propose an age 
of circa 2.4 Ga. Citing the palaeontological evidence of Muir 
et a1. (1979), Barber and Max (1980) further suggest a Cambrian 
age for the entire Bedded Succession. Notabl~ however, the Late 
Precambrian str0matolitic limestones within the Gwna Group (Wood 
and Nicholls, 1973) and the presence of Monian lithologies in 
the Lower Cambrian sediments on the mainlann of North Wales 
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indicate a Precambrian age for the entire Mona Complex. 

In contrast Shackleton (1954, 1969) proposed that the gneisses 
were the result of high grade metamorphism of the Bedded 
Succession and that the Coedona Granite originated by anatexis 
during the peak of metamorphism. Shackleton's hypothesis is 
based on the indentification of prograde transitions between 
the gneisses and the metasediments. 'However, Baker (1969) and 
Gibbons (1983) dispute the existence of such prograde transitions. 
No unconformity is found between the two units and therefore their 
inter-relationship remains enigmatic. 

Beckinsale and Thorpe (1979) report whole-rock Rb/Sr ages for 
the Coedona Granite, 603 + 34 Ma and Mona Gneisses from Hollands 
Arms, 595 ~ 12 Ma. The relatively low initial ratios of these 
rocks, 0.7086 and 0.70~1 respectively, are interpreted by 
Beckinsale and Thorpe (op. cit.) to preclude a long crustal 

'residence time for their precursors, <200 Ma. 

The aims of this particular study were i) to obtain Nd whole 
rock ages from metabasalts within the Bedded Succession and to 

examine their petrogenesis and ii) to obtain Nd model ages 

for the gneisses, sediments and the Coedona Granite to see if 

they are genetically related and to constrain the mantle 
derivation ages of their precursors. 

3:2 Samples 

The metabasaltic samples analysen in this stuny are from,the 
New Harbour and Gwna Groups, the latter show good pillow structures. 
The geochemistry of these samples is reported by Thorpe et al. 
(in press). The metabasalts from the Gwna Group have MORB like 
trace element contents whereas the New Harbour Group samples are 
similar to island arc tholeiites (Figure 3:2a). The New Harbour 
metabasalts are consistently L.REE depleted (Ce/Yb)N = 0.3 to 
0.5 with the Gwna Group samples showing considerable variation 
from L.REE depleted, (Ce/Yb)N - O.~to L.REE enriched, (Ce/Yb)N- 2.1 

(Figure 3:2b). 
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Figure 3:2a Zr/Y vs Y DIAGRAM FOR MONA BASALTS· 
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The gneiss and granite samples were taken from the isochron 
suites of Beckinsale and Thorpe (1979) and a single pelite from 
the New Harbour Group was also analysed. 

3:3 Nd Isotope Data 

The Nd isotope data are presented in Table 3:1. The Monian 
metabasalts have a significant range in both Sm/Nd and l43Nd /144Nd 
ratios 0.263 to 0.429 and 0.51287 to 0.51316 respectively. The 
gneiss, granite and sediment samples show a limited range in 
both Sm/Nd and 143Nd /144Nd ratios, 0.175 to 0.198 and 0.51211 

to 0.51224 respectively. The granites have the least radiogenic 
l43Nd /144Nd ratios and the sediment the most radiogenic. 

3:4 Discussion 

3:4:1 Nd Model Ages. The Nd model ages (TCHUR ) of the 
gneisses and granites of the Mona Complex are between 860 ~ 30 Ma 
and 955 ~ 25 Ma (Table 3:1). These data therefore preclude a 
major Mid Proterozoic or Archean component being involved in 
the petrogenesis of these rocks, as proposed by Barber et a1. 
(1980). Significantly the Nd model ages of the Mona Complex 
gneisses are less than those of the Ross1are Complex (see Chapter 
7) suggesting that the two complexes are ,not genetically related. 

The 680 ~ 30 Ma Nd model age of the New Harbour Group sediment 
is less than those of the gneisses suggesting that the gneisses 
may not represent the metamorphic equivalents of the Bedded 
Succession as proposed by Shackleton (1956, 1969). The 
sediment also records the addition of a significant proportion 
of juvenile mantle derived material to the crust subsequent to 
the formation of the gneisses ( ENdI gneisses, 2.7 ~ 0.3 to 
3.6 ~ 0.4 compared to CNd! 1.5 ~ 0.3 for the sediment. Taken 
as a whole the Nd model ages indicate that the Mona Complex 
formed during the Late Precambrian (see Chapter 7). 
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Table 3:1 Nd isotope results for the Mona Complex 

Sample Sm Nd Sm/Nd 143Nd /144Nd E N?I 
Nd TCHUR 

MB2 
Gwna Group 

'metabasalt' 4.112 15~285 0.2702 0.512865 :t18 +7.0:t 0.4 

M84 
Gwna Group 
metabasalt' 3.872 12.885 ,0.3005. 0.512930 t18 -t6 .8t 0.4 

M86 
Gwna Group 
metabasalt 4.100 11.992 . 0.3419 0.513052 t12 +7.3t 0.2 

M38 
Gwna Group' 
metabasalt, 2.929 8.479 0.3454 0.513052 :t14 +7.2±0.3 

M810 
Gwna Group 
metabasalt '2.005 5.008 0.4004 0.513164 :t18 ' +6.8 ± 0.4 
Gwna Group 

+7.5 ±-0.2 PBG " 3.018 9.380 0.3217 0.513017 :t12 metabasalt 
New Harbour Group 

MS5 , t11etabasal t 0.906 2.113 0.4288 0.513144 t22 +5.1±- 0.4 

New Harbour Group 
M313 "t11etabasalt 0.968 2.506 0.3862 0.512985 ±24 +3.9± 0.5 

M819 
New Harbour Group 

metabasalt 1.131 3.066 0.3689 0.513127 :t24 +7.5± 0.5 

2601 Coedana Granite2.14 11.92 0.1795 0.512109 t12 -3.9± 0.3 920 

2609 Coedana Granite 3.788 19.34 0.1959 0.512149 :tlO ' -3.6± 0.2 955 
Holland Arms 

AS16 Gneiss 6.09 30.995 0.1965 0.512198 :t16 -2.7± 0.3 860 
Holland Arms' 

2622 Gneiss 5.820 29.428 0.1978 0.512171 :t18 -3.6t 0.4 925 

2585 
New Harbour Group 

sediment 11.688 66.638 0.1754 0.512237 t16 -1.5t 0.3 680 

Age of sediment assumed to be 550Ma '" -



3:4:2 Age of the metabasalts. The Nd isotope data of the 
Gwna Group metabasalts show a positive correlation on a Sm-Nd 

+ isochron diagram (Figure 3:3) equivalent to an age of 595 _ 86 Ma. 
The scatter in the data (M.S.W.n. = 1.5) is just outside 
analytical error. The initial l43Nd /144Nd ratio of 

0.51224 ~ 0.00006, is equivalent to an eNdI value of + 7.1 ~ 1. 
The age obtained is analytically indistinguishable from that of 

+ the Late Precambrian age of 595 _ 12 Ma reported by Beckinsale 
and Thorpe (1979) for the Holland Arms gneisses. The data 
therefore indicate a Late Precambrian age for the metabasaltic 
blocks within the Gwna olistostrome. However, due to the 
exotic nature of the metabasalts and the relatively large error 
in the age determination (595 ~ 86 Ma) a Lower Cambrian age for 
the Bedded Succession cannot be ruled out. 

The New Harbour metabasalts do not show a positive correlation 
on a Sm-Nd isochron diagram (Figure 3:3) and have a considerable 

+ + range in € Nd595 values + 3.9 _ 0.5 to +7.5 _ 0.5. 

3:4:3 Petrogenesis of the metabasalts. The Gwna Group 
metabasalts record a large range in Sm/Nd ratio (0.263 to 0.4) 
despite being derived from an isotopically homogenous source. 
There are three processes that could be important in the 

generation of this range in Sm/Nd ratios; i) fractional 
crystallisation ii) partial melting iii) source heterogeneity. 
It is apparent that the first possible mechanism, fractional 
crystallisation, has not played a major role from the relatively 
high MgO (> 6%) and low Zr contents « 130 ppm) of. the 
metabasalts (Thorpe et al., in press). Batch melting 
calculations demonstrate that between 0.5 and 25% partial 
melting of a source similar to that of MORB (Sm/Nd = 0.4) is 
required to produce the observed range in Sm/Nd ratios. Due 
to the altered nature of the metabasalts, it is not possible 
to use their major element contents to ascertain their 
tholeiitic or alkalic character. However, their MORB like 
trace element characteristics (Zr/Y ratios circa 3 Figure 3:2a) 
suggest a tholeiitic affinity and hence relatively large degrees 
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of partial melting (>10%) in their petrogenesis. The entire 
range in the Sm/Nd ratios of the Gwna Group metabasa1ts cannot, 
therefore, be accounted for by variations in the degree of 
partial melting which in turn implies that the source region 
was heterogeneous with respect to REE. However, because of 
the Sm-Nd isochronous relationship shown by the Gwna Group 
metabasa1ts their source region must be homogeneous with respect 
to 143Nd /144Nd • These data therefore imply that the low 
Sm/Nd ratios were generated immediately prior to the petro
genesis of the metabasa1ts due either to i) recent L.REE 
enrichment of the source or ii) enrichment processes during 
magma genesis, e.g. zone refining and dynamic melting as 
proposed for the famous basalts by Langmuir et a1. (1977). 

3: 5 Nd Isotope evolution of the Mantle; Significance of 
Mona and Lizard basalts. The initial 143Nd /144Nd ratios of 
the basaltic rocks studied in this thesis (Mona and Lizard 
Complexes) are plotted intNdI form on a Nd isotope evolution 
diagram (Figure 3:4) together with selected data from basaltic 
and crustal rocks of different ages. Figure 3:4 shows that 
the Anglesey basalts are less depleted than present day MORB 
and the Lizard basalts. The diagram also shows that the eNdI 
value recorded by mantle derived volcanics increases with time. 
The maximum eNdI values plot below an Nd isotope evolution line 
for a Sm/Nd ratio of 0.36 from 4.6 Ga. Significantly, however, 
the source of MORB like rocks have Sm/Nd ratios greater than 
0.36 (0.37 to 0.42 DePaolo 1981) which raises the intriguing 
question; why are no present day magmas, derived from sources 
isotopically more depleted than€Nd + 13? 

A MORB evolution line (Sm/Nd = 0.41) is shown in Figure 3:4 and 
demonstrates that a MORB like source would evolve to an€Nd value 
of + 13 within 2.0 Ga. Several lines of evidence suggest that 
rocks within the mantle should have eNd values greater than + 13. 
Firstly, Archean and Proterozoic Greenstone belts record significant 
Nd isotope source depletion (see Figure 3:4 for references) in 
rocks that range from L.REE enriched to those that are more L.REE 
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Figure 3:4 Nd Isotope Evolution Diagram 

Two possible MORS evolution lines (dashed) illustrate that 
present day MORS sources have not existed for 2·0 Ga and 
suggest that depleted MORS like mantle formed during the 
Archean has been destroyed or isolated such that it is not 
sampled by recent volcanism. 

Data sources; Bokhari and Kramers (1981), Chauve1 et a1. 
(1983), DePaolo and Wasserburg (1976a, b, 1979), Grau et a1 • 

. (1983), Hamilton et a1. (1977, 1978a, b, 1979), Hooker et a1. 
(1981), Jacobsen and Wasserburg (1979a), McCu11och~and 
Compston (1981),'McCu11och et a1. (1982), Menuge (1982), 
Zind1er eta1. (1978) and this work. 

Wherever possible the data have ~een normalised to a 143Nd/14~d 
. ratio' of 0.51262 for BCR-1. 
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depleted than MORB (John et al., 1982 and references therein). 
The sources of some of these basalts/ko~atiites wouln therefore 
be expected to have evolven present nay ENd values greater than 
+ 20. Secondly the Lizard Peri~otites ( see Chapter 2) have 
present day eNd values of between + 7.2 ~ 0.6 and +29.4 ~ 1.5, 
nespite being chemically fertile (5 to 15% clinopyroxene,> 

3% CaO ann >4% A1 203). 

Subjected to large degrees of partial melting (> 10%) these 
lherzolites would yield tholeiitic MORB like magmas with 
eNd values fr~ less than, to significantly greater than 
those of MORB. 

Interestingly present nay MORE record Pb/Pb an~ Rb/Sr psuedo
isochrons of between 2.0 and 1.6 Ga (Tatsumoto,1978 and Brooks 
et al., 1976) suggesting that their source regions suffered a . 
major depletion event circa 2.0G~ The Nd isotope data therefore 
preclude the existence of present day MORS like sources for 
significantly greater than 2.0 Gyr. 

The above discussion therefore implies that the SO'Jrce reservoir 
for present day MORB formed circa 2.0 Gaand that pre-existing 
cepleted reservoirs are destroyed or at least removed fro~ the 
parts of the ~antle sampled by subsequent volcanis~. A second 
implication is that reservoirs with Sm/Nd ratios >0.4 (MORB 
frequently have Sm/Nd ratios >0.4) ~st also be effectively 
isolated or destroyed quickly within the mantle otherwise 
ENd values> + 13 would be produced within circa 1.0 Gyr (see 
Figure 3:4). Mantle convection provides the ~ost feasible 
~echanism whereby depleted sources may be destroye~, by mixing 
with less depleted material, or isolated due to t~perature and 
density contrasts. 

3: 6 Conclusions 

The Nd model ages of the Mona gneisses an~ granite 
(840 + 30 to 930 + 25 Ma) indicate a Late Precambrian age of - -
formation and no genetic relationship between the Rosslare 
an~ Mona Complexes. The younger Nd model age of the New 
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+ Harbour Group sediment 680 _ 30 Ma suggests that the gneisses 
do not represent metamorphic equivalents of the Bedded 
Succession. 

+ The Gwna Group metabasalts record an Sm-Nd age of 595._86 Ma 
with an initial ratio equivalent to ENd + 7.1 ~ 1. A Late 
Precambrian age is therefore inferred for the entire Mona 
Complex but a Lower Cambrian age for the Bedded Succession 
cannot be ruled out. The low Sm/Nd ratios of so~e of the Gwna 
Group metabasalts must have been generated immediately prior to 
their petrogenesis (due either to i) L.REE enrich~ent of the 
source or ii) enrichment during magma genesis) in order to 
maintain the Sm-Nd isochron relationship of the entire suite. 

The New Harbour Group metabasalts do not record an S~-Nd 
isochron relationship, having a significant range inENd595 + + values + 3.9 0.5 to + 7.5 0.5. 

A consideration of the Nd isotope systematics of mantle 
derived volcanic rocks of all ages sugges~that sources with 
present day eNd values greater than those of MORB should exist 
unless depleted mantle reservoirs are destroyed or effectively 
isolated within the mantle. The Pb/Pb, Rb-Sr and Sm-Nd isotope 
systematics of MORB imply their source regions have not existed 
for greater than 2.0 Ga. 
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Chapter 4 

The Caledonian Vo1canis~ of South East Ireland 

4:1 Introduction 

The Lower Palaeozoic volcanic rocks of south east Ireland are 
thought to have been erupted in a subduction zone enviro~ent 
(Stillman and Williams, 1978, Phillips et al., 1976). The 
igneous rocks range in age fro~ Llanvirnian to Ashgillian and 
are succeeded by the intrusive phases of the Leinster Granite 
Batholith, which has been dated at 404 ± 24 Ma (M.S.W.n. - 36), 
by O'Connor and Bruck (1977). Associated sediments vary fro~ 
sandstones, siltstones and shales in the south to predominantly 
pelagic material further north, and are of Lower-Cambrian to 
Silurian age. 

4:1:1 The volcanic rocks may be subdivided into two areas, 
north and south of the Leinster Granite (Figure 4:1). In 
the north the earliest volcanism is recorded in a suite of 
highly altered, predominantly basaltic rocks erupted in the 
Llanvirn. These are followed by voluminous Caradocian 
basalts and andesites, many of which were erupted from 
isolated seamounts. For example, the Lambay Island Succession 
has been interpreted by Stillman et ale (1974) as a well 
established island vent subsequently sealed by contact with 
seawater. There is evidence for spatter deposits and compound 
lava flows of blocky or aa type, consistent with weakly gas 
charged Hawaiian type eruptions. Interspersed are sub-plinian 
pyroclastic deposits in the form of vitric and crystal-lithic 
tuffs. Throughout the build up of such seamounts, ~agmas 
appear to have evolved from basalt to andesite and, rarely, 
dacite. 

South of the Leinster Granite the volcanic rocks are wuch more 
extenSive, forming an almost continuous outcrop from Wicklow 
along strike to Dungarvan (140 km) (figure 4:1). Locally 
the outcrop pattern is controlled by Caledonian folding, 
resulting in narrow elongate bodies between Wicklow and . 
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J 
Waterford;and large oval shaped bodies west of Waterford. 
Volcanism started in the Llandielo with major basalt/ 
andesite eruptions onto clastic marine sediments, with 
shield volcanoes being built up from the resulting lavas, 
hyloclastites and minor pyroclastics (Downes, 1974 
unpublished Ph.D.). A qUiescent period is marked by the 
overlying Middle to Upper Llandielo Tramore limestone, and 
the next volcanic episode (Caradoc/Ashgill) began with large 
volumes of acid pyroclastics (Stillman etal., 1974). Further 
,volcanism was predominantly andesitic but terminated in a 
suite of rhyolites erupted f~om numerous small scattered vents 
(Stillman, 1971). 

The distribution of rock types in the two sub areas is 
illustrated in Figure 4:2.' Those in the north have a more 
restricted compositional range and are predominantly pyroxene 

',i . ,r-

and plagioclase phyric basalts and basaltic andeSites, 
together with minor aphyric andesites and more rarely dacites. 
In the south there is a much greater variation in c~emical 

',' composition, but the high abundance of rhyolites is particularly 
striking. The basic and intermediate lavas range from aphyric 
to plagioclase-pyroxe~e phyric. 

4:1:2 The Leinster'Batholith is emplaced into a sequence of 
. . . ~ .' 

Lower Palaeozoic sediments and calc alkaline rocks (Figure 4:1), 
it is the largest batholith in the British Isles and is made up 
of five separate dome-like units striking roughly north north 
east (Brindley, 1973)., Brindley (op. cit.) ha,s shown that the 
present, erosion level lies close to the roof of the batholith. 
The domes are asymmetric with steep to overhanging eastern 
margins and gentle to moderately inclined western margins. 
Gravity. data demonstrate that large, volumes of granite are 
concealed at shallow depths (Locke, 1980 unpublished Ph.D.). 
The major negative gravity anomaly is interpreted by Locke, 
(op. " cit.) to represent a steep sided granite body approx
imately 10.kmthick with no extensive basic cumulates at depth. 

The margins of the domes are generally irregular with numerous 
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Figure 4:2 
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clyke-like bodies intrucling the country rock, anCl large septa 
of country rock are found within the granite. These are 
interpreted as roof pendants by Brindley(1973). Small 
xenoliths have also been reported (Bruck anCl O'Connor, 1977) 
but they have not been studied in detail and litt~e is known 
about their origins. 

~ost recent petrographic and geochemical work has been carrieCl 
out in the north of the batholith where five major rock types 
are recognised by Bruck and O'Connor (1977), (Figure 4:3). 

Type I Fine-grained, pale or dark grey quartz diorite/ 
granodiorite. The main feldspar is oligoclase with 
subordina.te alkali feldspar, ani' although biotite is 
ubiquitous Brindley and Gupta (1974) report horneblende and 
pseudomorphed clinopyroxene. This rock-type occurs locally 
at the margins of Types IIa and lIb and as rare banCls within 
them. 

Type IIa Adamellite with characteristic large (up to 3 em) 
microcline porphyroclasts form t~e bulk of the northern area. 
The groundmass is coarse (125 rom) and consists of quartz, 

plagioclase, microcline, biotite and muscovite. 

Type lIb ~edi~ to coarse grained equigranular adamellite 
with asim~lar mineralogy to IIa, but typically aphyric. 

Type III and IV The type III and IV granitoids occur in the 
centre of the northern area 
altered eqUivalents of type 
and O'Connor, 1977). Type 

and are interpreted as hydothermally 
lIb and IIa respectively (Bruck 

I 

III granitoids are porphyritic 
aclamellites with muscovite porphyroclasts up to 3 em in length 
plus minor tourmaline and topaz, whereas type IV rocks are 
distingUished by porphyroclasts of both microcline and 
muscovite., The muscovites locally overprint the microcline. 

The Ballinamuddag~ Granite intrudes the southern volcanic 
suite (Figure 4:1) and is approximately contemporaneous with 
the formation of the Leinster Batholith. The intrusion is 
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composed dominantly of diorite and grano~iorite. 

4:2 Isotope Data 

Samples of Caradoc/Ashgill .age were selecte0 for N~ ann Sr 
isotope analysis from both the northern and southern volcanic 
suites. The isotope results are presente~ in Tables 4:1 and4:2 
Initial isotope ratios have been calculated at 425 Ma based 
on the time scale of Gale et ale (1980). 

The initial Sr and Nd isotope data. are presented in Figure 
4: 4, an € Sr4-2S vs £ Ndt,.2Sdiagram. The southern. volcanic suite 
define a tren~ sub parallec1 to the mantle array, being more 
radiogenic in both Nd a~d Sr isotope ratios compareci to Bulk 
Earth values at 425 Ma. The southern volcanic suite is 

. isotopically equivalent to the present day Java arc (Whitforci 
and Jezek, 1982). With the exception of LB7 the volcanic rocks 

,of the northern suite have more radiogenic £S~15values than 
the southern suite. Their E Nd42.Svalues stra0dle that of Bulk 
Earth at 425 ~a and are less radiogenic than the southern 
suite. The correlation between.ESr

42s
anc1 € Nd41sdefines a , 

shallower slope than the mantle array (Figure 4:4). Therefore, 
with the exception of LB7, the northern and southern suite are 
isotopically distinct.' , The significance of the displacement 
relative to the mantle array will be discussed in later sections 

The Leinster Granite Batholith shows a similar correlation 
between £ NC\lSand E Sr41sto. that of the nort-hern volcanic suite 
but displaced to lower tNd

4 
values. The minor Ballina-, ,lS 

muddagh intrusion'is isotopically ciistinct from the main 
batholith but does overlap with the range of the northern 
volcanic suite. The € Nd~lS values are in the range of the 
spatially associated rhyolites of the southern suite. No 
Sr isotope analyses were perfortTled upon rhyolites due to 
variable, but frequently extensive, alteration. 

. " 

The igneous activity of south east' Ireland can therefore 
be divided into 3 ,major groups, northern Ordovician volcanic 
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Table 4:2 tsocore results for the teinscer Batholith 

Sar.!ple 
Bat:hollth 

Unit Rock Type Rb Sr 

.. Iso 1 I BiotUe Diorite 170.2 992.0 
Iso 2' I \ Biotite Diorice 127.1 365.0 
Iso 1 I Grandtorite ." 152.1 288.8 .' 
Iso S I Ad_e11ite 181.2 209.0 

.. ~--; Iso 19' I ApUte 443.1 5.763 
150 24 , Ill' . Gr.~iorite 176.1 201.5 

Iso 26 
- lally:-.a-
1IIUddag!\ Diorite ': 

~ Intn.&ion 
84.53 576.5 

Iso 27 . ' .. - " - Granodiorite 127.5 351.0 

.. '. ' 
' ; 

La. Ce' fold SIft £u 

Iso 1 87.6 202 92 11.6 2.68 
Iso 2 44.8 89.1 44.7 6.97 ' 1.56 

Unit I - Northern Unic 
;=;... ~. Uait III - lugnaquillia Unit 

" 

" 

. ' 
/. 

Rb/Sr 87Sr /!t;Sr Sm 

0.1716 o. 70840.'! 2 11.6 

0.3482 

0.5267 

2 .+ 6.97 0.7126 r 4 
0.71617 :!" 3 6.478 

0.8670 0.72141 ! 4 4.288 

76.89 2.17015 ! 8 0.0939 

0.8740 0.72171 ! 3 0.9333 

0.1466 0.70762! 2 4.504 

0.3633 0.71265 !- 4 1.917 

Cd Dy Er Yb 

7.43 4.17 1.73 1.35 

4.78 2.52 1.03 0.82 

" 

Nd SIn/Nd 143Nd/141.Nd 

92.00 0.1261 0.512261 t 14 
0.512240 :;: 22 

44.7 0.1559 0.512185 - 18 

42.0 0.151.2 0.512159 :!" 26 

24.07 0.1782 0.512171 ! 18 

0.2344 0.4006 0.512497! 30 

4.289 0.2176 0.512290 ! 16 

28.41 0.1585· ... :0:512410! 18 

10.1.3 0.1838 1>.512387 ! 12 

EI'dl.oOI. 

-1.1. ! 0.4 

-3.6! 0.4 

-4.0! 0.5 
-5.1 ! 0.4 

-5.1!0.6 
-3.5:! 0.3 

-0.7! 0.4 

-0.5 :!: 0.2 

tSrl.O .. 

+18.9 :!" 0.3 

+37.0:!" 0.5 
+45.2 ! 0.5 
+38.9 :!" 0.6 

+100 ! 100 

+41.6 ! 0.6 

+13.7 :! 0.3 

+33.9! 0.5 

C 
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'Ta~le 4:1 Isotope resulc6 for S.E.lre~and 
Sample Rock Type . Locality. La Ce Nd Sto Eu Cd Dy Er Y!) (Ce/Yb)", Sm/Nd 143"c!.'144Nd f Nd425 Rb 

1.31 

L29 

L33 

LlOO 

Llll 

L1l4 

andesite .' Bal.bdggan 10.4,21.1 10.4 2.42 0.818 2.8S 2.88 1.69 1.51 3.5 

daclu 'Urnbay, Island 48:0 101.0 45.8 8.48 1.79 7.37 5.82 3.25 3.15 
... ,J"", • 

basalt Lambay Island 29.1 59.2 27.6' S.38 1.58 5.1~ 4.20 2.23 1.93 

basalt 1.ambay Island 36.9 79.7 3S.1 6.80 1.93 6.2v 4.87 2.61 2.43 

basalt ~y Islan~ 29.4 62.6 29.7 '6.~1 i.n. 5.67 5.11 2.97 2.85 

bas.alt Lambay Isiand ~Ei.6 103.5.46.0 fI.37. 2.38 7.07 5.94.3.26 3.01 

.T18 .' andesite 

T42 dacite' 

T63 andesite 

T192 basalt 

Tn rhy(\lite 

T74, rhyolite 

Count"jl 
~nerford 

Count)· 
Waterford 

County 
Waterford 

Count v 
WaterfOTC 

County 
Waterford, 

County 
Waterford 

15.5 37.6 24.0 6.14 2.10 7.8S 9.10 5.49 

35.1 16.2 44.5 9.5~" 2.51 10.25 10.05 6.25 

7.18 17.6 11.7 2.88 0.901 3.05 3.56 2.48 

7.89 19.5 12.2 3.04 1.03 3.3~ 3.90 2.46 

~6.3 209.2 125.0 23.7 2.91 17.67 13.40 7.94 

52.9 112.0 53.1 S.73 1.0S t.8~ b.66 4.57 

+ Rb and Sr from Still~~n and Will1ams.1978 

* Unleached 5 .... ples.' 

5.08 

6.20 

2.68 . 

2.36 
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0.5:1355 :12 '-1.5 !d.2 4,+ 

O.5::~C2 +10 +0.1 :0.2 23+ 
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(1.;:2T;; !-18 
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+0.4 :0.2 
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-1.9 +0.4 - . 
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26.01 

104.7 

12.12 

36.45 

Sr Rb/Sr 87Sr /86Sr 

223.1 0.2344 0.70820:4 

318+ 

666+ 

423+ 

'481+ 

1101+ 

0.3742 

0.0450 

0.0686 

0.71360 +3 
0.70634 :4* 
0.70594 :P. 
0.10766 +4 
0.70762 !3 
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- * ° C209 0.70622!3 

. u.70607.3 

142.5 0.1825 ,0.70769 !2 

97.42 1.075 

J':'9.6 0.0!,!1 
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Depao1oand Wasse'rburg. 1977 
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suite, southern Ordovician volcanic suite an~ the Leinster 
Granite Batholith. In the following sections the wajor ann 
trace element characteristics of the 3 groups will be 
consi~ered prior to the formulation of petrogenetic wooe1s 

for each suite. 

4:3 Geochewistry of the VolcAnic Rocks 

The distinction between the northern ,1nd southern suites 
noted from the isotope data is also evident in their wajo~ 
and trace e1ewent contents. The data discussed here are, 
those of 5ti11wan and Wi11iams(1978).' The major element' 
data are interpreted by 5ti11wan and Wi11iaws as indicating 
a caic a1ka1ir~,character for the southern suite and a ~ore 
tholeiitic nature for the northern suite (Figure 4:S). The 
basaltic rock~'of.th~ northern suite have characteristics 

close to those of unfractionated mantle oer1ven melts, S102< 
46%, MgO<19.9%, Cr<260 ppm and Ni< 100 ppm. 'It is probable 
that certain of the ro'cks 'with the highest MgO contents 
contain cumulate olivine anl'i clinopyroxene (5tillwan perscom). 

, . 

The southern suite, however" are chemically more evolved, 'wlth 
5i02 contents rarely belowSO%, MgO contents general~y less 
than 8% anc1 low Cr and Ni contents «160 and <80 respectively).' 

The southern suite also have lower P20S contents, at 
equivalent 5i02 contents, than the northern suite. (Figure'4:6a). 
~arked differences are; displayed in the LILE abunrlances' between' 
the two suites; the northern basalts contain between 400 and 
1100 ppm 5r and K2~ contents between 1 ano 2%, whereas'the 
basalts of the southern suite, with one exceptio?"have 8r 
contents below 300 ppm'an~ very variable K20 contents of 

'between 0.1 anrl 2.25% (Figure 4:6b). 

4:3:1 Rare Earth Element neterminations were carried out on 
. , . 

2 type I "gr~nites,", 2 rhyolites and 12 vol~anic rocks frow 
south east Irelanc:f. ,', Thec1ata are presenteci in Table 4:1,2 . 
the REE patterns~f the volcanic rocks in F,igure 4:7a and b.~ 

- . , ~ 

With the, exception of LB7 the rocks of the northeTn suite sho~.J 

variable buttl'ark~n L.REEenric~went, (Ce)N = 68.4 to 120 and 
(Ce/Yb)~ ratios r,ange from 5.f>. ;0 8.8, There are ,also 

", 
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Figure 4:5 
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significant variations in the H.REEcontents (Yb)N = 8.77 to 
14.3. The H.REE are consistently fractionate~ with (Dy/Yb)N 
ratios of 1.2 to 1.4. The lack of ~arked Eu ano~a1ies 
(Eu/Eu* .... 0.9 to ,1.04) indicate that plagioclase 
fractionation has not played a major role in the generation 
of these rocks. The MgO contents of the sa~ples are given 
in Figure 4:7a and demonstrate that there is no si~ple relation
ship between' fractionation ann REE content or the degree of 
L.REE enrichment. ,LB7 has REE contents distinct fro~ the 
remainder of the northern suite, (Ce)N = 25.1, (Yb)N = 7.16 
and also has the lowest degree of L.REE enrichIDent (Ce/Yb)N 

= 3.5. 

In marked contrast, 'the basalts of the southern suite have 
lower L.REE contents (Ce)N .... 20.3 to 43.4, but si~ilar H.REE 
contents, to those of the northern suite, (Yb)N = 10.7 to 23.1 
(Figure 4:7b). The;degree of L.REE enrichIDent is therefore 
significantly lower than in the basaltic rocks of the northern 
suite, (Ce/Yb)N"" 1.66 to 2.1. The H.REE are variable . 
fractionated, (Dy/Yb)N"" 0.82 to 1.15 resulting in "U" shaped 
REE patterns in some saIDples, e.g.T63. A negative Eu 
anomaly (Eu/Eu* .... 0.77) is present in the cheIDically IDost 
evolved sa~ple, T42, which also has a higher (Ce/Yb)N ratio' 
(3.1) than the remainder of the southern suite. 

Simple Rayleigh fractionation~odelling, using a fractionating 
assemblage tYP,ica1 of the phenocryst phases (i. e. 0.3 01 ivine ~ 
0.35 clinopyroxene and 0.35 plagioclase) suggests that in 
excess of 50% fractional crystallisatiori is required to produce 

, . 
the REE, variation within both the 'southern and northern suites. 
the major and trace element co~position of L114,';: the most· L. REE 
enriched sample of the northern suite, precludes significant 
~ractional crystallisation ~n its 'genesis (MgO = 9~65%, CaO·: 
7.97%, Si02 .... 46.3% and ~r, .... ,1101 ppm). .. Similarly sample 
Tl8,' contains the highest 'REE contents of the southern 
basalts, yet is chemically the feast evolved, MgO =- 8.27%. It 
is therefore apparent that ,the variations in the REE contents 
within each of the two disti~.ct. suites are not controlled by 
fractional crysta,llisation, but by either heterogeneity or 
differing degrees of partial ~e1ting in the source regions. 
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4:4 The Geochemical and Isotopic Characteristics 
of Subduction Related Volcanism 

The aim of this section is to briefly out1i~ethe pertinent 
characteristics of subduction related volcanism and the 
dominant factors involved in their petrogenesis~ 
more detailed discussion the reader is referred to 
3 ann 8 in "Andesites" edited by Thorpe, (1982). 

For a 
chapters 

The geometry of subduction zones is such that any of the 
following three components may contribute material in the 
petrogenesis of subduction related volcanism: 

i) 

ii) 
Mantle wedge 
Subducted hydrothermally 
a) by dehydration' 
b) by melting 

iii) Subducted sediments 

altered oceanic crust 

At continental ,margins the situation is further 'comp1icated 
by the possibility of contamination with crustal material 
en route to the surface. 

Trace element patterns, normalised to MORB, of basa1ti'c rocks 

from "typical'" destructive plate boundaries are presented in 
,Figure4:8a. Such rocks consistently show enrichment in LILE 
greater than for Zr, Nb and L.REE.·'Often associated with this 
LILE enrichment are· radiogenic 87Sr/86Srratios such that 
subduction related volcanic, rocks plot to'the right 'of' the 
mantle array on an £. Nd vs ESr' diagram, see Figure 4: 4.' This 
displacement and LILE enrichment is interpreted B.s due' to a 
contribution from the hydrothermally altered subducted 
lithosphere ,in their petrogenesis (Hawkesworth eta1., 1977). 

Island arc'tho1eiites, e.g. ,South Sandwich Islands, tend to 
have relatively low abundances of L.REE Nb ~nd Sr (Figure 4:8c). 
If partial melting' of the, subducted lithosphere were involved 
in'theirpetrogenesis such trace elements would be relatively 

, .' ~ 

enriched. It ,is th.erefore argued that dehydration of the 
subducted litho~phere and not p~rtial melting is responsible 
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Figure 4:8 

~ORB normalised trace element diagrams for basalts fro~ 
"typical It tectonic settings.' 

a) MORB; shows flat patterns on this diagram, the exact 
values depending upon the degree of source depletion 
and the percentage melting. Transitional and a.lkalic 
MORB show trace element enrichment in all elements 
between Sr and Sm, and generally have peak enrich~ent 
at Ba/Nb. 

b) Intra plate volcanism; Tholeiitic to alkalic within 
plate volcanism shows a progressive increase in the 
degree of trace element enrichment for all ele~ents 
between Sr and Ti, again generally have peak enrich~ent 
at Ba/Nb. 

c) Volcanic Arc volcanism; p!ovides the ~ost varied 
styles of trace element.· 'Tholeiitic basal ts are 
depleted (relative to ~ORB) in the least inc~patib1e 
elements (i.e. Nb-Yb) indicating that their sources 
were probably very depleted. However, LILE show 
relative enrichment. ' Calc alkaline basalts (CAB) 
show a similar style of enrichment pattern, but with 
the least incompatible elements, especially La, being 
less depleted. High K. calc alkaline basalts and 
shoshonites show a more extr~e form of CAB type 
enrichment, with L.REE,and P enrichment relative to 
Nb, Zr and H.REE. 
enrich~ent 

They show the ~ost marked LILE 
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for the LILE enrichment and the radiogenic 87Sr /86Sr ratios 
in the South Sandwich Islands (Hawkesworth et al., 1977). 

Calc alkaline rocks are enriched in P and L.REE in addition 
to the LILE. It is interesting to note that other incom
patible elements, e.g. Nb and Zr, do not show enrichment 
(Figure 4:8a). Therefore if partial melting of the 
subducted lithosphere is advocated in the petrogenesis of 
calc alkaline magmas residual phases containing Zr and Nb 
must be present. A second possibility is that L.REK 
and P rich complexes are formed and preferentially released 
from the subducted lithosphere due to the presence of H20 
rich fluids. 

Whatever their detailed petrogenesis the trace element and 
isotope characteristics of destructive plate margin volcanic 
rocks are distinctive (Figures 4:4 and 4:8). It is therefore 
possible to establish ancient subduction related volcanism 
from trace element and isotopic data. 

4:5 Geochemical Patterns of the South East Ireland 
Volcanic Suites:- Constraints on their Petrogenesis I 

Geochemical MORB normalised patterns are presented for 
basaltic rocks from the southern and northern suites in 
Figure 4:9. The basalts of the southern suite display LILE 
enrichment and Nb depletion similar to "typical" present day 
calc alkaline basalts (Figure 4:8). The calc alkaline 
nature of these rocks is also evident in Figure 4:10, the 
Ti-Zr-Y discriminant diagram of Pearce and Cann (197~). 
However, the sample 'also show Zr enrichment relative to MORB. 
Pearce (1983) has demonstrated that such Zr enrichment is 

. characteristic 'of subduction related volcanism at continental 
margins (Figure 4:11). The presence of Mid to Late 
Proterozoic basement to the south and east of the southern 
suite (Rosslare and Anglesey ~omplexes) is consistent with 
petrogenesis at a continental margin environment • 

. ' 

'. 
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Basalts from the northern suite display relative enrichment 
in all elements except Ti, Y and Yb (Figure 4:9b). Although 
relative trace element enrichment in all these elements is 
characteristic of E-type MORBand similar to within plate 
basalts (Figure 4:8) the shape of the trace element patterns 
of the northern suite (with the greatest enrichment in LILE 
and relative depletion in Nb) are typical of destructive plate 
margin basalts. Thus there would appear to be two trace 
element components, one being subduction related and the second 
of "within plate" origin, the latter being responsible for ,some 
enrichment in all elements, (particularly evident for Zr and Nb). 

The "within plate" component of the northern suite is evident 
from the transitional position between the calc alkaline and 
"within plate" fields on a Ti-Zr-Y diagram (Figure 4:10) and 
from the high Zr/Y ratios (Figure 4:11). The data therefore 
plot at the extreme limits of subduction related volcanism 
on both these diagrams. 

It is possible to use the above normalised trace element 
diagrams to estimate proportions ,of different trace elements 
derived from the subducted lithosphere and the mantle wedge 
(Pearce, 1982). The reasoning behind such estimates is as 
follows; basaltic rocks from MORB and intraplate environments 
define coherent trends on many element/element and ratio/ratio 
diagrams, e.g; Ce/Yb vs Nb/Yb. However, destructive plate 
margin rocks are displaced relative to certain of these trends, 
presumably by the introduction of material from subducted, 
lithosphere e.g. Ce., The Ce/Yb vs Nb/Yb diagram therefore 
allows the proportions of Ce from the subducted lithosphere, 
and mantle wedge to be estim~ted (see Pearce~ 1982 for a'full 
explanation). Knowing the Ce/Yb ratio andYb content of the 
mantle wedge component allows the approximate Sm and Nd 
contents of this component to be estimated. In addition 
since the Sr/Nd ratio within 'the mantle is between 18 and 22 
an approximation of the Sr content derived from the mantle 

'" 

wedge can be determined. The estimated proportions of 
certain trace elements derived from the mantle wedge, ,for 
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both the northern and southern suite, are presented in 

Table 4:3 and displayed,as hatched fields on Figures 4:9a 

and 4:9b. 

Table 4:3 

Percentage of elements derived from the 

mantl~ wedge and subducted slab 

Southern suite Northern suite 

a) % Mantle b) % Subducted a) % Mantle b) % Subducted 
Wedge Slab Wedge Slab 

Component, ' Component Component Component 

Ce 40 60 ' '16 84 

Nd 46 54 23 77 
yb 100 100 

K20 10 90 ' 20 80 

Sr 70 30 25 75 
Sr/N9 ratio , , SrlNd ratio 

- 9 =- 19 

Typical values are presented above, Table 4:3, notably the 
'proporti~n of'ee 'derivedfr~m the "subduct'ed; slab varies 

be'tween 60 and 90% for th~basa1t:ic ,rc,cks'· 6f' the northern 

suite~ 
, , , , 

, The results show marked' differe~ces, bet~e~n t~e mantle, w~dge 
and'subducted slab components of the two" suite~.' 'The wedge 

component"of th~,: ,~~uthe:rn 'SUite' i~ L.REE' d~plet,ed, '(Ce/Yb)N 
ratio of 0.8 (1. e. similar to MORB), whereas in the case of 
the northern suite the wedge component is L.REE"enriched 
with a (CelYb)N ratio of 1.4.'" The' sr/Nd r~ti~ withb~' the 

'estimated' 'slab compon~nt is 19' for the northern ~u'ite and 9 

'for the: southern s~ite~' 'This im~71a'tter value' is pr,obably 

due to the re1at i ~ely,' ~~~i ved: natur'e l of ~the ' so~thern v~l canic 
suite 'and' Sr' dep1'etlon of ~ the' ~agma's ;d~~ing' plagio~l~se' , 

: fra'ctionation~"In"inany other respect~,:howev~r, "the slab 
• " "., l' '. "1",,._ "" ~" • ",' ' ... ~. . ..... \ t ~ ',: {: - _ ,_ '. 

, component' of' the 'southern suite is typical' of 'many calc 
f •• ; \" .0:-. : .... :. ,t.': ' ~:~ ~ ; ~ .. ~~.; .~'. i· > 
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alkaline environments. The slab component of the northern 
suite shows marked LILE and L.REE enrichment atypical of 
island arc thoreiites. 

It is concluded from the trace element data that the 
southern suite are compatible with a subduction related 
origin with significant fractional crystallisation in their 
petrogenesis. It is estimated that approximately 90% of 
the LILE and SO% of the Nd in these rocks are derived fro~ a 
subducted slab component. The precursor mantle wedge was 
MORB like. 

The northern suite, however, shows marked trace element 
enrichment compared to typical island arc tholeiites. 
Estimates show that in the region of 80% of the LILE and a 
similar percentage of the Nd are slab derived. The 
precursor mantle wedge was L.REE enriched. 

4:6 Nd and Sr Isotope Data of the South East Ireland 
Volcanic Suites: Constraints on their Petrogenesis II 

The Nd and Sr isotope data of the south east Ireland volcanic 
rocks were previously presented in Table 4:1 and as ESr42S· vs 
£Nd42S form in Figure ·4:4. As in the case of the majority of 
subduction related volcanism all the data are displaced to 
more radiogenic £ Sr42.5 values. than the mantle· array at the . 
time of formation. Before considering possible mantle 
processes that could produce radiogenic ESr values an . 
evaluation of possible crust involvement is needed. 

4:6:1 Crustal contamination has been advocated to explain 
the radiogenic Sr values found in some subduction regions 
(e.g. N.W. Argentine, (Fran~ et a1., 1980), N. Chile and 
S.W. Bolivia (Deruelle et al., 1983, James,·1982». The above 
mentioned areas·of· the central Andes are in a region of 
unusually thick crust 60 - 70 ~ (cUmmings and Schiller, 1971). 
The intimate association of the northern volcanic suite with· 
deep water pelagic· sediments indicates that these rocks were not 
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erupted through, or in the vicinity of, abnormally thick 
continental crust. Precambrian crust is, however, exposed 
approximately 100 km to the south. 

The process advocated for crustal contamination within the 
Andes is that of assimilation fracti'onal crystallisation 
(A F C), whereby the bulk assimilation of relatively cold 
crustal material results in a temperature drop within the 
magma and hence causes crystallisation (Bowen, 1928, Taylor, 
1980, DePaolo, 1981). A consequence eof AFC is that 
chemically more evolved magmas will have suffered a greater 
degree of crustal contamination and are therefore, liable 

. . 87 86 
to have more radiogenic SrI Sr ratios. A positive 
correlation between 87Sr/86Sr and Si02 and Rb/Sr wouln be 

produced if'LILE enriched upper crustal material were the 
assimilated material. Typical AFC relationships from 
Andean rocksare shown in Figures 4:12a and b. The volcanic 
rocks from south east Ireland rio not show the equivalent 
coherent correlations on Figure 4:12a and b and it is 
therefore concluded that the relatively radiogenic £Sr 
values of these rocks are not·· caused-by simple contamination 

en route to the surface. 

4:6:2 Northern volcanic suite. The isotopic data of the 
northern volcanic suite show an inver~ecorrelation between 
ENd425 and ESr425 (Figure 4:4) which has a shallower slope than 
that of the mantle array. A general correlation is also 
found between tNd425 , Sm/Nd and the estimated % Nd derived 
from the· "slab" component (Figure 4:13). These data 
therefore indicate that the "slab" component had unradio-
genic Nd and radiogenic.Sr isotope ratios and maybe 
interpreted in one of two ways: 

i)- That the "slc:b" component was derived from 
subductedlithosphere during the Ordovician 
and that the radiogen~c £Sr and unradiogenic 
ENd values were due to the presence of 
subducted sediments. 
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Figure 4:13 
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ii) That the "slab" component was derived 
predominantly from the mantle wedge which 
had been previously.metasomatised by 
subduction related activity. In this 
case the £Nd41S'vS Sm/Nd correlation tTlay 
have sotTIe age significance. 

. . 
The trace element modelling in the previous section (4:5) . 
demonstrated that the Sr/Nd ratio of the "slab" cotTIponent 
was approxitTIately 19. This value is within the.range of 
most non subduction related mantle derived basaltic volca.nism 
(18 - 22). Mixing between components from the mantle wedge 
and the "slab" will therefore produce straight lines·on an 
Sr vs Nd diagram (Figure 4:14). 

The samples with the largest "slab" component (Llll and L29) 
display a relatively large spread in ESr425 and tNd425 values 
indicating that the isotopic composition of the ~'slab" component 
was somewhat variable. Constraining the exact isotopic 
composition of the "slab" and ''ma?tle wedge" components can 
only be achieved if it is assUl1'ed that the ''mantle wedge" 
component had eNd and ESr values within the mantle array. 
Due to the straight line mixing relationship the data from the 
northern suite can be projected until the centre of the mantle 
array is reached. E Sr425 and tNd425 values of - 10 and + 3.7 
respectively are obtained (Figure 4:14). Interestingly the 
€Nd425 value of + 3.7 is close to the most radiogenic value 
tTleasured in the southern volcanic suite, ENd425 - + 3.5. 

The two mixing lines shown in Figure 4:14 were calculated 
assuming equal Sr and Nd concentrations within the two end 
members. The calculated isotopic values of the "slab" 
component a're a) ESr425 - + 47, ENd425 - - 1.6, b)ESr41!;= 

+ 27, E'Nd42S= -2·4 If, however, the Sr and Nd concentrations 
within the LILE and L.REE enriched "slab" component were 
greater than those of the mantle wedge cotTIponent, as seems 
probable, then the isotopic composition of the "slab" 
component would be essentially the same as the samples with, 
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the greatest "slab" component (i. e. Llll and L29 having> 80% 
of their Nd and Sr derived from the "slab"). 

The isotopic composition of the "slab" compenent is therefore 
well constrained due to the large % of Sr and Nd derived from 
the "slab". The origin of this component will now be 
discussed. 

The radiogenic Nd isotope ratios of present day MORB are 
well established (s'ee Hart, 1980, Hawkesworth and van Cal steren 
1983, for a review of the data). ·It is expected that sub
ducted oceanic lithosphere would have equivalent ENd values 
i.e.:>+ 8. The exact Sr isotope value of oceanic crust is 
however, more difficult to constrain. Cohen and O'Nions 
(1982) calculated that hydrothermal alteration at a mid 
ocean ridge would raise the average 87Sr/86Sr value of the 
upper 3 km 'of oceanic crust from 0.70237 to O. 7043 ( E Sr -28 
to -6). Low temperature sea floor alteration also has an 
effect on the 87Sr/86Sr values of HORB (Hart, 1974, Staudiguel 
et al., 1981). Staudigu~et ale (1981) report 87Sr /86Sr 
values from altered MORB in excess of 0.710. Smectites and 

" ' 87 
other low temperature alteration products h~ve Sr/86Sr 
ratios greater than 0.80. These phases would tend to be 
preferentially incorporated in fluids and melts derived from 
the subducted "slab" by either melting or dehydration. 
87Sr/86Sr values greater than 0.7065, can therefore be 
expected to be found in fluids derived from the upper portion 
of subducted oceanic crust, particularly if the crust is old, 
i. e. 50 to 100 Ma., 

The subduction of sediments has been proposed at several 
destructive plate margins (Fyfe et al., 1982, Thorpe et al., 

'1981). The association of the northern volcanic suite with 
pelagic sediments suggests that sediments subducted beneath 
south east Ireland during the Lower Palaeozoic would be 

,predominantly pelagic. The Sr and Nd isotope systematics 
of present day pe~agic sediments are well constrained (see 
chapter 7) and controlled by the isotopic composition of 
sea water. Hooker et 'ale (1981) have determined the €Nd I 
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values of Lower Ordovician sea 'water,and these values will be 
used in subsequent mixing calculations (ENd425 ~ 5.0). 
Continental derived sediments wou1d

7
have tess radiogenic tNd425 

values t -8 (see chapt~r 7). The 8 Sr/86Sr ratio of 
Ordovician sea water. was approximately 0.7080 (Veizer and 
Compston, 1974). 

The Sr/Nd ratio of both pelagic and detrital sediments are 
low, <5, such,that the mixing of sediments with a mantle 
derived component would produce a" steep mixing curve on an E Sr 
vs eNd diagro.:n. The resultant mixtUre would have a Sr /Nd 
ratio lower than the'calcul;1ted "slabl! compone~t~ The melting 
of subducted lithosphere will produce magmas with relatively 
high Sr and Nd concentrations and high Sr/Nd ratios. However, 
although mixing with s.ediments may result in Sr/Nd ratios 
within the range required, large volumes, > 50%, of sediment 
would be needed to produce isotopic ratios within the range of 
the ca1cuiat~d "~iab" component~(Figure 4:1,». It is possible 
to produce the ca1~ulated Sr/Ndand isotope ratios of the . 
"slab" component by mxing hydrous fluids derived from the 
subducted lithosphere (Sr/Nd ratio tending to 00 ) with 
~ediments or'melts of sediments. In this case, however, 
some Nd must be derived from the subducted lithosphere other-

. . 

wise the £ Nd value of the mixture. will be that of the 
sediments. 

From the above discussion it can Qeconcluded·that subducted 
sedi;'ent s could. be responsible'. f?r the £ Sr 425 vs ENd425 . 
variations'recorded in the northern volcanic suite but that' 
due to Ollr ignorance of subduction related processes' 

. insufficient constraints can b~. placed on the. geochemical 
models to test this hypothesis rigorouqly. 

If the trace element enrichment of the northern volcanic· 
suite is, however, caused by an ancient subduction r'e1ated 
event then the 'isotopic data can provide certain constraints 

. on the timing of the metasomatic event.' . The relatively poor 
co~relation' bet,wee.n E Nd425 and Srn/Nd yi~lds' an age of 
654 ~ 190 Ma (M.S.W~D. = 2.4) (Figure 4:13). Interestingly the' . . 
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the initial ratio obtained, 0.511608, is equivalent to an ENd 
value of +7.5 at 1079 Ma (Age of the rocks 425 Ma plus 654 Ma). 
The depleted initial ratio indicates that derivation of melts 
from a subduced oceanic lithosphere and subsequent 
metasomatism of the overlying mantle wedge circa 1100 Ma is a 
pussibility. 

The Sr isotope systematics do not show a coherent relationship 
(Figure4:l2b). This is, however, not surprising since there 
is the possibility that LILE enriched fluids have been involved 
twice duri~g the petrogenesis of the rocks, at 1100 and 425 Ma. 
Significantly, perhaps, the Sr model age of Llll (Llll is the 
sample with the. least radiogenic E'Nd425 value,- 1.1) is 
approximately 1100 Ma. 

It is concluded that the trace element and isotopic data of 
the northern volcanic suite provide evidence for either 
i) the subduction of sediments prior ~o the Upper Ordovician 
and the subsequent metasomatism of the. mantle wedge by. r 
~'ixture of an LILE enriched fluid with a high Sr/Nd rati0 

. . 
(derived by dehydration of the s~bducted slab) and melts from 
the sediments with low Sr/Nd ratios, or ii) an dncient LILE 
and L.REE enrichment of the upper man~le beneath south-0ast 
Ireland caused by a previous subduction related event, circa 
1100 Ma. 

Weight is added to the latter hypothesis by the probable 
Grenvillian age of the Rosslare complex (see chapter 7) 

indicating. crust formation and hence stabalisation of the 
upper mantle circa 1100 Ma. 

4:6:3 Southern volcanic suite. Figure 4:4 shows' that the 
Ndand Sr 'isotope data of the southern volcanic suite are 
displaced to more radiogenic ESr425 values compared with the 
tTlantlearray at. 425 Ma. The tNd425 and £Sr425 data are 
equivalent· to presentday.subduction related volcanism of . 

. Java· (Whit ford and Jezek, 1982). 

Due to the relatively evolved nature of the majority of the 
rocks of the southern suite; the SrlNd ratio' of the "slab" 
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component cannot be determined from the trace element 
modelling. The most primitive rocks indicate that 
approximately 50% of their Nd is derived from the "slab". 
If the "slab" component is ass':1l1'ed to be the same as that for 
the northern volcanic suite then the mantle wedge component 
for the southern suite must be variable depleted, E'Nd + 9 to + 3 
However, it is impossible to constrain either of the two 
components because no coherent relationships are shown between 
E:Sr

41S
,and tNd425tSr/Nd and ,the Sr/Nd ratio of the "slab" 

component is not known. 

4:7 Geochemistry of the Acid Igneous Rocks 

The second part of this chapter considers the petrogenesis 
of the CA.1edonian acid igneous rocks of south east Ireland. 
Such rocks '~ccur in three forms; firstly as the Leinster 
Granite Batholith, secondly as voluminous intrusive and 
extrusive rhyolites of the southern volcanic suite and 
thirdly as small granitoid intrusions within the southern 
volcanic suite. !he€N,d and£Sr isotope results of typical, 
samples from each group are presented in Table 4:1. Due to 
the frequent occurance of hydrothermal alteratio~and10w Sr 
contents, Sr isotope ratios were not determined on rhyolite 
sampl~s. The ENd I values of the ,rhyoli~es and gratltoids 
(Figure 4:4) show limited overlap'; with the rhyolites having 
more radiogenic values than the' ~ain Bat:holith.The ENd

I 
values of the 3a1linamuddaghminor intr~s~oncare, however, 

.. "\, 

very similar to those of the rhyolites; 

The geochemistry of the thre'e rock groups are discussed, be'low 
\vith the aim of assessing how," if at' all, they' are related 
and which factors in their petrogenesis produce the different 

, ENd I values in thes~; spatially and temporally related, acid 
.ign'eous rocks. ,,'., .:' '. 

4:7:1 ',Leinster Granite Batholith. Bruck and O'Connor" 
(1977) present major and trace element data for each of the 

" 
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different granitoid types. Some of the data are illustrated 
in Figure 4:16 and demonstrate that the majority of the major 
elements (Ti02, MgO, CaO and Fetot ) show a negative correlation 
with differentiation. The exceptions are Si02 , K20 and Na20. 

The chemical evolution within the Batholith corresponds to the 
intrusive history, i.e. the chemically most evolved rocks are 
intruded last. This relationship is not consistent with the 
progressive partial melting of a single source. Bruck and 
O'Connor, (1977) conclude that this', chemical evolution within 
the "granites" represents, essentially, a single calc alkaline, 
fractionation trend from the diorites of Type I to the Type IIa 
and then lIb adamellites. The ap1ites represent the final 
crystallisation products. The trace element data are 
consistent with this interpretation with Bat Sr and Zr 
concentrations decreasing, whereas Rb increases, with 
differentiation (Figure 4: 16). ' 

The results of 2 REE determinations upon Type I granitoids 
are presented in Table 4:2, and a.1ong with unpublished REE 
data supplied by O'Connor as chondrite normalised REE patterns 

, ' 

in Figure, 4: 17.' The Type I diorites/granodiorites are 
extremely LREE enriched with (Ce)N ~ 233 to 74 and (Ce/Yb)N 
ratios between 38 and 26. The samples have low HREE 
abundances, (Yb)N 6.14 to 2.88, which are markedly fractionated 
(Dy/Yb)N ratios of 1.83 to 1.99. Interestingly these rocks do 
not have 1 arge negat i ve Eu anomal ie s, Eu/Eu* > 0.9.' The 
chemically more involved adamellites of Types IIa and lIb show 
less L.REE enrichment and more pronounced negative Eu anomalies, 
(Ce/Yb)N ratios of 21 to ll.6'and Eu/Eu* = 0.8,to 0.6. The 
H.R~E contents are lower than in'the Type I granitoids ( Yb)N 
~ 2.29 to 2.41. ' The,aplites have the lowest L.REE contents 
(Ce)N 8.4 - 4.9 and are the least L.REE enriched rocks within 
the Batholith, (C,e/Yb)N r~tios of 5.3 to 3.0. ' The negative 
Eu anomalies are the most variable and pronounced of all the 
rock types, EU/Eu* - 0.78 to 0~48. 
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4:7:2 Minor Granite Intrusions. Unfortunately, to nate, 
no major and trace element studies have ,been complete~ on the 
minor granitoids of south east Irelann. The only geochemical 
data available are the Rb, Sr, Sm and Nd concentrations 
presented in Table 4:1. Although the Rb/Sr ratios and Rb ann 
Sr concentrations of these diorites/granocliorites are within 
the range of equivalent rock types from the Leinster Batholith, 
their Smanrl Nd concentrations are significantly lower. 

~ . . 

4:7:3 Geochemistry, of the rhyolites and comparison with the 
Leinster Granite Batholith. REE data for 2 rhyolites (T73 and 
an~T74) are pr~sented in Tab~e 4:2 ann as chondrite normalised 
patterns ,in Figure 4:18. The samples have high L.REE contents, 
(Ce)N = 129 to 242, but due to their relatively high H.REE 
contents (Yb)N = 23.4 to 35.1', have only moderate L.REE 
enrichment,' (Ce/Yb)N ratios of 5.5 to 6.9. 'The rhyolites 
have pronouncen negative Eu anomalies, Eu/Eu* = 0.43. 

The average chemical analyses of the rhyolites and granitoios 
are presented in Table 4:4. 'MORB normalise~ geochemi~al 
patterns of Type,! granitoids'and rhyolites are compared in 
Figure 4:19. The Type I granitoids were chosen. for comp~rison 
as they have MgO c~ntents 11'ost comparable "to those of the 
rhyolites. Both rock types show relative Sr depletion 
compared with other LILE, but'this feature is 1l1ore 11'arkecl in 
the rhyolites. The REE patterns of the two rock types 
(Figures 4:17 and 4:18) show similar L.REEcontents. The 
rhyolites, however, have significantly higher H.REE content's 
«Yb)N - 29.2 compared to 2.2) ann more pronounced negative 
Eu anomalies (Eu/Eu*' of O~ 42' cotnparec1 to 0.9) In additic)n 
to the greater H.REEcontents, the rhyolites also contain 
higher concentrations of Zr;Nb and Y (425, 20 and 76 c01l1pareo 
to 164, 7, ann 3). The extremely low concentrat ions of P 205 
and Ti02 in the rhyolites are verY,apparent in Figure 4:19 . 
and indicative of significant apatite and iron oxide 
fractionation in the petrogenesis of ,the' rocks. 
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Table 4:4 

Average Chemical Ana1~ses of the Acid Igneous Rocks of 
S.E. Ireland 

Granitoids 

Rhyolites Type I ' 'lIb Ap1ites 
Si02 74.67 70.4 72.53 73.98 
Ti02 0.19 0.36 0.17 0.02 

A1 203 13.11 15.98 15.29 15.17 
Fe203 2.70 * 0.57 0.42 0.27 

FeO 1.51 0,77 0.14 
MnO 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.13 
MgO 1.19 0.79 0.45 0.11 
CaO 0.10 1.46 0.84 0.37 
Na20 3.83 3.73 3.77 4.96 
K20 4.12 3.9, 4.38 3.98 

P205 0.02 ' ,0.10 0.18 0.16 
Cr 188 10 <10 <10 

8a 796 752 548 131 

R::' 134 210 245 426 

Sr 80 291 196 39 

Zr 425 164 114 21 
Nb 20 7 7 10 .' 

Y 76 3 2 2 

Ce 161 63.7 24.1 5.75 
Sm 16.2 4.0 2.1 0.62 

Yb 6.43 0.49 0.41 0.041 

* All Fe re'ported as Fe203 ' 

Major and trace element data for the rhyolites frotl1 Stilltl1an ' 
and Williams, 1978, for the granitoids from Bruck and O'Connor, 
1977,. 
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Figure 4: 17 REE PATTERNS OF GRANITOIDS FROM THE LEINSTER BATHOLITH 
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4:8 Petrogenesis of the Acio Igneous Rocks of South East 

Ireland 

4:8:1 Petrogenesis of the Rhyolites. 
rhyolites can result in one of two ways, 
partial melting of a basic source region 

The generation of 
low degrees of 
followed by large 

aTT'ounts of fractional 'crystallisation,or large, degrees of 
partial melting of an acidic source. Crustal TT'elts froTT' 
acidic source regions have a,relatively well characterised 
cheTT'ical si,~ nature. This is deTT'onstrated in Figure 4: 20 
where crustal melts from the St. ~alo Migmatite Belt 
(Bruwn 1982) Cornish Granites (Atherton and Pearce 1980) 
and liquids derived from melting greywacke within the Loch 
Doon Pluton (Pearce and Tindle 1983) are plotted on a Sr vs 
'Zr diagraTT'. Figure 4:20 clearly shows the large cheTT'ical 
differences between the rhyolites and ail the r6ck'types of 
the Leinster, Batholith. Although occupying a large 
proportion of the diagram the field of crustal melts is 
significantly displace~ relative.to the rhyolite data. 
Therefore n conjunction with the relative high H.REE, Y and 
~;.), low Ti02 and P2t:) contents ,and the large negative Eu 
anOTT'aly, Figure 4:20 suggests an origin for t:he rhyolites 
controlled by extensive fractional crystallisation froTT' a 
oasic magma. 

The tNd42Svalues of the rhyolites (Table 4:1 ,and Figure 4:4) 
are less raoiogenic than the associated volcanic rocks of 
the southern suite. It is therefore apparent that some 
crustal contamir,.ltion hasoccurreci nuring' the petrogenesis 
of the rhyolites and th,:t they are ~ot purely derivatives 
from basal tic material. In 'add'ition to Ie ss radiogenic tNd42S 
values the rhyolites show significantly greater L.REE enrich
ment,than the associateci volcanic rocks {(Ce/Y~)N of 6~2 
comparen to 1.9)., 

The Nd isotopic composition of crustal rocks In south east 
,Ireland are well known (see Chapter 7, sediments ENd425 = -7, 
Rosslare Basement Complex E Nd425 :::I -, 10 and late Precambrian 

, basementENc1425 ,::=' '- 4). Mixing calculations were performeci 
acic1ing the ciifferent crustal ~::nponents to the ~verage basalt ic 

,composition of the southern'suite. These calculations 
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demonstrate ~hat crustal material with a very fractionated 
REE pattern and low H.REE co~tents is .required a~ a 
cont'aminant to produce the rhyolites. The addition of 
sediments or' upper crustal Yl'e1ts '(Figure 4: 21) does not 
result in a s'ignific~nt increase in th~ (Ce/Y~)~ ratio of 
the basalt. The model most consistent with the data is one 
in whic~ a ~rust~l melt with (Ce/Yb~N ra~io of approx~mately 
80 is derived by 30% partial melting of a garnet~earing 
assembl~ge within the lower crust (Figure 4:22a) and 7 to 
22% co~taminati~n of the basalt occurs (7% if crust has ENd of 
-land 22% if c'rust'hasENd ,of - 4). Addition'of the m~lt 

',. ", 

will re~u1t in cooiing of ~he basalt and tte~ce fractional 
crysta1li~.ati?n ~~ii'occur. Ray1~igh' ~ractionation mod~lling 
indicates that in excess of 70% fractional crystallisation of 
a dominant1yplagioc1~se and ciinopyr~xene assemblage is ' 
required, subsequent ,to contamin~tion, 1:0 produce th.~ trace 
eleme~t con~ents (particular1y'the'marked negative Eu anomaly 

• '. >' , 

and low Sr contentst found in r~~olites. 

Petrogenesis of the Baltinamuodagh minor granite 
. " , . :' ~. '. ;,' . 4:8:2 

intrusions. The Ballinamudrlagh Granite intru~es the 
" ~ ;.', .. '. ~ • " • I .. ~ ~.. 4:,' t • " 

Ordovician volcanic rocks of the southern suite. 
. . " ; . " . . ~ " ;.. : 

no major and trace element data are yet availaOle 
. . ' , , , ~ 

constrain petrogenetic ~orlels. 

Unfot"tunately 
to help 

The Nd ~nd Sr co~tents of t~e dior~te ~rom the intrusion 
are significantly lower than for similar rocks of the Leinster 
Batholith.,' 'The 'more ra(Ho~en~c [Nd404-values (+0.8 to -0.5), 

which stra~rlle the Bulk Earth value, 'are also nistinct from . \ " . . 

those of the B~tholith suggesting a dif(erent petrogenetic 
history. ~he simiiar~ty of the £Nrl404~alues with those of 
the rhyolites from the southern suite might suggest an 

1 T 't" :, {, 

analogous origin. 
. .' { 

4:8:3 ~etrogenesis of ~he Leinster Granite Batholith. 

A) Evidence for assimilat,ion ann fractional (·ystallisation. 
• • !., , • 

The systematic variation of several major and trace ele~ents 
within the granitoid 'rocks of the Bathol i~h (Figure 4: 16) 

1 4 1 
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Figure 4:22 

Calculated lower crustal welts cowpared with the least 
evolved magma of the Leinster Granite 3atholith and'typical 
rock types from calc alkaline ~atholiths. 

Data sources; Frey et al., 1978 
Fourcade and Allegre, 1981 

Source of lower crustal welts; Garnet granulite xenoliths from 
Part an Craig: 30% plagioclase, 5570 quartz· and ky.,mite, 15% 
garnet. 
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indicates that fractional crystallisation was involved in their 
petrogenesis. The petrography of the granitoin~ show that the 
major phases involved in possible fractional crystallisation 
we~e quartz plagioclaze, potassic feldspar and biotite with 
minor amounts of clinopyroxene and amphibole. Potassic feld
spar frequently occurs in a porphyroclastic form. The origin 
of the porphyroclasts is uncertain, being either by sub-solidus 
re-equilibration or due to the introduction of metasomatic 
fluids. However, the coherent relationship between Sr and Zr 
(Figure 4:20) and the LILE (Figure 4:23) implies that a single 
fractionation process is responsible for the trace element 
variations within the batholith. 

The presence of large walls rock septa and small xenoliths within 
the batholith indicate that the assimilation of country rock 
metasediments has occured. The systematic variation with 
differentiation of the ES~04and ENd40~alues of the granitoids 
(Figure 4:4) strongly suggests that progressive contamination 
of the fractionating magma has occured. 

Bowen (1928) first considered the effects of combined 
assimilation and fractional crystallisation (AFC) and con
cluded that the heat needed to assimilate material wouln be 
compensated by the latent heat released during crystallisation. 
Assimilation is therefore not a simple two component mixing 
process but at least 3 end members are involved; i) magma 
ii) country rock iii) cumulates. 

DePaolo (1981) recently derived mathematical expressions 
that enable calculation of the trace element ann isotope 
variations within a magma undergoing AFC. The equation below 
is for· the variation of a trace element "n"· , , 

. F-Z ( r) C
a 

[1 - F-Z J = + 
r-i z C~ 

Cn 

CO 
n 

where Cn = conc. of element "n" in the AFe magma 

conc • of element "n" in the original magma CO .. 
n 
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C~ = conc. of element "n" in the assimilated material 

r = Ma/Mc is the ratio of mass assimilated to mass of 
crystals fractionated. 
r + D - 1 

z = and D is the bulk crystal/liquid 
r - 1 

distribution coefficient for the element "n" in 
the fractionating phases 

F = is the mass of magma remaining as a fraction of the 
original mass. 

Taylor (1980) calculated that in the case of granitic magmas 
(~8500C) the assimilation of 19 of cold country rock 
(1500 i.e. upper crust) would require the crystallisation of 
5g of material. The ratio r will therefore be 1:5 i.e. 0.2. 
The distribution coefficients used in the subsequent 
calculations are given in the table 4:5 below. 

plagioclase biotite K.feldspar allanite zircon 
.. 

Ba 0.31 15.3 6.12 
Rb 0.041 3.26 0.34 
Sr 6.2 0.12 3.87 
Ce 0.24 . 0.037 0.044 5000 100 
Yb 0.077 . 0.179 0.012 100 1000 

Table 4:5 Mineral-liquid distribution coefficients taken 
from Arth (1976), Arth and Hanson (1975), Anderson and, 
Cullers (1978), Tindle and Pearce (1981) and Mahood ano 
Hildreth (1983) • 

. The LILE concentrations of the granitoids determined by 
Bruck and O'Connor (1977) are plotted in Figure 4:23 and show 
a single fractionation trend from the Type I granitoids to the 
aplites. 'Rayleigh fractionation vectors for the major 
phases within the Batholith are also shown in Figure 4:23 and 
demonstrate that fractional crystallisation must be dominated 
by a combination of plagioclase and potassic feldspar. In 
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all subsequent AFC modelling the trace element and isotopic 
compositions of EIR 5 ( a typical shale from south· east 
Ireland) will be used as the assimilated material. The 
entire LILE variations shown in Figure 4:23 can be modelled 
by AFC if 60% fractionation of the assemblage 40% quartz, 
35% plagioclase, 18% K.fe1dspar and 7% biotite occurs. 
Ori1y 40% fractionation is needed to explain the variation 
between the average Type I and Type IIa granitoids. 

The fractionation recorded by the REE data is more 
complicated in that two trends are evident in Figure 4:24. 
Trend A encompasses Type I, IIa a~d lIb granitoids and is 
modelled by 40% fractionation of the major phases calculated 
in. the LILE modelling plus 0.09% allanite and 0.4% zircon. 
Trend B, resulting in the formation of the ap1ites, records 
extreme L.REE depletion and requires a further 30% fraction 
of 0.13% allanite and 0.31% zircon~ The calculated Eu 
anomalies in the 'evolved magmas are equal to those of the 
aplites. 

The equation formulated by DePaolo (1981) for the isotopic 
variations within a AFC is presented below in terms of 

m - (r;) Ca (1 ~1 fa CO F-Z£o r -F + m.' m 

~~------------------------------------
(~) Ca (1 - F -~ r + CO 

m • 
F-Z 

m = value of the resultant magma 
mO = value of the original magma 
a = value of the assimilated material 

'Cmo ... conc • of element in original magma 
Ca = conc. of element in assimilated material 
Z, F and rare as in the previous equation. 

The chemically least evolved sample collected within the 
Batholith is a Type I diorite, ISol. This sample has been 
used as the starting material 'for the AFC modelling along 
with distribution coefficients calculated from the trace 
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element modelling. The fractionation paths shown in 
Figure 4:25 demonstrate the influence of varying the DNd 
value while keeping DSr constant. The curves demonstrate 
that approximately 50% fr.actionation is required to account 
for the data with a DNd value varying between 4 and 6. The 
slightly greater degree of fractionation compared to the trace 
~lement calculations was expected due to the more primitive 
nature of the starting magma, Iso I, in'the isotope 
calculations, i.e. higher Sr content. 

It is therefore concluded that the trace element and isotopic 
variations within the Leinster Batholith are controlled by 
the fractional crystallisation of a primary quartz-diorite 

,magma, induced, to some extent, by the assimilation of cold 
country rock sediments. , 

The aplite sample Iso 19 1s not plotted on the ENd vs fSr 
diagrams (Figure 4:4 and 4:25) due to the large uncertainty 
in the initial 87Sr/86Sr ratio. . This uncertainty is brought 
about due to the extremely high Rb/Sr ratio,' 76.9, in ' 
conjunction with the lack of precision in the age determination 
of the Batholith 404 ~ 24 Ma. If the age used to calculate 
the initial 87 Sr/86Sr ratio is in error by 1 Myr then the ratio 
will be in error by 0.003. The significance of the 
calculated initial ratio of 0.716 is therefore, dubious. 

If the origin of the aplites was as late stage "sweatouts" 
or partial melts from the granitoids, then the aplites will 
have EN~o~values within the range of rocks from the Batholith 
( tNd4041. 3 to - 4.5). The less radiogenic fNd404value of 
Iso 19 (- 5.0) clearly indicates that this is not the case, 
but that the aplites possibly originated by a continuation of 
the AFe process. 

B) Petrogenesis of Parental Magma to the Leinster Granite' 
.Batholith. 

If the AFC scheme outlined in the previous section is correct 
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Figure 4:25 An tSr vs ENd diagram showing the effects 
of varying DNd on a magma undergoing assimilation fractional 
crystallisation (AFC) 

(The data plotted are those from the Leinster Granite Batholith) 

Due to the large error in the 87sr/86SrI ratio of the aplite 
sample only the ENdI value is plotted. 

EIR5, a shale from S.E. Ireland was used in the calculations 
as the assimilated material (Nd = 31.8 ppm Sr = 155 ppm, 
tNd404 = -7.9, £Sr404 = + 155). As a result of the straight 

line relationship shown by the granitoids on the LILE variation 
diagrams (Figure 2:23) a constant DSr of 2.88 is used in the 
isotope AFC calculations. The residual liquid trajectories 
are marked with F, the fraction of magma remaining.' The effect 
of varying DNd is clearly shown by the series of curvesJwhich 
represent between 0.02% and 0.2% allanite fractionation. 
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then the parental magma to the Leinster Granite Batholith is 
L.REE and LILE enriched diorite. It is notable that Iso 1, 
chemically the most primitive diorite sampled, does not have 
a significant negative Eu anomaly precluding significant 
plagioclase fractionation in the generation of the magma. 
Gravity data also show the absence of large basic/ultrabasic 
cummu1ates at depth beneath the Batholith (Locke, unpublished 
Ph. D. 1980). 

Diorites geochemica11y similar to those of the Leinster 
Batholith are commonly fou~d in orogenic belts formed at 
destructive continental margins. ·The calc alkaline plutonic 
rocks of the Pyrenees (Fourcade and Allegre, 1981) and the 
Sierra Nevada (Frey et al., 1978) show close similarities in 
both major, trace andRE element contents to those of the 
Leinster Batholith. The marked L.REE enrichment, (Ce/Yb)N 
>15, of these rocks is evident in Figure 4:22b and is 

comparable to that recorded by the Irish diorites (Figure 4:17). 

The generation of the dioritic parental magma of the Leinster 
Batholith as a direct partial melt from the mantle is considered 
highly unlikely due to the extremely small degree of partial 
melting « 1%) needed to produce the high L.REE and LILE 
concentrations. Small degrees of partial melting would, 
however, not significantly change the K/Rb ratio of. the melt 
compared to the source. The K/Rb ratios of the diorites 
are < 200 compared to > 300 for the Ordovician subduction 
related volcanism and =:= 300 for an undifferentiated mantle 
(Wood, 1979). 

It is therefore apparent that crustal material must provide an 
important component in the generation of the calc alkaline 
Leinster Batholith. Fourcade and Allegre (1981) come to the 
same conclusion for the plutonic rocks of the Pyrenees. The 
nature and origin of the crustal component can be constrained 
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from the combined trace element and isotope data. The, 
following points are of sign:i.ficanc~; 

i) 'Iso 1 has a (Ce/Yb)N rat~o of 38, (Yb)N = 6.1, 
£Nd42t -1.3, £Sr425= +21 and no significant Eu anomaly. 

ii), The average values of the basalts of the'southern 
volcanic suite are (Ce/Yb)N = 1.9, (Yb)N = 15, 
ENd

4Z
t +2.2, ES~2S= +8 and no significant Eu anomaly. 

iii) ; Upper crustal melts have (Ce/Yb)N ratios of 8, (Yb)N =30 
negative Eu anomalies EU/Eu* = 0.35 (see Figure 4:21) 

iv) ,Lower crustal melts have high (Ce/Yb)N ratios of > 20 
(Yb)N = 1-5 and little or no Eu anomaly. The exact 
values depend upon the amount of garnet and plagioclase 
within the residue (see Figure 4:22). 

v) The ENd and ESr values of crustal melts depend on the 
age and metamorphic conditions of the crust.' There is 
no evidence of LILE depletion within the crust of 
southern Britain (Thorpeet al., in press). 

From the above points it is apparent that the Leinster 
Batholith must contain a large lower 'crustal component to 

produce the high (Ce/Yb)N ratio, and H.REE depletion. The 
, age of the lower crust in south east Ireland is not well 
constrained but is likely to be one of i) Mid Proterozoic 

e.g. Rosslare Complex. (£Nd400 = -10, E S~400 = +40?) ,ii) ,Late 
Precambrian e. g. Anglesey Complex (£ Nd400 =-5, E Sr 400 = +175) 
iii) Caledonian,' fotin'ed by underplating during the Caledonian 

subduction even,t «(,Nd400 = +3.4 to -.2, ESr4~0 =:= O_to,+40, 
depending upon the exact age of the crust, Cambri,an to'. 
Silurian). 
(See chapter 7 for the isotope' data; of crustal' rocks). ," 

Mass balance calculations demonstrate that a maximum of 30% 
mantle derived material can be involved in the petrogenesis 
of the Batholith if the ~rustal component is melt A shown in 
Figure 4:22a. Melt A is, however, of an extreme composition, 
REE pattern equivalent to that of Iso 1 can be produced purely 
from the lower crust (Figure .4~22a). If the mantle component 
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roixed with roelt A has an tNd value of + 3.5 (roost radiogenic 
found within the southern suite). then the crustal cOfl1ponent 
has a E Nd400 value of '- 3 •. 3. ,This'd~stal 'cofl1ponent would 
have a TCHUR age of 720 Ma. Even if a fI10re depleted fI1antle 
source is considered, (i.e. using the depleted roantle roodel of 
DePaolo 1981 b £ Nd + 7) the curstal cowponent would only have 
a roaxiroum TCHUR age of 900 Ma i.e. €Nd400 = -5. The a~ove 
roodelling therefore indicates that the Leinster Batholith is 

. predoroinantly produced frofl1 relatively juvenile crust siwilar, 
or younger, than the Anglesey Complex ( ENd400 = - 5). The 
maximum mantle component is 30% but a purely crustal origin 
is not ruled out.· In the' latter case the tNd400 value of 
the crust would be - 1.3 and would have a TCHUR age of 525,Ma 
The maxiroum TCHUR age of the crustal coroponent is 720 Ma. 
It can therefore be concluded that upper crustal sedifl1ents 
and ~id Proterozoic basement (Rosslare COfl1plex) are not involved 
in the petrogenesis of the Leinster Batholith. 

The model invoked to explain the p~trogenesis of the parental 
magma to the'Leinster Batholith: is one in which subduction 
related volcanism, duri,ng the Late Preca~brian 'and Lower. 
Palaeozoic, causes a gradual thickening of the crust. The 
period of igneous activity is in the order of 200 Ma, 
comparable to the evolution of the Andes. The thickened 

'crust will make it more difficult for volcanism to reach the 
surface. In addition to heat supplied by possible trapped 
igneous rocks, the isotherms will rise due to radioactive 
decay within the thickened crust (England, 1978). . The 
Lcinster Granite Batholith forms by regional,melting of a 
relatively juvenile lower crust possibly caused by the 
introduction of a mantle derived magma. 
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Chapter 5 

Metamorphic Age of the North East Ox Mountains 

5:1 Introduction 

Plate tectonic reconstructions of northern Europe and America 
indicate that the Grenvillian and Caledonian orogenic belts 
intersect in north west Britain. However, the possible presence 
of significant Grenvillian aged basement is obscured by Caledonian 
sedimentation and the effects of Caledonian metamorphic over-, 

printing. van Breeman et al. (1978), demonstrated the existence 
of Grenvillian aged gneissose rocks in the Annagh Gneiss Complex 
of north west Ireland (Figure 5:1). The relationship between 
the rock types,of the Ox Mountains inlier and their relationship' 
to the remainder of the orthotectonic Caledonides has been the 
subject of considerable recent debate, particularly as to whether 
the inlier comprises mainly pre-Caledonian basement (Annrews et 
a1., 1978) or Da1radian rocks (Long 'and Max, 1977). Detailed 
mapping has shown that the granulite fecies metamorphism is 
restricted to the north east Ox (Figure 5:1) and this region is 
considered by all recent .authors to represent pre-Caledonian 
basement (Phillips etal., 1975, Sanders, 1979, Yardley et al., 
1979) •. The interpretation of the main Ox Mountains sequence 
of metasediments remains enigmatic. 

The aim of this study is to .constrain the fortllation age of the 
pre-Caledonian rocks of the north east Ox and to date the 
granulite facies metamorphism from a Nd isotope study of garnet
pyroxenite bodies found within the north east Ox. 

5:2 General Geology 

The Ox Mountains inlier of north west Ireland comprises five 
major rock units (Figure 5:1); 

, 
i) Granulite facies metasediments of the north east Ox 
Mountains are predominantly psammitic paragneisses with 
subordinate semipelites and rare marbles containing minor 
garnet pyroxenites and serpentinites (Lemon, 1971). On the 

basis of coexisting kyanite and microperthite, Phillips et ale 
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(1975) estimated that the minimum P-T conditions of the 
o granulite facies metamorphism at 10 kb and 800 C. Similar 

granulite facies rocks occur at the Rosses Point and Lough 
Derg inliers (Lemon, 1952, Church, 1969) (Figure 5:1). 

ii) The Ox Mountain sequence of metasediments comprises 
the central and south-western part of the inlier (Phillips 
et al., 1975, Long and Max, 1977, Yardley et al., 1979). 
Metamorphism reaches amphibolite facies with staurolite 
or staurolite ann kyanlte developed in pelites of appropriate 
composition.,. The sediments record polyphase deformation. 

iii) The Slieve Gamph igneous complex is a syn-kineroatic 
granitoid body approximately 25 km long an~ 5 km wide that 
intrudes the Ox Mountain sequence of metase~iments, cross-. 
cutting F3 folds (Currall and Taylor, 1965, Pankhurst et al., 
1977). The igneous complex is made up of multiple intrusions 
of· tonalite, granodiorite, adamellite and pegmatite. The 
complex has. suffered 2 phases of deformation. 

iv) In the south west of the inlier the Raheen Barr 
succession of metasediments also record polyphase deformation 
and regional metamorphism up to garnet grade. 

v) Two areas of very low grade proximal turbidite 
metasediments occur near the south east side of the inlier. 
A tectonic contact separates these Upper Dalradian rocks from 
the remainder of the complex. 

5:3 Samples 

Garnet. pyroxenite samples from the Lough Gill area (Figure 5:1) 
were supplied by I. Sanders. Rocks from this region were 
analysed " because the retrogression of granuiite facies rocks to 
an epidote amphibolite facies assemblage, common elsewhere, is 
rare in the Lough Gill area~ From a detailerl microprobe sturly 
of the garnet~pyroxenites Sanders et a1. (1982) report maximum 

+ + 0 P-T conrlitions of 11_ 2 kb and 850 _ 50 C followed by cooling 
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from the sillimanite to the kyanite stability field. Energy 
~ispersive microprobe analyses at the Open University have 
shown ,that inclusions within,the garnets of these rocks are 
su1phines, oxines, sphene ann rutile. These phases are 
unlikely to be L.REE enrichen ann the garnets are therefore 
liable to have a high Sm/Nn ratio favourable for nating. 

Several garnet-pyroxenite outcrops show mineralogical banding 
on a 10 to 20 cm scale. Eight 1 inc~ niameter nril1 core 
samples were taken from one such outcrop (79-3) with the aim 
of providing a whole rock' isochron suite. All the remaining 
samples were 2 kg or greater. 

Representative major ann trace element a~alyses of the garnet
pyroxenites are given in Table 5.1 ann nemonstrate their 
tholeiitic nature. The samples are trace element enriched 
comparen to "typical" MORB but to variable negrees. Significant 
trace element variations are shown between the nri11 core 
samples suggesting heterogeneity on a 10 centimetre scale. The 
variations no not show any simple correlation with the miner
alogical banning. 

Mineral separates were taken from Ox 27 a p1agioc1ase-garnet
pyroxenite nue to the relatively large abunnance of plagioclase 
>15%. ' 

A'sing1e granulite facies metaseniment Ox 79 from the north east 
Ox was analyseo to place some constraints on the nepositional 
age of the north east Ox metaseniments. 

5:4 Ndlsotope Data 

The results of the Nd isotope analyses are presenten in Table 
, ' 

5.2 and plotted in Figure 5:2. The garnet-pyroxenite whole 
rock samples have a narrow range in Sm/Nd ratios, 0.235 to 
0.272 with a large range in 143Nd /144Nd ratios, 0.51200 to 
0.51273. The mineral separates show a significantly greater 
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MnO 0.15 0.16 0.20 0.21 0.15 
MgO 1?5 11.? 11.? C). ? 6.5 
CaO 17.7 17.7 15.8 12.Ll 10.6. 

!Na2O 0.9 0.3 0.4 1.5 0.84 

K 0 0.38 0.43 0.44· 0.71 0.57 2 

Cr 152 197 404 211 240 

Ni 29 44 58 9? 132 

V 142 139 166 30? 214 

Rb 2.2 2.2 5.7 24.1 5.2 
Sr 163.3 151.5 146.4 97.7 90.3 
Ba 3? 50 118 ;1;10 ?1? 

Zr 16? 11)") 1;10 1 'j() 11() 

Y 25 ?8 32 45 27 
Nb 13 11 22 24 15 
Ce 32 34 121 69 31 

Major element analyses by Steve Daly (Dublin). 
Trace element analyses at NottinGham. 
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Table 5: 2 Nd isotope results for the Ox Mountains 

Sample Sm Nd Sm/Nd 

Ox 27 whole-rock 8.749 32.14 0.2722 

Ox 27 garnet 1.53 1.638 0.9341 

Ox 27 cl inopyroxene 6.833 26.61 0.2568 

Ox 27' . plagioclase 0.2566 1.6900 0.1518 

4/79-3-2 drill-core 2.879 12.276 0.2345 

4/79-3-3 drill-core 4.321 18.101 0.2387 
4.503 18.880 0.2385 

4/79-3-5 drill-core 3.438 14.016 0.2453 

4/79-3-8 drill-core 2.022 8.475 0.2386 
2.063 8.734 0.2382 

Ox 79 sediment 3.513 19.84 0.1771 

143Nd /144Nd 

0.512727 1" 18 

0 4 514321 1" 34 

0.512662 1" 16 

0.512'460 1" 22 

0.512141 1" 20 

0.512382 1" 20 

0.512130 1" 22 

0.511997 1" 26 

0.511955 1" 12 

Nd 
T CHUR Ma 

1385 

750 

1610 

1865 

1165 

-
U1 
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range in both Sm/Nd and l43Nd /144Nd ratios, 0.152 to 0.934 

and 0.51246 to 0.51432 respectively. 

The metasediment Ox 79 has the lowest whole rock Sm/Nd ratio 
0.177, and the least radiogenic l43N~/144Nd ratio, 0.51196. 

5:5 Discussion 

5:5:1 North East Ox Metasediment. The Sm/Nd ratio of Ox 79 
(0.177) lies within the range of typical sediments (see Chapter 
7) being more L.REE enriched compared to the average crustal 
value of 0.19 (McCulloch and Wasserberg, 1978). The TCHUR + Nd model age of Ox 79 is 1170 _ 20 Ma and represents the 
average model age of the sediments' source region. Therefore 
although the Nd model age has no direct age Significance, it 
does rule out derivation from a predominantly Archean source 
region. O'Nions et al. (1983) have shown that Precambrian and 
Lower Palaeozoic sediments formed in northern Britain contain a 
significant Archean component such that their Nd model ages 
are greater than their formation ages (see also Chapter7). 
However, the TCHUR ages of the Dalradian (2500 to 1500 Ma), 
Torridonian (2100 to 1500), Moinian (circa 1450 Ma) and Lower 
Palaeozoic sediments (1450 to 600 Ma) are well constrained 
(O'Nions et al., 1983, van Breemen and Hawkesworth, 1980, and 
Chapter 7). It should therefore be possible to use the Nd 
model age of a sediment as a crude geological tracer in northern 
Britain. The 1170 ~ 20 Ma model age of the north east Ox 
Mountain metasediment is most comparable with those of the Lower 
Palaeozoic sediments. The Ox Mountains inlier is, however, 
uncomformab1y overlain by Upper Da1radian sediments ann must be 
of Precnmbrian llge. It is therefore concluded that the north 
.east Ox Mountains inlier most likely forme" in Late Precambrian 
times, probably as Lower Dalradian sediments significantly 
post 1000 Ma. 

5:5:2 Garnet-Pyroxenites. The 4 drill core samples do not 
provide an isochron relationship (Figure 5:2). The data 
therefore indicate that 10 cm scale Nd isotope diseqUilibrium 
exists over a 2m2 sized outcrop in these granulite facies rocks. 

1 6 1 



It is concluded that the 1 inch cHameter core' saroples are not 
sufficiently large to be used for whole rock No isotope age 
determinations. 
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The Nd isotope data for the mineral separates show an isochronous 
+ relationship equivalent to an age of, 605 _ 37 Ma (Figure 5:3). 

The scatter in the data (M.S.W.D. = 1.7) is just outside 
, . " "143 ' 144 ,f, + 
analytical error." ' The initial. Nd/ Nd ratio of 0.51207 

" , + 
0.00003 is equivalent to anENdIvalue of + 4.1 _ 0.5. 

The L.REE enriched nature of the garnet pyroxenite Ox 27 

(Sm/Nd = 0.27) along with the depleted initial ratio 
( E Nd I = + 4.1 : 0.5) indicates that the rock was derived froll' 
a 'depleted mantle source. The TI11 model age of Ox 27 

provides a maximum possible mantle oerivation age for the rock 
(900,~ 30 Ma) ( see Chapter 1 for, explanation). However, the 
trace element enriched nature of this tholeiitic rock argues 
fo~derivation from a source regi~n less depleted than that of 

'MORB, probably more equivalent to that of present day intra 
plate volcanism. The 900 + 30 Ma depleted roantle ner~vation 

, age is therefore probably an over estimate. 
, ' <' ' 

The mineral isochron records the closure of the Sm/Nd system of 
,the rock at some stage during its cooling history subsequent to 
the peak of granulite facies metamorphism. The slope on the 
isochron diagram is predominantly controlled by the garnet 
analysis. The relationship of the cooling age to the peak of 
granulite facies metamorphism therefore depends upon the period 
of time needed for the'garnet to reach its blocking temperature. 

From their study of Scourian basic gr~nulites, Hut1lphries ancl 
Cliff (1982) established that a 170 Myr gap existed between 
the peak of granulite facies metamorphism and the closure of the 
Sm/Nd mineral system. The inferred cooling ra~e for the 
Scourian is extremely slow, 1 to 2oC/Myr. However, in Ireland 
relatively'rapid uplift of the Ox Mountains, Lough Derg and 
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Central Tyrone inliers is inferred by the presence of granulite 
facies detritus in Middle and Upper Dalradian sediments (Phillips 
et al., 1976). The rocks were therefore.unroofed prior to 
550 Ma i.e. within approximately 50 Myr of the closure of the 
Sm-Nd mineral system. Humphries and Cliff (1982) calculated 
that the blocking temperature for Scourian ~arnets (AIm!. 6 
Pyr O. 9 Gross O. 5 ) were in the order of 600 C. Assuming an 
equivalent blocking temperature and constant cooling rate, 
a cooling rate of l2oC/Myr is inferrE7d for the north east Ox 
Mountains. This value is in the order of that found subsequent 
to regional metamorphism. (Hart, 1981). 

Dodson (1976) c1erivec1an expression which enables theoretical 
blocking temperatures for a mineral to be calculated. The 
blocking temperature is dependant upon the diffusion coefficient 
and cooling rate. Experimentally determined diffusion 
coefficients are only' available for Sm in grossular and pyrope 

, , 0' , , 
at temperatures between 1100 an~ '1500 C (Harrison and Wood, 1980). 
For these data to be, applied to theNd isotope ~ystematics 

, three assumptions must be made; 
i) the diffusion of Nd and Sm are comparable. 
ii) extrapolation of the experimental data to a 

geological situation using the Arrhenius 
equation is valid 

iii) the difference in diffusion coefficients between 
pure pyrope and grossular encompass the value of 

the dated garnet (Alml • 3 Pyr1 .0 Gross 0.7) 

The calculated closure temperatures for the Ox Mountains garnet 
pyroxenite are given in Table 5:3 

'rable 5: 3 Calculated Garnet Closure Temperatures 

Mineral 

Pyrope 

Grossular 750°C 

+ cooling rate 12°C Myr-1 

* T 

480°C 

700°C 
* ° -1 h . d cooling rate 5 C Myr .Hump r~es an 

Cliff(1982) 



The calculated garnet closure temperatures in this work are 
SO to 700 C higher than those of Humphries and Cliff (1982) 
due to; i) the coarser grain size of the Ox Mountain 

garnet-pyroxenite compared to the Scourian 
granulites (5 rom cfd. 2.5 rom) and 

ii) a higher estimated cooling rate. 

The blocki!'g' temperature for the garnet from the Ox garnet
pyroxenites is most likely to be 6S0oC i.e. 2000 C below th~ 
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peak of granulite facies metamorphism. If the entire cooling 
history of Ox 27 is constant, then the peak of metamorphism 
occurred less than 20 Myr prior to the Sm-Nd closure temperature 

i. e. ;irca 625 Ma. 

5:6 Conclusion 

It is conclude~ that the mineral isochron of the plagioclase

garnet-pyroxenite Ox 27 records the clos~Jre of the Sm-Nrt 
system circa 6S0oC, at 60S Ma, probably 20 M., subsequent to the 
peak of granulite facies metamorphism. The TDM model age of 

'Ox 27 indicates a maximum mantle derivation age of 900 Ma but 
rtoes not ~ule out the original intrusion of the tholeiitic 
magma into the north ea';t Ox Mountains metasediments ~uring 

the peak of granulite facies metamorphism at circa 625 Ma. 

The Nd model age of the north east Ox Mountains metasef: iment 
. Ox 79 is most comparable with the Lower Palaeozoic metasediments 
of northern Britain. However, the sediment s ,.ire Precambrian and 
it is therefore probable that they were deposited during the 
Late Precambrian, significantly post 1000 Ma.It is therefore 
apparent that the north east Ox Mountains sequence of 
metasediments were formen, buried to approximately 30 km (lOkb), 
metamorphosed and subsequently uplifted within a short time span, 
probably less than 100 Ma. These data therefore provine evidence 
for orogenesis occtiring in northern Britain during the late 
Precambrian and s11ggest that sub~ucti.on related processes 
associated with a well established Iapetus Ocean were occuring. 



Chapter 6 

Lower Crustal Xenoliths from Northern Britain 

6:1 Introduction 

Mantle and crustal xenoliths are found in Carboniferous 
volcanic rocks at several localities in the Britihs Isles 
(Figure 6:1). This chapter presents REE and isotopic 
results on lower crustal xenoliths from County Westmeath . 
(Ireland), Partan Craig (North Berw~ck) and Hawks Nib (South 
Bute), and compares the age and nature of the lower crust in 
these areas with the granulite facies rocks of the Lewisian. 
The data are discussed in the context of models for the 
tectonic evolution of northern Britain and of lower crustal 
involvement in the genesis of the Caledonian granites. 

6:2 Rock Types 

The presence of tectonised peridotite xenoliths within the 
lavas and tuff rings at the 'above. localities is evidence for 
rapid transport o'f materi~l through the crust. The crustal 
lithologies range from gabbroic to.granitic and trondhjemitic 
gneisses, but the majority are undeformed sediments of 
Carboniferous and Devonian age. 

Samples from Central Ireland were supplied by P. Strogen 
and M.D. Max. B.G.J. Upton and P. Aspen provided the 
xenoliths from the Midland Valley. Petrological 
descriptions of the analysed samples are given in Appendix A. 
The more significant points of the different rock-types are 
outlined below. 

6:2:1 Partan Craig. The granulite facies xenoliths from 
Partan Craig occur in Carboniferous vent agglomerates and can 
be divided into 3 petrographic groups (Graham and Upton, 1978, 
Upton 'et' al., 1982):-
a) Pyroxene Granulites; The pyroxene granulites are composed 
predominantly of plagioclase ,with variable amounts of quartz 
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Figure 6: 1 

.--

Sketch map indicating principal localities of inclusion-hearing alkali hasalts in the British Isles. 
1, Duncansby Ness; 2. Loch Roag; 3. Eilean Donan; 4. Strellp Comlaidh: 5. Stoh .,'Ghrianain: 6. [ilean Shona: 7, 
Riska; 8. Camas an Lighe; 9. Coire na Ba; III. Ardmucknish; II. Kikhatten: 12, Riasg Buidhe; D. Kdlic LlIw; I·t 
Ruddon's Point; 15. Elie Ness-Lady's Tower. Ardross; 17. Wadeslea; IX. ('oalyard Ilill; IIJ, Newark; 20. H.lwk's 

. Nib; 21. Great Cumhrae; 22. Black Rocks. Fairlie; 23. lIunterston; 24. lIolmhyrc: 25. Baidland lIill; 26, B;IH
head; 27. Bathgate Hills; 2M. Weak lllw; 29, Fidra-Briggs oTidra; 30, PaJ'tan Craig; 31. Car Rocks; 32. Seacliff; 
33, Beggar's Cap; 34. Kidlaw; 35, Ounhar; Jh. ('hesters; .17. Macrihani~h; JX. Hcads 01' Ayr; .W. River Doon; 40. 
Meikleholm Glen; 41, ('lIrskeoch; 42. P.ltna Ifill; 4]. (,amochan: ..... Kirklatinn; 45. Kcirs Ifill; 46. Green Hill; 47. 
Ashentree Glen; 4H, Dunllskin Glen; 4lJ. San4uhar; 50. Earnscleugh; 51. Black Rock-Rough Gill; 52. Cooms Fell 
(Strait Hill); 53. Hog Fell; 54. Inishowen; 55, ()ungolman River; 56. (,Illre Custle;' 57. Croghan; SM. Calton Hill; 59. 
Upper lnvas. limerick; 60. Black Bull Ill-ad; 61. (ireut lI()u~c; h2. Olen Court. (N.R No's 39-4R incl. are 
rcpresent~ltive localities within I~e Putna-Dulrnellington an:a). 
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and clinopyroxene. They have an equigranular texture but 
display distinct mineralogical banding (Figure 6:2a). 
b) Quartzo feldspathic Granulites; As their name suggests 
these xenoliths are predominantly composed of quartz and 
plagioclase with subordinate amounts of alkali feldspar and 
biotite. Mineralogically the rocks are therefore 
trondhjemites. The texture is again equigranular (Figure 
6:2b). 
c) Garnet Granulites; The typical assemblage of the garnet 

. + 
granulites is garnet + plagioclase + quartz - alkali feldspar 
± biotite ± kyanite with accessory rutile. Garnet occurs as 
porphyroblasts in a weakly foliated groundmass (Figure 6:2c). 

Interestingly similar garnetiferous gneissose xenoliths are 
reported in several parts of the Midland Valley (Wilson, 1918 
and Upton et al., 1982). This led Graham and Upton (1978) 
to infer a similar basement beneath the entire Midland Valley. 
It should, however, be noted that the proximity of the Partan 
Craig locality to the Southern Upland Boundary Fault has led 
to the suggestion that the xenoliths represent basement from 
beneath the Southern Uplands (Max, 1976). 

Microprobe studies on the Partan Craig xenoliths suggest that 
all three lithologies have undergone granulite facies 
metamorphism. with P-T conditions exceeding 11 kb and 8500 C 
(Graham and Upton, 1978). 

, , 

6:2:2 County Westmeath. Garnet granulites petrographically 
similar to those of the Midland Valley are found in the 

. Carboniferous vent agglomerates of County Westmeath. The 
.. samples ~re taken from 2 localities approximately 6 miles apart • 

. . When compared with the Midland Valley garnet granulites the 
only significant petrological difference is the presence of 
sillimanite instead of kyanite (Figure 6:3). This indicates 
that the Irish xenoliths last equilibrated at relatively 
higher T ~ lower P conditions than the granulites from the 
Midland Valley. 
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Figure 6:2a Pyrox ene gnJn1.l1ite PC 34·2; Partan Craig 

Figure 6:2b Quartzo feldspathic granulite PC 368 ; Partan Craig 



Figure 6:2c Garnet grc:ll11..l1 it e PC 374; PnrrRn e r ,. i g 

Figure 6:3 Photomicrograph of agarnet granulite from Clare Castle,Co. Westmeath 

Field of view ~ 12 mm. Rutile,dark brown ,quartz, altered orthoc lase, 
G-garnct, s- sillimanite. 



6:2:3 Hawks Nib. The basic granulites of Hawks Nib occur in 
a Carboniferous lava flow and show a large petrological range 
from dunite,basic granulite (orthopyroxene + clinopyroxene + 
plagioclase) to olivine gabbro. The rocks have an equigranular 
texture. The high A1 20 3 contents recorded by both augites 
(8 to 11 wt. %) and orthopyroxenes indicate formation at 
relatively high pressures (5 to 10 Kb) (Upton pers. com.). 

6:3 Rb-Sr and REE variations 

In the following sections REE and Rb-Sr data will be presented 
for representative xenoliths from each of the 3 localities anrl 
used in conjunction with available major and trace element data 
to constrain possible precursors to the granulite xenoliths and 
to compare their chemistry with typical rocks from the Lewisian 
lower crustal terrain. To date major and trace element data 
are only available on the Partan Craig xenoliths (Graham and 
Upton, 1978, Upton pers. com.) (see Tables 6:1, 6:3 and 6:4). 
REE data for 12 xenoliths are presented in Table 6:2 and as 
chondrite normalised patterns in Figures 6:4 and 6:5. Rb-Sr 
data are given in Table 6:5 along with the Nd and Sr isotope 

data. 

6:3:1 Garnet Granulites. The garnet granulites from Partan 
Craig have moderate to high L.REE contents, (Ce)N of 60 to 140, 
flat H.REE,(Yb)N of 6.2 to 10.~ and show marked L.REE 
enrichment, (Ce/Yb)N ratio of 9.7 to 15.9 (Figure 6:4a). The 
three samples analysed have negative Eu anomalies Eu,/Eu* = 0.9. 
These results are slightly different from those reported by 
van Breeman and Hawkesworth (1980) on a similar garnet 
granulite which had higher H.REE contents, (Yb)N of 12 and a 
positive Eu anomaly, Eu/Eu* of 1.2. 

The REE patterns of the petrolog~cally similar garnet 
granulites from central Ireland show equivalent L.REE enrich
ment, (Ce/Yb)N ratios of 7.2 to 11.4, but have higher average 
REE abundances, (Ce)N of 180 and (Yb)N of 19.7 (Figure 6:5a). 
Although variable, the negative Eu anomalies are more pronounced 
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Figures 6:4 and 6:5 

REE patterns for the lower crustal granulite xenoliths frotTI 
the Midland Valley of Scotland 

4a) Garnet Granulites frotTI Central Ireland 

4b) Pyroxene (342) and Quartzo fe1dspathic (369, 378) 
granulite xenoliths frotTI Partan Craig 

4c) REE patterns from Lewisian tona1ites and trondhjemites 
(weaver and Tarn1ey, 1980, 1981) "(solid line granulite 
facies, dashed line amphibolite facies). Also shown is 
the field of melts extracted from Quartz Diorites 
within the Loch Doon Pluton (Tindle, 1982). 

Sa) Garnet Granulites frotTI Partan Craig; note lower H.REE 
contents and less pronounced Eu anomaly compared to 
Figure 4a. 

50) Basic Granulites frotTI Hawk's Nib. 
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than the Scottish samples, E~iEu* of 0.52 to 0.8. 

6:3:2 Quartzo feldspathic ann Pyroxene Granulites from 
Partan Craig~ Two quartzo feldspathic ann one pyroxene 
granulite xenolith from Partan Craig were analysed for REE 
(Figure 6:4b). The patterns show signific~nt L.REE 
enrichment, (Ce/Yb)N ratios between 5 ann 8.6, ann marked 
positive Eu anomalies, Eu/Eu* of 1.3 to 1.9. ~he samples 
have low, but varied, H.REE contents, (Yb)N of 2.9 to 5.6, 
and moderate L.REE contents, (Ce)N of 14.5 to 41. 

, 6: 3: 3 Basic Granulites from Hawks Nib. The basic 

granulites from Hawks Nib have low absolute REE contents 
but display variable REE patterns from L.REE enriched, 
HN72,(Ce/Yb)N ratio of 7.2,- to the convex upwarns patterns 

"of HN43, (Ce/Yb)N ratio of 1.2 (Figure 6:5b). Two features 
'are common to all four samples, fractionateCl H.REE (Dy/Yb)N 
ratios of 1.5 to 1.9, and a positive Eu anomaly EU/Eu* of 

1.1 to 2.1. 

6:3:4 Discussion:- Possible Precursors to the Granulite 

Xenoliths. 

a) Part an Craig Garnet Granulite Xenoliths: Due to the 
presence of an aluminous phase, kyanite, Graham and Upton 
(1978) postulated that the garnet granUlites of Partan Craig 
represent metapelites. The average chemical analysis for 
these xenoliths is given in Table 6:1 along with data for 
Lewisian and Moinian metasediments. With the exception of CaO 
(high in the xenoliths due to secondary calcite) the nata are 
comparable. The similarity in these data (toes not, however, 
provide conclusive proof of a sedimentary-origin in that 

'Archeantonalites and present day granitoids display,similar 
chemical characteristics (Table 6:1). Tarney(1976) and 

< ", ." 

Winchesteret ale (1980) used a T1 vs Si02 diag~am to 
distinguish between metasedimentary and meta-igneous rocks. 

, ' 

The latter authors also proposed the N~ vs Zr/Ti diagram as 
an effective discriminant. The garnet granulites from Partan 
Craig plot within the sedimentary field on both diagrams 
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(Figure 6:6). However, the most convincing eviilence that the 
garnet granulites are of a secUmentary origin is proviCled by 
their REE patterns. Although the L.REE nature and contents 
of sedimentary rocks are comparable to tonalitic gneisses. 
and granitoids, the relatively unfractionated H.REE so 
diagnostic of sediments are rare in these latter rocks. 
aspects of the REE patterns are well displayed in Figure 

These 
6:7, 

a diagram of L.REE fractionation (La/Nd)N vs H.REE 
fractionation (Dy/Yb)W· The diagram effectively discriroinates 
between sedimentary and igneous rocks. There is limited 
overlap between diorites from recent calc alkaline batholiths 
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and the field of sediments. However, the 2 may be distinguished 
by major elements or by the fact that diorites frequently do not 
have the well developed negative Eu anomalies characteristic of 
Proterozoic to recent sediments. The garnet granulites froro 
Partan Craig plot within the sedimentary field on Figure 6:7 

. and it is therefore concluded that the majority,of the Partan 
Craig garnet granulite xenoliths are metasediroents. 

Interestingly the LILE data of the garnet granulites show no 
evidence of the K and Rb depletion indicative of Lewisian 
granulites facies gneisses (Table 6:1). The Rb/Sr and K/Rb 
ratios of the xenoliths are more comparable to the Lewisian 
amphibolite facies gneisses. It should be noted that the 
Rb/Sr ratios of the xenoliths are lower than typical pelites 
(Rb/Sr == 1.0 see Chapter 7) but' lie within the range of more 
immature sediments e.g. greywackes, Rb/Sr, 0.05 to 1.0 (Tindle 
unpublished Ph.D. 1982). 

b) Central Ireland Garnet Granulite Xenoliths: Only REE 
and Rb-Sr data are available for the Irish xenoliths but these 
data'suggest that the xenoliths are not of sediroentary origin 
due.to·the followirig; 

1) High H.REE contents (Yb)N >17 coropareCl to <16 in 
serlimcnts 

. - " . 

ii) Marked negative Eu anoroalies Eu/Eu* ~O.8 compared to 
>0.8 in'sediments 

iii) Little 'fractionation of the L. REE (La/Nd) N <1. 4 compared 
to> (.8 insediroents (see Figure 6: 7). 
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Table 6:1 

Com~arative Anal~ses of Garnet Granulite Xenoliths! Moine and Intermediate Lewislan Gneisses 

Partan Cralg Lewisian Semipelites 

Garnet Granulite Moral' Leverburgh Flowerdale Granulite Anlphibolite 

Xenoliths Pelites Schists Schists Facies Facies 

Si02 62.07 62.8 67.36 64.57 62.40 63.48 

Ti02 1.0) 0.93 0.64 0.81 0.69 0.49 

A1 203 14.18 16.9 14.61 14.0) 16.15 16.75 

Fe20) 5.77 6.4 6.12 6.86 2.58 4.44 

rea 2.44 
MnO 0.09 0.1 0.06 0.05 0.07 0.05 
MgO 4.93 2.0 2.86 5.3 2.81 1.65 
CaO 4.1 2.3 3.2 2.68 2.79 3.62 

Na20 2.23 2.8 2.52 2.29 4.19 4.82 

K20 2.35 3.8 2.75 2.95 1.32 2.35 

P205 0.13 0.29 0.13 0.18 0.22 0.32 

Ni 95 22 36 88 37 12 

Ba 1289 990 1100 562 11 82 

Rb 50 109 59 109 464 648 
Sr 261 328 405 147 751 885 

Zr 199 298 288 221 20) 296 

Y 23 37 19 24 12 8 

RbiSI' 0.19 0.33 0.15 0.74 0.023 0.167 

K/Rb 390 290 387 225 1043 2J~ 

n 5 39 21 21 

Data sources: Weaver and Tarney, 1980, 1981, 
Winchester et a1., 1980, 1981, 
Lllmb.'rt t!t Ill •• 19f11. 
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It is not possible to constrain further their petrogenesis 
other than to say that amphibole and garnet have not played 

a significant role. 

c) Partan Craig Quartzo feldspathic ann Pyroxene 
Granulite Xenoliths. The quartzo feldspathic xenoliths from 
Partan Craig are highly'siliceous roc}(s, Si02> 70%, with 
maj'or and trace element contents comparable with Lewisian 
trondhjemite gneisses, Table 6:3. The REE patterns are also 
similar (Figure 6:4b and 6:4c) although with less extreme 
H.REE depletion recorded by the xenoliths (Weaver ann Tarney, 

1980, 1981). 

Several authors have discussed the petrogenesis of the Archean 
tona1ites and trondhjemi.tes and generally agree that garnet 
and/or amphibole have played a significant role in their 
petrogenesis either as fractionating phases or as residual 
phases during partial melting (Arthet a1., 1978, Weaver and 
Tarney, 1980, 1981). The absence of garnet and amphibole 

rich cumulate rocks among Archean terrains argues against 

significant garent and amphibole fractionation. Interestingly 
Tindle ( 1982 unpublished Ph.D) and Tindle and Pearce 

(1983 in press) have shown that melts extracted from dioritic 
llllt:oJUhs within the Loch Doon plutonic cOTflplex h[lvc m[ljor 

and trace element contents similar to Lewisian tonalites ann 
trondhjemites (Figure 6:4c). ,It is therefore suggested that 
the quartzo feldspathic xenoliths may represent partial melts 
extracted from n basic source rock. 

Tlw pyroxene grmltl l.i t c xenol iLhs hLlVC mlljor ,mel t rllC(, (' J ('nI('1)1 

contents simil[lr to bnsic gneisses of'the Lewisinn complex, 
:;('1' 'l'ilbl(' ():4.Tlwir Rim pHtt('rns [In', howev('r, mono 
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('oll'I"II-"hl(' lo l.('wIs·Jilll I nn.tIHpl-i <lndLronclh.il'miLt's (Figlln' ():/le). 

II in lIH'rprort, pos[lJl<ltl.'d, dun to thl' higtwr lotlll In:l': (.:()nl('nl~; 

fllld sm:t1,I('r posHiv(~ Eu nnomlll,y when (:omplIrt'd to the' qnnrtzo 
fl' J dspathic xenol Hhs, that the pyroxene granulites represent 
Ilqllids ch'riv('(l from the R;Jme S01lrce ilS th" trondhjcmitic 
x('lml It hs hill hy gn~Clt('r d<'gn'('s of part i,ll m(d ling. 



Table 6:2 BEE acd Isotope result~ for tbe Lower Crustal Xenoliths 

Saaple Rock Typ~ 
z Gamet 

La Ce Nd Sa Eu Ud Dy Er Ib (Ce/Ib)N SaiNd 14~d;144Nd EHd4QO 

-7.6 !D.2 

Rb 

441 

211 

Sr RbISr e7Sr~Sr ESr400 

.. 94.4 

.. 71.9 

PC 30" Granulita 23.58+3.86" 

PC S06 g:~~~ite. 22.4 43.~ 18.0 '.31 0.94 3.19 2.62 1.45 1.36 8.1 
Gamet 

PC '1~ Granulita 55.6 107.0 

PC }24 g~~:~ite 52.6 89.7 

4;.91+5.585+ 1· '9 
44.1 5.6.:> ., 
37.0 6.;6 1.64 

5.06 3.52 2.07 2.01 13.5 
. 5.'; . 4.14 2.;0' 2.22 .10.2 

• Gamet 
PC ~7 r.raoulite 5}.7 29.89+5.202+ 2 oa 

H.9 5.75 • 5.10 4.90 2.81 2.59 8.1 
PC 369 . 'I'roodb,jeaite19 9 28 6 

Granulite • • 8.10 1.41 0.942 1.63 1.69 0.9980.844 8.6 

PC'78 '1'rondb~e.ite10 7 12 6 5,1 1 14 Granullte • • • • 0.664 1.59 1.61 0.92 0.634 5.1 

PC}42 ~~~~:e 2'.4 '5.5 1'.2 2.36 
PC 2.55 Pyroxene 

~ Granulite 
,., Basic 

HN Granulite 

10.80+2.050+ 

1.63 5.29 5.66 2.19 

1.02 2.41 2.22 1.28 1.23 7.2 

0.892 2.98 3.00 1.46 1.11 1.2 
Basic 

HN 65 Granulite 
HN 72 Oli vine 

Gabbro 
Basic 

HN 80 Granulite 

5.95 14.5 8.75 2.56 1.02 2.63 '.05 1.57 1.31 2.8 

2.83 6.65 2.98 0.618 0.429 0.65 0.531 0.271 0.224 7.3' 

3.72 9.44 6.62 1.92 1.01 2.56 2.60 1.18 0.876 2.7 
HN 5' Olivine 

Gabbro 6.945+2.269 

77.0827 g~~:iite 5'.9 84.' 82.0 12.75 
• SC 1na Gamet, 101'\ 78+21 .. "e 

7 Granulle 7V..~ 

2.13 13.0 10.1 5.35 4.82 4.5 

SC 19b a"m5hte 75.7 175.410:>.45 12.96 2.68 8.42· 6.63 ;.S7 3.85 11.6 

Sc20 

scn 

Garnet 
Granulite 
GarDet 
Granulite 

2'15.49+27.85+ 

30.12+ 5.062+ 

• REE aoalysis from vao Bree::1ar: and Hal·.cec,,"orth(1980) 
+ S •• Ud deterll1iaej se;:er.nely 
1 Rb.Sr deterlllined by XRF at Edir.hur-gh.G,."h:"1l 3nd Uptoa(197en 

0.1637 

0.1839 

0.1272 
0.1716 
0.1740 
0.1700 
0.1741 

0.2147 

0.1788 

0.1897 

0.3867 

0.2957 

0.20'72 

0.2903 

0.3267 

0.1552 

0.1119 

0.1290 

0.1290 

0.1681 

0.511990 !10 

0.512103 !16 -6.1 ! 0.3 

0.511770 +10 
0.511792.20 -10.7 !0.4 
0.511877 !16 -10.1 !D.3 

821 

'31 

212 

25; 

;71 

261 

0.207 

0.08; 

0.221 

0.126 

0.71428 ,!2 

0.71065 !2 

0.511962 +14 1 . 
0.511952 .12 -8.8 !D.; 70 210 0.333 

0.71664!3 124.6 

0.71239 !4 +86.6 

0.7222O!II- +177.' 

0.70627!4 +21.0 

0.70632!; +22.6 

- 1 
0.512486 !14 +1.7 !D.; 13 375 0.0'5 

1 0.512610!2O +2.9 !D.4 13 418 0.0;1 

0.512443 !24 

0.512461 !22 
0.512944 +30 
0.512912 !22 

+0.7 !0.5 

+0.7 !D.5 

+'.9 !D.4 

0.512751 !14 +3.1 !D.; 

0.512566 !18 +2.3 !D.4 
0.512688 +22 2 ° .n h 

0.512688!30 +. ::u.~ 

0.512860 !14 +4.2 ;!D.~ 

0.5120;3 !14 -6.6 ;!D.~ 

121 309 0.039 

131 705 0.018 

0.70628 :4 

0.?0449 :4 

1.02 311.5 0.00321 0.70328!3 

+28.4 

+3." 

-14.0 

19.29 42;.8 0.04552 0.70424:4 -10.2 
3.85 499.1 0.00??2 0 7Oz7~ 2 8 h 
3.82 493.9 0.00774 • ~ ~ ! - .~ 

6.26 590.2 0.01060 0.7039'!4 -6.5 

13.08 548.2 0.02386 0.70459!4 -0." 
75.90 153.1 0.4956 0.72130!2 +126.5 

0.511896 !18 -7.9 !D.4 100.3 269.4 0.3723 

0.511862 !24 -9.1 !D.5 137.3 3;e.60.4055 

0.71463 ! +60.1 
0.71559!4 .161.0 

0.511916 !10 -7.6 ;!D.2 

0.512125 !18 -5.2 ;!D.4 

99.74 319.0 0.31267 0.7146O!4 +74.1 

6.09 448.1 0.01358 g:~~ ~~ +74.~ 
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Table 6:3 

Comparative analyses of Quartzofe1dspathic Xenoliths and 
Lewisian Trondhjemites 

Partan Craig Lewisian . Trondhjemites 
.Quartzo fe1dspathic 

Xenoliths Granulite Facies". Arophibo1ite Facies 

Si02 70.00 70.50 70.23 
Ti02 0.31 0.23 0.23 
A1 203 13.80 15.41 15.70 
Fe203 1.84 1.45 1.91 
FeO 0.53 
MnO 0.05 0.02 0.02 
MgO 1.17 0.70 0.72 
CaO 5.77 2.33 2.46 
Na20 4.12 5.11 4.87 
K20 0.68 . 1.25 . 2.46 

P205 0.11 0.13 0.09 
Ni 36 13 12 
Rb 14 10 82 
Sr 337 464 613 
Ba 600 1680 892 
Zr 81 145 170 
Y 11 <5 <2 
Rb/Sr 0.0415 0.022 0.14 
K/Rb 412 1230 252 
n 4 5 3 

Data sources: Weaver and Tarney 1980, 1981. 



Table 6:4 

Comparative analyses of Pyroxene Granulites and Lewisian 
B.asic Gneisses 

Partan Craig Lewisian Basic Gneisses 
Pyroxene Granulite 
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Xenoliths Granulite Facies Amphibolite Facies 

Si02 50.81 48.74 53.2 

Ti02 0.92 0.87 0.81 
A1 203 17.92 17.09 18.40 

Fe203 5.93 4.27 9.68 

FeO 6.25 
MnO 0.09 0.18 0.11 

MgO 3.24 6.98 3.59 

CaO 11.52 11.14 ·4.94 

Na 20 3.87 2.31 5.02 

K20 0.57 0.91 2.10 

P205 0.35 0.07 0.21 

Ni 49 95 17 

Rb 13 9 83 

Sr 387 183 676 

Ba 541 260 684 

Zr 105 51 618 

Y 17 21 24 

Rb/Sr 0.034 0.050 0.120 

K/Rb 363 821 210 

Data sources: Weaver and Tarney, 1980, 1981. 



In marked contrast to the garnet granulites from Part an Craig 
these latter 2 xenolith types show evidence of low Rb contents 
(Table 6:3). Although the K/Rb ratios are comparable to 
present day mantle derived volcanism (300 to 44<?) the low Rb/Sr 
ratios, 0.04, are in the same order of magnitude as Lewisian 
granulite facies rocks (Table 6:3). However, the calculated 
partial melts derived from quartz diorites within the Loch 
Doon complex (Tindle opt. cit.) have equal or lower Rb/Sr 
'ra'tios than the xenoliths (0.012 to 0.064)." It is therefore 
concluded, due to their underpleted K/Rb ratios, that t~! low 
Rb/Sr ratios of the xenoliths are a primary feature and not 
caused by K and Rb depletion as in the case of the Lewisian 
granulite facies rocks. 

d) Hawks Nib Basic Granulites: The mineralogy of the 
+ ' basic granulites (plagioclase + clinopyroxene _ orthopyroxene 

: olivine) s~ggests basaltic/gabbroic precursors. The low 
Rb/Sr ratios, 0.003 to 0.04, are consistent with this 
interpretation. The ~EE data can most easily be interpreted 
in terms of a cumulate origin. For example HN72, a plagioclase 
rich xenolith, has the lowest' total REE cont'-':1ts and a marked 
positive Eu anomaly (Eu/Eu*:= 2_1) ndicati'~ of a placioclase 
"ieh cumulate rock. R:lylcigh Erlet ionation calculation sho"J 
that the rock could be produced by the fractional crystall
isi.it. ',en of 85'70 plagioclase ann 15'70 cl inopyro:<ene from a L. REE 

enriched magma comparable to HN65, (Ce/Yb)N ratio of 3.0. 
(Distribution coefficients for a basaltic liquid after Arth, 
197: ) 

The consistent H.REE fractionation recorded in all the 
xe~oliths, (Dy/Yb)N ratios of ,1.4 to 1.9, suggests'that the 
xenoliths are cogenetic. "The presence oEa positive Eu, 
anomaly, in all the' basic xenol iths nlay possibly De a ,primary 
feature' of the magmas from which they f()rmed but more likely 
represents the result of,cumulate processes.-, 

6:3:5 Interim Surranary. 'The geoche~ical dat~ suggest that 
the garnet granulites" fro~ Partan Craig or-iginated as 
sediments but that the remaining'xenolith types studied 
are much more varied and probably formed as a wide variety 
of igneous rocks. 

1 8 1 



6:4 Isotope Results 

19 crustal xenoliths were analyseo for both Nrl an~ Sr isotope 
ratios (Table 6:5). All the samples from Part an Craig and 
Central Ireland were leached with 1M Hel to remove possible 
seconnary calcite. The data presen~ed in Table 6:5 
demonstrate that the leaching had no significant effect on 
either 87Sr /86 Sr or l43Nd /l44Nd ratios (the freshest possible 

samples being analysed). 
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The present day l43Nd /l44Nd ratios range from 0.51178 to 0.51293. 
Each petrographic group shows distinct Nd isotope ratios. The 
basic granulite from Hawks Nib have the most raniogenicratios, 
0.51257 to 0.51293, and the garnet granulites the lowest ratios, 
0.51178 to 0.51213, while the quartzo feldspathic and pyroxene 
granulites of Partan Craig have intermediate values, 0.51244 
to 0.51261.. A similar distinction is found in the Sr isotope 
data. The garnet granulites have the most radiogenic 
87Sr/86Sr ratios, 0.70965 to 0.72220 and the basic granulites 
the least radiogenic ratios, 0.70328 to 0.70459. The quartzo 
feldspathic and pyroxene granulites of Part an Craig again have 
intermediate values, 0.70449 to 0.70632. 

6:4;1 Discussion of the Isotope Data 

a) Garnet Granulites; Partan Craig 
The Sr isotope data for the Partan Craig garnet granulites show 

- . . 
a positive correlation on a Rb-Sr isochron diagram, Figure 6:8. 
Isochron calculations reveal that four of the five points lie 
on a line equivalent to an age of 1101 ~ 63 Ma. The scatter 
in the data, although outside analytical error (M.S.W.D. = 8) 
is surprisingly small considering that the xenoliths represent-
a suite of randomly sampled lower crustal rocks. The initial 
ratio of O. 7068 ~ 0.0002 is equivalent to an £ SrllOO value of + 48. 
This implies, th,at if the data. repres~nt an ,isochron, the rocks 
had a relatively short crustal.residence prior to the formation 
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of the isochron (less than 200 Ma). 

The garnet granulite xenoliths also show a positive correlation 
on a Sm-Nd isochron diagram but with much greater scatter than 
for the Rb-Sr isotope system (M.S.W.n. = 18) (Figure 6:l0b). 
The Nd model ages (TCHUR ) are presented in Figure 6:8 and 
significantly cluster around 1100 Ma, the age obtained from the 
Rb-Sr data. 

Due to the proposed sedimentary origin of the garnet granulites 
from Part an Craig there are two possible interpretations for 
the Rb/Sr vs 87Sr /86Sr and Sm/Nd vs l43Nd /144Nd correlations, 

i) the data has age significance or ii) the correlations 
represent mixing relationships. 

There are two possible origins for the metasedimentary 
xenoliths, either i) from Precambrian basement beneath the 
Palaeozoic sediments of the Midland Valley or ii) Lower 
Palaeozoic sediments that were underthrust and 
metamorphosed during the closure of the Iapteus Ocean 
(Halliday et a1. in prep). 

The L.I.S.P.B. seismic experiment has determined the crustal 
structure in northern Britain (Bamford et al., 1977). The 
marked p-wave velocity contrast between the Palaeozoic sediments 
and the middle crustal layer recorded beneath the Midland 
Valley is interpreted as an uncomformity by Graham and Upton 
(1978) (see Figure 6:9). The p-wave velocity of the middle 
crust, 6.4 kms -1, is consistent with the presence of high 
grade metamorphic lithologies. However, P-T estimates for 
the garnet granulite xenoliths suggest that they were 
trnnsportcd from a depth in the order of 30 km i.e. within the 
lower crustal layer (20 to ]0 km). The L.I.S.P.B.' d[lt:n does 
not provide evidence for the continuation of Lower Palaeozoic. 
sediments from the Southern Uplands to beneath the Midland 
Valley. This fact together with the distinct p-wave 
velocities of the middle crustal layers beneath the two 
regr.ons, argues against an origin for the xenoliths as 
underplated Lower Palaeozoic sediments fro~ the Southern Uplands. 

1 R 4 
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To assess the possibility of a mixing origin for the Rb-Sr 
and Sm-Nd isotope systematics of the metasedimentary 
xenoliths during the Caledonian Orogeny. crustal rocks are 
plotted on Rb/Sr vs 87sr/86Sr450 and Sm/Nd vs 143Nd/144Nd450 
diagrams (Figures 6:10a and b). Significantly although 
the Southern Uplands sediments have 143Nd/144Nd450 ratios 
equivalent to the xenoliths they have greater Sm/Nd ratios 
(Figure 6:10b). The Lower Palaeozoic sediments lie on a 
possible mixing line between juvenile Caledonian crust atLd 
Precambrian sediments and basement defining a 1500 Ma 
errorchron (O'Nions et a1., 1983). The garnet granulites 
record a significantly shallower slope and do not lie on 
possible mixing lines between Caledonian and Precambrian 
cru~t. Similarly the Rb-Sr systematics of the Lower 
Palaeozoic sediments and the xenoliths are distinct (Figure 6:10W 
The Southern Upland sediments record a Rb-Sr error'~hron of circa 
700 Ma (Hal ~dayet a1., 1980) compared to 1~00 Ma for the garnet 
granulites. The Sm-Nd and Rb-Sr i!=lot"Ul1C systematics of the 
Southern Upland sediments therefore record the mixing of Pre
cambrian and Caledonian crust which results in markedly 
different Sm-Nd and Rb-Sr ages. The consistent 1100 Ma ages 
obtained from the Partan Craig garnet granulite xenoliths 
suggest that the age has geological significance. 

The 1100 Ma Rb-Sr whole-rock errorchron may be interpreted 
as representing one of three events i) sediment formation, 
ii) diagenesiS, iii) regional metamorphism. The clay 
frnction within a sediment, which contains a large proportion 
of the rocks'Sr ilnd Rb, will rccrystalliseduring diagenesis 
and particularly regional metamorphism. The presence of 
significant H20 and CO2 during metamorphism'will cause 
extensive redistribution of the LILE. Whole-rock Rb-Sr 
ages obtained from sediments are therefore considered most 
likely to represent post depositional re-equilibration 
rluring regional metar: .. )rphism. Significantly Kroner et a1. 
(1978) conclude that the whole-rock age obt .. lined on Da!T1C1rnn 
metasediments is markedly younger than their. depositional age 

and that the isochron records the first reg_onal metamorphic 
event. From the above discussion it is concluded that the 



Rb-Sr whole-rock errorchron of the garnet granulites records 
post depositional re-equilibration 'during regional 
metamorphism. The relatively low initial ratio of the rocks 
0.7068 indicates a short crustal residence time prior to 
metamorphism « 200 Ma) and that the sediments most probably 
represent detritus eroded from a dominantly juvenile terrain 
circa 1200 Ma. The data do not however, rule out rapid 
formation, burial and metamorphism of the sediments circa 
1100 Ma. 

b) Garnet Granulites; Central Ireland 
The Sm-Nd and Rb-Sr isotope systematics of the garnet 
granulites of Central Ireland display similar characteristics 
to those of the petrographically similar x~noliths from the 
Midland Valley (Figure 6:l0a and b). The Nd and Sr model 
ages of the' Irish xenoliths plotted in Figure 6: 11 are 
younger than those of the Scottish xenoliths. Nd model 
ages are circa 900 Ma whereas the Sr model ages display a 
greater scatter and a tendancy to younger model ages circa 
850 Ma ( see Chapter 7 for discussion of the significance of 
Sr model ages). However, if the Irish xenoliths were derived 
from a more depleted mantle source than the Scottish xenoliths 
then the Nd model ages of the 2 suites are comparable 

(Nd TDM = 1150 to 1250 Ma Sr TDM = 850 to 1050 Ma). The Nd 
and Sr isotope data are plotted in Figures 6:l0a and b where 
the slightly younger TCHUR model ages of the Irish xenoliths 
are evident. These data again show no evidence for a 
mixing origin between Archean and Caledonian components. 

It is concluded from the above discussion that the garnet 
granulite xenoliths from Central' Ireland most probably represent 
igneous rocks deriyed from a mantle source between 900 and 1200 
Ma. The exact timing depends upon the degree of LILE and L.REE 
depletion of the mantle source region. 

c) Basic Granulites; Hawks Nib 
The basic granulites from Hawks Nib record the largest range 
in Sm/Nd ratio of all the xenoliths SUites, 0.207 to 0.387, 
and are hence suitable for, an age determination.' ,The Nd 
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isotope data are presented on a Sm-Nd isochron diagram 
Figure 6:12. The data define a isochron with an age of 
574 + 137 Ma (M.S.W.n. = 3.8) and an initial ratio of 0.51209 
~ .00008 equivalent to an eNdr value of + 3.7. Although 
showing a positive correlation between 87Sr /86Sr and87Rb/86Sr 
the Rb-Sr isotope data has a very li"ited spread and hence no 
age significance can be established. The present day 
87Sr /86Sr ratios of the xenoliths are all lower than the Bulk 
Earth value. The E Nd r and eSrr values of the basic granulites 
(Table 6:5) indicate derivation from a depleted source and plot 
on the mantle array in an ENdr vs ESr r diagram. 

rt is concluded that the meta.-igneous basic granulite xenoliths 
from Hawks Nib formed during the Late Precambrian originating 
from a depleted mantle source. The Significance of the Late 
Precambrian age will be discussed in a later section. 

d) Quartzo feldsp':lthic and pyroxene granulites - Part an Craig 
These two petrographically distinc~. xenolith suites are 
considered together due to their similar REE patterns and 
identical Nd and Sr isotope systematics. The low and narrow 
range shown by both the Sm/Nd and Rb/Sr ratios are not condusive: 

. to dating and no isochron relationships are defined. The 
Rb/Sr ratios of the xenoliths straddle the Bulk Earth value 
(0.019 to 0.039) as do their present day Sr isotope ratios, 
ESr= -3 to +23. All the present day Nd isotope ratios are 
less radiogenic than the Bulk Earth value ENd = -0.2 to -3.5. 

Nd model ages provide a constraint on the formation age of the 
xenoliths. TCHUR ages are found to be younger than the 
eruption age of the Carboniferous volcanic rocks which contain 
the xenoliths. A chondritic mantle reservoir is therefore 
inapplicable as a source for these samples. However, TnM 
ages are between 760 and 900 Ma (Table 6:5) and provide a 
maximum possible mantle extraction age for the igneous 
precursors to the xenoliths. The fact that the data plot 
close to those of the Hawks Nib xenoliths on a l47SmJ144Nd vs 
l43Nd /144Nd diagram (Figure 6:12) may indicate a similar origin 

and hence derivation from a depleted mantle source with an 
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€ Nd I value of +4 during the Late precambrian. The quartzo 
feldspathic and pyroxene granulite xenoliths are therefore 
genetically unrelated to the garnet granulites from the Partan 
Craig locality and probably formed approximately 500 Myr later. 

An interesting aspect of the above data is that the Rb/Sr ratios 
of the basic pyroxene and quartzo feldspathic xenolith suites 
(0.003 to 0.04) are in the region of the average lower crustal 
value calculated by Taylor and McLennan (1981) of 0.02. 
However, the garnet granulites have an average Rb/Sr ratio of 
J.26, more comparable with the calculated upper crustal average 
(0.3 Taylor and McLennan, 1981). Similarly the Sm/Nd ratios 
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of the xenoliths show a large range. Th~ oasic granulites have 
Sm/Nd ratios of 0.21 to 0.39 and straddle the calculated lower 
crustal value of 0.3 (Taylor and McLennan, 1981). The remaining 
xenolith suites have Sm/Nd ratios of between 0.11 to 0.22 and are 
more consistent with the average upper crustal values, 0.17 to 
0.19 (Taylor and McLennan, 1981, McCullach and Wasserburg, 1978). 
The result of the marked chemical hetc·ogeneity of the xe~olith 
suites outlined above, coupled with their age differences, is a 
large range in present day Nd and Sr isotope ratios, ESro - 20 to 

+ 250 and £NdO + 6 to - 16. McCulloch et al (1982) report 
equally large isotopic variations within the lower crustal 

xenolith suite from South Australia. It must therefore be 
concluded that the lower crust is che~jcally heterogeneous 
and that average element and isotopic values may show 
significant variation between different regions of the world. 
This observation ha;;, sig:-lificant impl ~cations for petrogenetic 
models which frequently propose average lower and/or upper 
crustal rocks as possible crustal contaminants of mantle 
derived magmas. 

6:4:2 Regional Implications. The lower ~nJst beneath 

northern I3ritain has been shown in the previous sections 
to be heterogeneous in che~istry and age, being co~posed 
of rocks or Grenvillian and La~e Preca~brian to Ordovician 
age. Longman et a1. (1980) and van Breemen ann Huck 
(19~1) have previously r~corded the existence of Late 
Precambrian subduction relat:ed volcanic activity in 
Southern Scotland. They da~~d granite 



boulders from· Ordovician conglomerates (believed to be derived 
from an area of positive re1ief.in the region of the Midland 
Valley) between 570 and 470Ma. Late Precambrian. volcanic 
rocks are also recorded within the Da1radian sequence of 
Scotland and Ireland (Graham, 1976) ann within the north-east 
Ox Mountains (see Chapter 5). There is therefore evidence of 
widespread igneous activity in northern Britain during the Late 
Precambrian suggesting that the northern margin of the Iapetus 
Ocean was active at this time. 

Grenvillian aged rocks have also been recorded at ,several 
localities throughout northern Britain (see Figure 6:1). In 
the Annagh Gneiss Complex of north west Ireland post Lewisian 
metasediments are intruded byabunrlant syn-tectonic granite 

+ . 
sheets (1070 _ 30 Ma) which are cut by post-tectonic granite 

+ . 
masses (1000 _ 30"Ma) (van Breemen et a1., 1975). The Ardgour 
~rnnite gneissos of· north-west Scotland have been daten by, 

+. . ~ 

Brooks t't lll. (1976) os 1024.;. 4b,Ms 1(recHlculatecl using = 
1.42 x 10-11 .yr -~). A similar ,Rb-Sr whole-rock isochron 
has been obtained for Moinian rocks. from the Morar Pelite, 

.1002 ~ 96 Ma (Brooks et a1., 1~77). However, othe~ isotopic 
studies on the Horar Division rocks have yielded U/Pb and Rb/Sr 
ages in the region of,700 to SOO Ma. The interpretation of, 
the Morar Pelite therefore remains enigmatic. A K-Ar 

~' v' 

Grenvillian age has been obtained from the Rockall Bank, 
9S7.~ 5 Ma (Miller et al., 1973). 

From their study;ofthe U/Pb ~ystematics ~f zircons from . . 
Caledonian Granites,Pidgeon and his co-workers have established 
the prc~.ence' of Proter~~oic crust' bcncnth a lArge p~~port io~ 
of central and northern Scotland.' An old inherit en Pb' " 
c~mpo~ent is"dated between 900 and 2000 Ma (see' Pidgeon anci 
Aftalion 1978 for review). . Clayburn (19S1 .: Unpublished' i . 

Ph'. D.) concluded 'fr~m ~ combineet'" Sr-Nd';'Pb"isotopl~ stucty' 
of Caledonian'Granitic~ocks fro~ theGrampian;Highl~~ds ~. 
that t'he lower' crust beneath the regi'o'n is 'composed of' juvenile 
{~' , • ; ',' '" .. . 'f .• ~, ~. <. L ~ .« " • '11' .- . 

crust formed during 'the Grenvillian 'Orogeny~ .,. The 'garnet" 
granulit'e x~nolith'~ fr~m I~elanci~nd 't'he Midiari" Valley';'; .. 

\, • -, ,', ,.c- I ,- - "" ~~... ""~, ," ;,: I .. ~:!< i;,,: ' .... "'1 ~ ".;\0,.+ .. .. /~, ". ;\'~.,.,' 
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similarly provide evidence for juvenile Grenvillian lower 
crust (significantly parts of the Grenvillian Orogenic belt 
have been shown to be composeo of preoominantly juvenile 
crust (Krogh and Hurley 1968». It is therefore apparent 
that the Grenv1l1 ian Orogenic event may have played a 
significant role in the tectonic evolution of northern 
Britain. 

The L. I.S.P.B'. seismic experiment has 'provioed da~a on the 
structure of the Scottish Lithosphere (Figure 6:9). 
Interestingly the middle ann lower crustal layers which extend 
from beneath Cape Wrath to the Mid1an~ Valley are seismically 
homogeneous. The p-wave velocities of the middle crustal 
layer are comparable to those of Lewisian granulite facies 
gneisses which len Bamforn et ale (1977) to propose a Lewisian 
age for the mindle ann lower crust. However, the xenoliths 
from the Midland Valley palpably nemonstrate that no Lewisian 
crust exists in this region. If the seismically homogeneous 
nature of the lower and mi~dle crust ~oes in fact in~icate 
that they represent a single structural unit of unifortl' age ' 
then it would appear that the lower ·'ann middle crust beneath all 
of Scotland is of Grenvillian and Caledonian age. It was shown 
above that. such an interpretation is not inconsistent with 
available data from the present nay upper crust. 

The presence of Grenvillian agen lower and mindle crust woulr 
have significant implication for the generation of the 
Caledonian granites of Scotland. Nn and Sr isotope data for 
the'hewer" post-tectonic and "older" pre-tectonic Calenonian, 
granites. are plotted on an ENn vs ESr diagram at 400 Ma 
(Figure 6:13). These nata are prenominantly those of Hamilton 
et ale (1980). The £Sr400 annENn400 value.s of the Caledonic'1l.: 
granites clearly demonstrate that they are not solely neriver' 
from a depleted mantle source as is the case for the Hawks Nib 
granulites. The correlat ion between fSr400 and ENn400 shown 
by the post-tectonic granites, particularly well ~eve10pe~ in 
the case of Foyers and Str~ntiant indicates possible mixing. 

, .' 
between a mantle derived magma ann crustal material. The 
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Figure 6:13 fNd vs ESr diagram showing the isotopic variations 
of the lower crustal. xenolith suites of northern Britain in 
relation to those of pre- and post-tectonic Caledonian granites. 
Hatched field is that of ORS lavas; Thirwall, 1982. 

(-" 

Mixing line A is between a mantle derived magma and Dulk 
assimilated average ga.rnet. grarrulite. 

Mixing line B is between a mantle derived magma and a 30% 
partial melt of average garnet granulite (55% quartz and 
kyanite, 30% plagioclase and 15% garnet. Melting proportions 
40:35:25, Partion coefficients from Arth, 1976). 
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unraoiogenic Nd isotope ratios of Lewisian gneisses 
(tNo400 <-25 Hamilton et a!., 1981) demonstrate that Archean 
lower crust is not involved in the petrogenesis of the 
Caledonian Granites (Hamilton et al., 1980). Figure 6:13 
shows that the Grenvillian aged garnet granulites represent 
a possible crustal end member in a mantle-crust mixing 
origin for the "newer" granites. Two mixing lines are 
shown in Figure 6:13 between mantle derived components 
(Hawks Nib basic granulites and Midland Valley O.R.S lavas 
(Thirlwa11, 1982)) and a) bulk assimilated lower crust 
b) a lower crustal melt (see Figure 6:13 for details). 
These two extreme possibilities encompass the majority of 
the range in €Sr400 and ENcl400 recorded by the post-tectonic 
Caledonian Granites. 

The "older" pre-tectonic granites (BenVuirich, Strichen and 
Longmanhi11) were emplaced circa 510 Ma. They have high 
initial Sr isotope ratios, > .710, and are consiclered to 
represent crustal melts (Pankhurst and Pidgeon,1976). 
Partial melting of crustal rocks does not appear to greatly 
change the Nd isotope systematics of the melt comparen to that 

, 143 /144 . ' of the source, such that the Nd Nd ratios of the two 
components will evolve similarly with time. Significantly 
the present day l43Nd /144Nd ratios of the "older" granites ' 

and Grenvillian xenoliths are similar. However, partial 
melts generally have greater Rb/Sr ratios than their source' 
rocks. Crustal melts therefore evolve with time to 
significantly more radiogenic 87S~/86Sr ratios than"their 
source rocks. The £Sr I values of the pre-tectonic granites, 
l45,to 190, and £Sr500 values of the Gren~il1ian granulites 
30 to 160, overlap.' The Nd and Sr isotope systematics of 
the "older"pre-tectonic Caledonian'granites are therefore 
compatible with an origin by crustal a~atexis of Grenvillian 
lower crust. The Caledonian granites therefore provicle 
indirect evidence of Grenvillian aged crust beneath a large 
proportion of Scotland. 
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6:4:3 Crustal Evolution; Implications from the lower 
crustal xenoliths of northern Britain. 

a) Crustal Evolution of northern Britain. The crustal 
evolution of northern Britain is dominated by three major 
periods of crustal growth. Scourian crust formed circa 
2.9 Ga. The P-T estimates of the granulite facies gneisses 
indicate the crust was at least 30 km thick. The presence 
of metasediments within the granulite facies terrain indicates 
that large tectonic displacements were involved in the orogenic 
event. There was only minor addition to the crust during the 
Laxfordian orogeny but extensive crustal reworking. Significant , 
crustal growth occured during the Grenvillian orogeny with 

. . . . 

again large tectonic displacements transporting sediments into 
the lower crust. The oldest rocks associated with the 
development of the Iapetus Ocean are found in southern Britain 
and are'circa 700 Ma (Stanner Hanter Complex (Patchett et a1., 

1980) Malvern Complex (Beckinsale et al., 1981». There is 
evidence for intermittent crustal accretion in northern Britain 
prior to 600 Ma (Ox Mountains), during the Late Precambrian 
(lower crustal xen~lithsand calc_alkaline volcanism) and until 
the closure of the Iapetus Ocean at the end of the Silurian. 
The Caledonian orogeny also resulted in extensive reworking of 
the existing crust. 

b) Crustal evolution-with time. Granulite facies gneisses 
, . 
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with markedly fractionated REE patterns and positive Eu anomalies 
similar to the pyroxene and quartzo feldspathic xenolith suites 
are abundant in Archean and early Proterozoic terrains but have 

-not previously been reported in recent metamorphic terrains 
(Weave~ and Tarney, 1980, 1981 and Arth etal., 1978). A 
significant reason for this apparent time dependance may be 
due to sampling bias in that few young high grade metamorphic 
terrains are exposed. 

Significantly, however, sediments(which represent close 
approximations to an average upper crustal composition) show 
a marked change in their REE patterns circa 2.4 Ga. Prior to 
this time sediments had no significant Eu anomaly, but over a 



period of 400 Ma they developed greater L.REEenrichroent, 
{Ce/Yb)N 4 to 7.5, and a negative Euanoma1y (Taylor and 
McLennan, 1981). Taylor and McLennan (opt. cit.) interpret 
these variations as due to a large increase in the total 
volume of crust between 3 and 2.5 Ga which enabled intracusta1 
processes (crustal roe1ting ann fractional crystallisation) to 
play an important role in the, formation of the upper crust. 
Weaver and Tarney (1981) demonstrate~ that partial roe1ting of 
Archean tona1ites would produce melts with RE ann trace e1eroent 
contents similar to present day calc alkaline granodiorites 
i.e. average upper crust. Pride and Muecke (1982) report 
Lewisian pegmatites, derived by partial melting of the 
associated tona1ites, with REE patterns equivalent to those 
calculated by Weaver and Tarney (1981). 

It was argued in section 6:3:4 that Archean tona1ites and 
tronrlhjemites and the pyroxene and quartzo feldspathic 
xenolith suites were produced by the partial melting of 
basaltic rocks (eclogite or amphibolite) an~ that their 
positive Eu anomalies are a primary ,feature. It is therefore 
implied that the generation of granodioritic upper crust is 
probably a three stage process involving the generation of 

• > -,' .. ~ 

oceanic crust, subduction related vo1canisro to formtheLILE 
enriched'lower crust and finally roe1ting of the lower crust. 

, The presence of tonalitic/trondhjemitic granulite 'facies 
xenoliths of Late Precambrian age at p'artan Craig therefore' 
argues against a significant change in crustal forming 
processes since the stabilisation of large volumes of crust' 
circa 3.0 Ga. It is suggested that'detaiied study of . 

~ .. 

Palaeozoic high grade terrains would fbld' further evidence for 
a tona1itic/trondhje~itic lower crust an'd 'provide usefui 
information as to the nature of intra-crustal melting processes. 

'" 
• "., OJ. 
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6:5 Conclusions 

1) The garnet granulite xenoliths from Partan Craig are 
metasediments derived from juvenile crust during the Grenvillian 
Orogeny circa 1200 Ma. The 1100 Ma Rb-Sr whole rock isochron 
records re-equilibration during regional metamorphism. 

2) The quartzo feldspathic and pyroxene granulites from 
Part an Craig are chemically similar to rocks from Archean 
gabbro-tonalite - trondnjemite suites. They are derived by 
partial melting of an amphibolitic/eclogitic source presumably 
at the base of the lower crust. These xenoliths are of Late 
Precambrian age derived from an isotopically depleted source 
and are hence genetically unrelated to the garnet granulites. 

3) The basic granulites from Hawks Nib are metagabbroic rocks 
derived from an isotopically depleted source (e Nd + 3.7, 
£Sr - 10) in the Late Precambrian, circa 575 Ma. 

4) 'The ,garnet granulice xenoliths from Central Ireland are 
not metasediments ,being probably of a meta-igneous origin 
They formed during the Grenvillian Orogeny circa 900 - 1000 Ma. 

5) The lower crust beneath the' fwiidland Valley of Scotland 
is therefore a mixture of Caledonian and Grenvillian aged 
;rocks. The L.I.S.P.B. seismic experiment indicates tha~ the 
lower and middle, crust beneath the fwiidland Valley,of Scotland 
extends at least as far'north as Cape Wrath. The seismically 
homogeneous nature of these crustal layers suggests they are a 
possible single structural units of one age. However, the 
significant variations in the chemical compositions of 
Caledonian Granites suggests this simple model is not correct 
and that ,the seismic data simply record changes in metamorphic 
grade., There is no evidence of Archean lower crust. 

6) The isotopic systematics of the Grenvillian lower crustal 
rocks are such that they provide a possible source for the pre
tectonic Caledonian granites. Mixing calculations demonstrate 

that Grenvillian crust is the most likely crustal component 
involved in the petrogenesis of the post-tectonic Caledonion 
Granites. 



C1apter 7 

Implications for the Crustal Evolution of Southern 
Britain from Nd and Sr Isotope Studies of Crustal Rocks 

t 

7:1 Introduction 

This chapter presents Nd and Sr isotope results on selected 
samples of baseTTlent granites and gneisses and sediwents of 
PrecaTTlbrian to' Jurassic age froTTl southern Britain and Ireland. 
They are used to constrain TTlodels for the crustal evolution of 
this area, to assess the relative contributions frotT' new and 
pr~-existing crust in the Caledonian ')rogeny, and to evaluate 
the petrogenesis of granitoids of various ages. 

The c~ntral rationale is that the TTlajor fractionation in I-he 
Sm/Nd ratio of a crustal rock o'~curs rluring rlerivation froTTl 
the TTlantle ann that subsequent crl·~ta1 processes have TTlinimal 
effect (McCuLluch and Wasserburg, 1978). It is therefore 

possible to obtain some constra':nts as to the mantle rlerivation 
age of crustal rocks from their present clay l43Nd /l44 Nci and 

Sm/Nd ratios. SLgnificantly the majority of crustal rocks 
have Sm/Nd ratios that lie within the relatively narrow range 

. of 0.17 to 0.21 • 

. However, for the Rb-Sr isotope system the picture is TTlore 
cOTTlp1icated because there are at least three cowmon intra-

. . 

crustal processes which can significantly change Rb/Sr ratios; 

i) Weathering:~ Martin anrl Meybeck (1979) neTTlo~strate 

that the weathering cycle results in a significant 
increase in the Rb/Sr ratio of sediments cOTTlpar .. ~n 
to their source rocks. 

ii) Crustal TTlelting:- Crustal TTle1tshave higher Rb/Sr 
ratios than their source rocks due to the presence 
of plagioclase in the residue. 

-
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Figure 7:1 LOCATION MAP FOR SEDIMENTARY SAMPLES 
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iii) Metamorphism:- Granulite facies meta~orphism 
causes LILE depletion, particularly K ann Rb, 
which results in low Rb/Sr ann high K/Rb ratios 
(e.g. Lewisian granulite facies gneisses (Weaver 
and Tarney, 1980». 

Except in cases where the latter process is significant, it is 
usually possible to detect the presence of a large component of 
"ancient" crust in sedimentary and meta~orphic rocks from their 
high initial 87Sr /86Sr ratios. However, their Sr monel ages 
are unlikely to provide direct age information. 

This particular study concentrates upon the Late Precambrian and 
Palaeozoic sedi~ents of southern Britain. The senimentary rocks 
probably originate from a wide variety of source regions ranging 
from Archean basement (Lewisian Complex) to contemporaneous 
mantle derived material. One aim is to assess the relative 

· importance of the nifferent crustal components ann to establish 
possible spatial ann tempo~a1 variations record en in the 
sediments. One important factor to be consineren is the scale 
of mixing between the different ,source regions which will be 
controlled to a great extent by the existing nrainage patterns. 

7:2 Factors Effecting the 143Nd /144Nd ann 87Sr /86Sr ratios 

in Seawater 

202 

The majority of the sediments analysed in this stuny are of marine 
origin and, due to the presence of variable amounts of authigenic 
material in the sediments, it is necessary to consider the Nd ann 
Sr isotope composition of seawater. 

Geochemically Sr and Nd behave differently in present day 
seawater. Sr is relatively abundant,~ 8 mgl -1, and has a 
relatively long residence time, 106 yrs, co~pared with the 
mixing time ~f oceanic waters (103 yrs Brass, 1976).Nd, 
however, is,tnUch less abunnant, 2.7 ng1-1 , ann has a short 
residence time, probably less than 300,yrs (Goldberg, 1965. 



Piepgras and Wasserburg, 1980). Despite the variability of 
87 86 ' ' , , ' 

the SrI 5r ratios of ,continental runo~f (typically 0.704 to 
0.725, see Brass, 1976 for review) the long residence time of Sr 
in the oceans results in a uniform present ~~y 875r/865r ratio 
of 0.7091. In contrast No isotope ratios show inter- and intra
ocean variations (Atlantic Ocean 0.5119 to 0.5122, Indian Ocean 
0.5120 to 0.5123 and Pacific Ocean 0.5124 to 0.5126) (O'Nions 
et al., 1978, Piepgras et a1., 1979, Piepgras and Wasserburg, 
1980). 

Nd and 5r may enter oC,eanic waters due to; i) hydrothermal 
interaction with oceanic crust and ii) continental runoff, 
both as particulate matter and in solution. The concentration 
of 5r in' solution in ri~er water (0.06 mgl- i ) is lower by a 

, ".' 

factor of 100 compared to seawater, whereas the Nd concentrations 
in solution' in river water is significantly greater (40 compared 
to 2.7 ngl- i ) (Martin and Maybeck, 1979). However, it should 
be noted that a large proportion of the REE in solution in river 
water flocculate out in esturineenvironments and hence do ,not 
reach the ocean, (Hoyie et al.;' in press,Martin et al., 1976)~ 

\' '., . 

Alberade et a1. (1981) ,report 87.sr/865~ ratios' ~f hyoothermal 
waters from th~ East Pacific Rise of 0,703 which indicates 
almost complete 5r exchange between seawater and oceanic crust, 
Estimates of the flux of water through MOR indicate that ' 

", 

approximately half the amount '. of 51" that enters the oceans from 
the continents may exchange with oceanic crust (see Wolery and 
5leep,1976 ann Brass, 1976).The Nd isotope ratios of 
metalliferous sediments' precipitated ,from hydrothermal waters 
aretln equilibrium with seawater and hence·the Nd has unr1ergone 
little, if any, exchange with oceanic crust" 

It is therefore, apparent that the l43Nd /144Nd ratio of . sea.water 
primarily reflects the composition of, crustal runoff whereas 
the 875r/865r ratio of seawater is buff~red by the inter~cti~n 
with oceanic crust. Authigenic mit:lerals (e,g,'clays and 
carbonates) within a sediment frequently contain a high 

? . . .' 
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proportion of the rocks' Sr but only a small proportion of the 
Nd. The presence of any authigenic component within present 
nay sediments will therefore lower their 87Sr /86Sr ratio except 
in those serliments derived from juvenile crust. 

204 

The varlation of the 87Sr /86Sr ratio of seawater during the 
Palaeozoic is well documented from the study of marine carbonates 
(Peterman et al., 1970, Veizer and Compston, 1974). The nata 
show a minimum v.a1ue of 0.707 circa 200 Ma with a maxiwum value 
of 0.709 both at the present day and during the Late Preca~brian 
(see Figure 7:7). To date there are only published Nd isotope 
measurements for Lower Ordovician seawater. Hooker et al. 
(1981) obtained ENd I values of between - 4.1 and - 6.8 for 
metalliferous sediments from the Southern"Uplands (Figure 7:6). 

" . 

A. Gledhill has kindly supplied unpublished data for Jurassic 
carbonates which are also plotted in Figure 7:6. 

7:3 Samples 

The sediment, granite and basement sample localities are plotted 
on Figure 7:1 which also shows the age provinces of the basement 
rocks of southern Britain. The approximate ages of the rocks 
are given in Table 7:1, based on the ti~e scale of Gale et aI, 
(1980). 

In order to study possible geographic and te~pora1 variations 
within the sedimentary column samples were taken from the same 
stratigraphic period throughout southern Britain (e.g.' 
Carboniferous) and at several horizons within a confined 
area (the Lower Palaeozoic in Pembrokeshire). Jurassic 
sediments from a relatively restricted geographic area (Yorkshire 
to the Midlands) but from several palaeo-environments were also 

, . 

selected to assess the influence of the depositional enviro~ent 
upon their Nd and Sr isotope systematics (JSW 3 and 9 :- non' 
marine, JSW 22, 23 and Ox 1 :- marine and JSW 14 and 15 :
organic rich marine). 



Wherever possible fine grainen sediments, shales and clays, 
were samples as they are more likely .to be isotopically, 

. homogeneous and more representative of the local sedimentary 
column than immature sediments. 

Precambrian basement gneisses and schists were analysed from 
. Anglesey, R()sslare and Rushton in addition to Precambrian ' 
sediments from North Wales. Granitoi0. rocks from Anglesey 
and the Hercynian Batholith of south west England were also 
studied. 

7:4 Isotope Data 

Nd and Sr isotope results of the basement and sedimentary rocks 
are presented in Table 7:1 and 7:2 ann in histogram foro in 
Figures 7:2 and 7:3. There is no distinction between the 
measured 87 Sr /86Sr and l43Nd /144Nd J;atios of the basement anl~ 
sedimentary rocks. However, the granitic rocks generally have 
more radiogenic l43Nd /144Nd ratios than the sediments. With 

the exception of the Cornish granites, (Rb/Sr = 5.0 to 5.8 and 
. 87Sr /86Sr = 0.7672 .. to 0.7854) the granitoid rocks have lower 
Rb/~rratios and less radiogenic 87Sr/~6Sr.ratios than the' 
sedimentary and. basement rocks (Figure 7: 3 anCl 7: 5). The Sm/Nd 
ratios are presented in histogram form in Figure 7:4 and 'show 
a gaussian distribution about 0.19, the average crustal value 
(McCulloch and Wassel"burg, 1978). 

7: 5 . Discussion 

.. 
The Nd and Srisotope dat a are presented in Figure 7: 6 and 7: 7 

. as £~dl and'ESt.I v~lues versus time. j -The solid·lines shown 
in these diagrams are i.otop~c evolution lines eqUivalent to 

. an Sm/Nd ratio of 0.19 . (average crust) and 'an Rb/Sr ratio of 
1.15 (average .value of ba~ement and sedimentary ,rocks in this 
study) resp~ctively. . ,The, evolutiond ines;are; marked with 

TCHUR/T BE ages. Nd model ages assuming derivation';frotl' a 
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Table 7:1 Isotope data for Crustal Rocks from Southern Britain 

Sample Locality 

BDN '154,} Rusbton 

BDK 157~ Rusbton 

Stratigraphic Age 1 
Rock Type Age /1a Rb Sr Rb/Sr 87Sr;B6Sr 

0.77')";;6 

[SrI 

+236.0 

Sm Nd Sm/Nd 

0.1719 

0.2003 

Scb ist Precambrian 667 1323 64 2.1;2 8.218 47.81 

2601+ 

2609+ 

AS 16+ 

2622+ 

m34 
m44 
2585 

BT1 

ARC 1 

.u«:2 

JSW 1 

JSW 24 

81/14 

81/2 

81/3 

81/"1 

ErR 5 

Anglesey 

Ar.glesey 

Anglesey 

Anglesey 

Scbist 
Coedana 
Granite 
Coed ""a 
Granite 
Gneiss 

Gneiss 

Rosslare Gneiss 

Rosslare Gneiss 

Anglesey Ar~~se 

Bryn Teg ~bale 

Ingleton Shale 

Ingleton 

"'reldn 

Bethesda 
Lake 
District 
Pe.broke 

Shale 

Shale 
Shale 

Sl,;lte 

Shale 

Pe~roke Shale 

Pe."roke Shale 

C.Wicklow tihale 

Preca.brian 667 1453 502 

Precambrian 603 138 

Precambrian 60.~ 142 

Precamt·rian 

Precambrian 

595 

562 

104 

87 

208 

268 

75 

84 

0.297 0.72817 

0.6635 0.72542 

0.52'39 0.721";;6 

1.3867 0.73962 

1.0;5" 0.732.H 

+236.0 7.232 36.10 

+69.8 2.14 11.92 0.1795 

+62.3 3.788 19.~ 0.1959 

+21.2 

+60.2 

6.090 ~.995 0.1965 

5.820 29.428 0.1978 

Precambrian GOO· 185 91 2.0330 0.76762~ .185.0 6.574 33.035 0.1990 

Precambrian 600" 137 114 ·1.2038 0.7603O!4 +375.3 5.891 29.58 0.1992 

Precambrian 550 

Precambrian 550 54.1 55.1 0.')81~ O. 72681~ 

11.688 66.638 0.1754 

+6.6 3.31 16.9~ 0.1955 

Cambro/Ordo 493 78.6 157.1 0.500; 0.71760!2 +47.2 4.899 24.613 0.1990 

Cambro/Ordo 493 70.1 144.7 0.4845 0.71824!2 +60.8 8.529 43.178 0.1975 

Tremadoc 

Trezadoc 

490 1682 9~ 
490 1222 144 

~.8C)65 0.74374~ +42.8 8.848 56.88 0.1556 

0.8472 0.73153!2 +145.8 2.617 13.17 0.1987 

Ordovician 475 181.2 137.1 1.3217 0.7362O!3 +86.9 9.800 55.01 0.1782 

L.Arenig 475 64.0 79.0 0.8101 0.?2433!4 +61.2 13.92 68.47 0.2033 

Areoig/Llanv 460 41.5 55.6 0.7464 0.72449!3 +87.6 4.79 24.28 0.1973 

Llande/Carad 450 83.2 24.6 3.3821 0.76784~ +8.3 11.716 61.492 0.1905 

M.Ordovician 450 1";;6.1 155.1 1.0065 0.72733!3 +49.1 6.433 31.794 0.2023 

AT 2~S S.Uplant:ls Gr"'.T .. ack~ /1.0rdovician 450 642 252.6 0.2534 0.71283~ +56.4 7.8a 40.8 0.1918 

0.1960 

0.2025 

AT ')05 S.Up13r.ds Shte 

AT 536 S.Uplal!ds Slate 

GF 1 IJlar.fred Shale 

Gil 2 o.1;in frf!"d "hale 

J:-;W r6 !.l a .. o 1 1 ~,. Shale 

X.Ordovician 450 1012 100 

/1.0rdovician 450 1482 135 

1.01 0.73015:3 .102.6 5.88 29.6 

1.096., 0.7317~!~ .102.1 6.5a . 32.1 

I1.Silarian 

ii.SiluriAn 

415 124.1 12~.2 1.0073 o.72685!3 

415 10Q.3 73.5 1.4871 0.73510:~ 

+76.5 11.62 

+76.7 2.40 

+152.7 7.485 

79.77 0.1457 

9.452 0.25.'9 

\ie~lock 41~ 1'5(;2 15'7 0.9936 O.7~198!4 40.47 0.1850 

143Nd/144Nd 

0.511841 !10 

.0.5119~ !24 

0.512109 !12 

0.512149 :10 

0.512198 !16 

0.512171 !18 

0.511920 !16 

0.511960 !10 

0.512237 :16 

0.512144 !12 

0.512248 !2O 

0.512259 !22 

0.512138 !24 

0.512120 !16 

0.5120~8 !16 

0.512128 :18 

0.512188 !12 

0.512046 :16 

0.512039 :::26 

0.511 974 .:20 

0.511911 !28 

0.511915 !24 

0.512059 !16 

0.512150 ;::18 

0.512017 :::22 

c _Nd Nd 
eNd I TCHUR 'I'm TSr 

BE 
-7.6 1315 1550 860 

-7.~ 

-3.6 

-3.6 

-2.7 

-3.6 

1425 

920 

955 

860 

925 

1670 1880 

1270 790 

1330 820 

1265 

1310 

625 

670 

-7.6 1440 1675 760 

-7.2 1360 1620 1150 

-1.5 

-4.2 

-2.8 

-2.6 

-3.4 

-5.3 

-5.2 

-5.5 

-4.3 

680 1085 

960 1330 565 

780 1210 670 

750 

750 

1035 

930 

1060 

1185 725 

1100 535 

1370 800 

1350 590 

1415 610 

890 1285 670 

-6.9 1110 1430 455 

-7.2 1230 15~5 565 

-8.3 1250 1530 885 

-9.7 1420 1660 630 

-9.9 1490 1715 615 

-5.6 

-7.3 

-7.7 

815 

1725 

1120 

1140 

1950 

1425 

550 

510 

690 



, Stl-tigraphic Age 
Rb1 l;!'lsr;B6Sr ESrI 143Nd/144Nd Ei;dI 

lid T"d -- TSr Sr.u,pl e 1.ocr.1i ty Roek Type Age Ma Sr Rb/Sr 5m Nd Sa/Nd TCHUR DM BE 

81/15 Lake Shale Wenlock 415 158.<: 84.61.6H6 0.74 511!2 .. 182.8 5.16 28.22 0.18:3<) 0.512024 ::22 -7.5 1095 1400 610 Listrict 

L1J6a Lizard Slate ? pre-~75 8.752 49.866 0.1755 O. ~,12032 ::16 -7.3 1025 1:>40 
B1 C.Eire Shale L.Carb, :':3<) 77., 103.0 0.7503 O. '119;-6+4 +71.5 7.2&1 32.74 0.2219 0.511981 ::12 -10.2 1600 1820 500 
!Ie 1 N.Co~_all Shale L.C&rb 330 38.8 59.8 0.&188 0.72292!3 +138.9 4.439 23.278 0.1907 /). '512026 .. 14 -8.4 1135 1450 1015 0.512034 :!18 
!lC 2 !i.Cornwall Shale L.Carb 330 161.4 79.7 2.0251 0.741 50!3 +1;3.3 2.826 15.43 0.1832 0.512009 =10 -8.7 1120 1425 445 
81/4 Pembroke Shale Coal Meas. 300 ':15.2 55.7 1.7092 0.74168!2 +229.5 9.789 65.05 0.1505 0.511927 ::24 -9.9 10:3<) 1310 535 
81/10 S.Yorks Sbale Coal Meas. 300 110.6 84.7.1.3058 0.73396;!4 +191.0 5.405 30.89 0.1750 0.511916 ::24 -10.7 1215 1480 560 
81/8 Laic. Shale Permian 270 165.4 53.0 3.1298 0.78919:4 +7->7.8 15.496 79.23 0.1956 0.511924 ::20 -11.3 1385 1&10 660 
JSW 14 N.Yorks Shale U.Lias 185 1812 141 1.2837 0.72730::4 +185.0 5.132 26.04 0.1971 0.511921 :14 -12.2 1415 1515 440 

JSW 15 X.Yorks Shale U.Lias 185 1482 475 0.3116 0.71175::5 +69.S 4.347 22.558 0.1927 0.519962 ::20 -11.4 1310 1580 610 

JSW 3 N.Yorks Shale M.Jurassic 170 1262 208 0.6058 0.71562::3 .. 97.7 6.116 32.601 0.1876 0.511816 ::20 -14.4 1595 1785 460 

JSW 9 !i.Yorks Sbale M.Jura£sic 170 1442 130 1.1077 0.72458::3 +175.0 2.597 13.56 0.1915 0.511953 :16 -11.7 1330 1595 450 

OX/1 Bucks Ciay Oxford Clay 155 0.511941 :20 -12.0 1,a5 1565 

JSW 22 N.Yorks Clay Kimmeridge 150 1612 
293 0.5495 O.?1317!4 +74.7 9.854 51.99 0.1895 0.511920 :14 -12.5 1395 1&10 400 .., 

8.533 45.10 1.892 JS\r: 2; X.Yorks Clay Kimmeridge 150 1;>0' 339 0.;540 0.71144:2 +67.2 0.511843 ::20 -14.0 1540 1745 505 

• Age of liosslr.re Compl ex unknO"'D a BEE iJy Il,AA (Tbdle l'ers com) 

Rb/Sr determined by XRP 1 Nottir;ghall + Rb/Sr data from ReckiDGale ar,d Thorpe 1979 
2 Open Ur;iversity 3 Rb/Sr data froll Becki!.sale (J.ers com) 



Table 7:2 Isotope data, for the S.W.England Batholith 

Sample Rb Sr Rb/Sr 87Sr;86Sr Esr270 
C202 453.9 80.34 5.650 0.78544 :!:4 +252 

C205 429.7 73.7 5.830 0.77734 :!:4 +109 

Pe 33+ 488 96 \ 5.083 0.76724 :!:4 +86 

Pe 36+ 212 96 2.208 0.76724 :!:5 +542 

Pe 69+ 

P 1 667.1 21.6 30.884 1.08360 :!:10 +332 

D 1 493.2 97.99 5.033 0.76707 :!:10 +91 

+Samples supplied by Julian Pearce ,Sm,Nd by INAA 

Sm Nd 
6.878 37.457 
6.896 37.67 
7.395 39.76 
7.404 39.87 
7.4 33.5 

6.9 32.9 

6.5 30.8 

5.614 34.17 

6.56 34.60 

Sm/Nd 143Nd/144Nd 

0.1836 0.512181 +18 0.1830 
0.1860 0.512184 +22 
0.1857 0.512206 :!:34 
0.2209 0.512175 :!:26 

0.2097 0.512160 +10 

0.2110 0.512160 +18 

0.1643 0.512217 :!:10 

0.1896 0.512184 :!:18 

ENd270 
-6.0 

-5.8 

-6.9 

-7.0 

-7.0 

-4.9 

-6.1 

N 
o 
........., 
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FIGURE 7:4 
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"I " 

depleted mantle source, TMORB ' are presenteo in Table 7:1. 
For simplicity all Nd model ages referred to in the text will 
be TCHUR ages. 

7:5:1 Precambrian Basement. The oldest base~ent rocks 
recorned in southern Britain are from the Stanner-Hanter 
igneous complex Salop, 702 + 8 Ma (Patchett et al., 1980). - , 

The majority of Precambrian base~ent rocks of southern Britain 
are of igneous origin and have low initial 87Sr /86Sr ratios 
indicating a predominantly mantle origin (see Table 7:2). 
Some of the exceptions (e.g. the granites and gneisses of 
Anglesey) have been analysed for Nd isotope ratios to establish 
the contribution~ if any, from "ancient" continental crust. 

The Nd model ages presented in Table 7:1 (see also Figure 7:6) 
indicate that the Precambrian rocks studied have mantle 
derivation ages over 200 Ma greater than their geological ages. 
It should be noted that the Ross1are Co~p1ex has not yet been 
successfully dated and that the e Nd I and t SrI values presented 
in Table 7:1 are calculated at 600 Ma purely to facilitate direct 
comparison with the Anglesey Complex (see Chapter III). The 
Rushton Schists, ENd I = -7.4 ~ 0.4, and Rosslare Gneisses, 
c++ 
~Nd600 = -7.4 _ 0.2 to -8.2 _ 0.3, have ~arked1y unradiogenic 
Nd isotope ratios which suggest that a significant co~ponent of 
Mid Proterozoic, or older, crust was involved in their 
petrogenesis (TCHUR ages are between 1310 and 1440 Ma). The 
existence of a large "ancient" crustal component within these 
rocks is confirmed by their relatively high £SrI and cSr600 
values (+ 236 ~ 4 and + 185 ~ 2 to 375 ~ 2 respectively). The 
existence of basement with an ancient (> 1300 Ma) Nd isotopic 
signature is therefore established for the first time in southern 
Britain and a possible Mid Proterozoic fo~ation age for the 
Ross1are Complex is inferred. Significantly, however, the 
Rosslare gneisses and Rushton Schists ,comprise only a s~a11 
proportion of the basement rocks of southern Britain which 
generally have mantle derivation ages less than 1000 Ma. 
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TABLE 7: 3 ISOTOPIC N:E D.\TA FOIl LATE PRECAI'IBRlAN - LOWER PALAEUZOIC IGNEOUS ROCKS FROM £l«;LAND AND WALES " 

Rock Unit Age *(Ma) 

Stanner - Hunter C""",lex 702: 8 

!4a1vern1an C""",lex 681 : S3 -

670: 10 

Ca. 600 

Johnston C""",lex 

St ISavids granophyre 

Coedana granite 

Mona Complex .... t-.rphi .. (1) 

Mona Complex igneous event (2) 

Eastero Urlcon1an volcanic rocks 

Rushton schist: 

ErcaU granophyre 

Charnwood S diorites 

S Leices~ershire diorites 

!4ountsorrel granite 

Sam C""'P1 ex 

Panoyd .... t ...... rphie rocks 

niT Hill granite 

Chanwood • diori~es 

Ingletontan sedl .... nt. 

643:~8 

587:~~ 

603 : 34 

595 : 12 

562 : 31 

558 : I" 

536 : 8 

533: 1 

540 : 57 

(535 : 22) 

452 + 8 
- 6 

(423: 17) 

522 : 19 

581 : 9 

498 : 7 

(304 : 90) 

493 : 17 

!4ethod 

Rb-Sr ,""ole rock 

IIb-Sr ,",,01 e rock 

U-Pb monazite 

U-Pb zircon , 

U-Pb zircon 

U-Pb drcon 
(Rb-Sr >ihole rock 

Rb-Sr ,""ole rock 

Rb-Sr ,""ole rock 

Rb-Sr ,",,01 e rock 

Rb-Sr ,""ole rock 

R.,..Sr blot::ite 

Rb-Sr ,""ole rock 

Rb-Sr whole rock 

Rb-Sr whole rock 

U-PI> zircon 

Rb-Sr whole rock 

Rb-Sr >iho1e rock 

Rb-Sr whole rock 

Rb-Sr whole rock 

Rb-Sr whole rock 

Rb-Sr ""ole rock 

(87Sr"s6SrH C.-.ent 

0.70S3 : 3 Magmatic age 

0.7049: 5 
!4agmaUc age 

Reference 

Patchett et al. 
(1980) 

Beckinsale et al. 
(1981) 
Patchett (unpUl»_ 

Lower intercept of inter- Patchett &: Jocelyn 
section with concordia. (1979) 

0.7037 - 0.70B) 

0.7086: 9 

0.7061 + 3 

0.7081 : 8 

0.7044 : 16 

0.7057 : 16 

0.7058 : 9 

0.7053-0.7061 

0.7060-0.7066 

O. 7098 ~ l 

0.7066 ~ 2 

0.7095: 11 ' 

t4agmatic age cannot be 720 Ma 

Mal!"'atic age 

Metamorphic age 

Magmatic age 

Probable .agmatic age 

Mineral cooling age 

Magmat ie age 

!4agmaUc age 

A clear discrepancy 
The U-Pb age is an upper 
intersection agreeIng with 
the U-Pb age for the 
Mountsorrel graniee and is 

:~e 1 ~~el~i~~a~7~~/8g~;· 
rat los calculated using 
U-Pb age. 

Probable magmatic age 

Met8ll'orphic age (preliminery 
result for 3 point s; MSWD 0.9) 

Magmat ic age 

Patchett & Jocelyn 
(1979) 

Beckinsale & Thorpe 
(1979) 
Patchett (unpub) 

Beckinsale & Thorpe 
(1979) 

Beckinsale & Thorpe 

Patchett et aI. 
(1980) 

Patchett et 41. 
(1980) 

Pat chett et aI. 
(1980) plus 2 
additional analyses 

Cribb (1975) 

Cribb (1975) 

Pidgeon & Aftal10n 
(1978) 

Discrepant result, douocful Cribb(1975) 
significance 

o 7062 + 13 DiagenesIs and/or low grade 
• - twetarnorphism. Errors x 2.53 

to reduce MSWD to 1 

.. Calculated using dec"y constants rec.,....ended by Steiger and Jager (1974). Crib 87Sr"s6Sr ratios quoted relative to 0.7080 for the 
E'-r and /oftend standard 



Figure 7:6 ENd vs Time for crustal rocks of Southern Britain 

Sedimentary rocks 

Sedimentary rocks from the Southern Uplands 

A Anglesey RS Rushton Schists RC Ross1are Complex 

The faint solid lines marked with ages, e.g. T = 700 Ma, 
represent Nd isotope evolution lines for a rock having the 
average sedimentary Sm/Nd ratio determined from this work 
(also equivalent to the average upper crustal Sm/Nd ratio 
determined by previous workers, e.g. McCulloch and Wasserburg, 
1978). With the exception of the Ross1are Complex and Rushton , 
Schists the basement rocks of I Southern Britain have late 
Precambrian Nd model ages. The most significant aspect of 
the diagram is that sediments younger than the Ordovician 
«425 Ma) have progressively older Nd model ages. . Sediments 
from the Southern Uplands provide the key to the interpretation 
of the sedimentary data in that they represent a mixture 
between juvenile Caledonian crust and Archean/Proterozoic 

. detritus (O'Nions et a1., 1983) and hence, have Nd model 
ages that span almost the entire range of those from Southern 
Britain. Note that Nd model ages for seawater reflect the Nd 
isotope composition of the sediments forming at the same time. 
(Data from Hooker et a1., 1981, Piepgras et a1., 1979 and 
A Gledhill, pers. corom.) 

TIle NdisotoP<7 compositions of the Leinster and Cornwall 
Granite Btholiths indicate derivation from crustal sources 
with late Precamrbian Nd model ages. 
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7:5:2 Late Precambrian and Palaeozoic Sediments. Sediwents 
of Late Precambrian age (BTl and 2585) have Nrl model ages between 
700 and 950 Ma suggesting that their dominant source regions were 
of Late Precambrian age and that a Mid Proterozoic component is 
much less important in these rocks c~parerl to, for example, the 
Rushton Schists. 

During the Late Precambrian and the majority of the Lower 
Palaeozoic there was apparently widespread intermittent igneous 
activity associated with the closure of the Iapetus Ocean 
(Caledonian Orogeny see Thorpe et a1., in press). An interesting 
aspect of this situation is that juvenile crust will have 
radiogenic Nd isotope ratios and hence young morlel ages (600 -
400 Ma) such that the addition of significant new crust 
(> 20% see Figure 7:9) would result in a detectable lowering of 
the Nd model ages of the sediwentary pile. Obviously a major 
period of crustal addition (e.g. formation of large granitoid 
batholiths) would not becot1le immediately apparent in the 
sedimentary pile, but depending upon the erosion rate of the 
crust would be evident within circa 50 Ma. When cot1lparerl w'ith 

Precambrian basement and sediments, the Cambrian and Lower 
Ordovician sediments show no evidence for the introduction of 
radiogenic crustal material (Figure 7:6). This would suggest 
that the volume of crust generated during the Cambrian was 
insignificant when compared with that of the pre-existing crust, 
i.e. less than 20% by volume, further suggesting that the 
Cambrian was not a period of wajor crustal growth in southern 
Britain. 

Interestingly younger sediments (Middle Ordovician onwards) 
actually show progressively more negative ENd l values with tiwe, 
the" opposite relationship to that predicten for the addition of 
juvenile crust. . .The change in eNd l values cannot purely be 
accounted for by the reworking of the same crustal material which 
is becoming progressively older. This is det1lonstrated by the 
increase in Nd model ages of the sediments from an average of 
860 ~ 80 Ma prior to 475 Ma to 1410 : 100 Ma in the Upper 
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Jurassic (see Figure 7:6). The maximum No monel age recorden 
+ by the Jurassic sediments is 1590 _ 40 Ma. These nata 

therefore record the progressive addition of "ancient" crustal 
material to the sedimentary column of southern Britain for a 
period of 300 Ma. There are two possible source regions for 
this "ancient" crustal component; i) the Precambrian basement 
of southern Britain which has a large Proterozoic compenent, 
i.e. Rushton Schists and Rosslare Complexes, ii) the mixen 
Archean and Proterozoic terrains of northern Europe and America. 
However, the Precambrian rocks of southern Britain are considered 
an unlikely source because of; a) their small voluroe, b) the 
Rosslare Gneisses and Rushton Schists were unconformably overlain 
by sediments for a significant proportion of the Lower Palaeozoic, 
and c) the maximum Nd model age recorded by the Jurassic 
sediments is significantly greater than those of the Rushton and 
Rosslare rocks. Thus the mixed Archean and Proterozoic 
terrains of northern Europe and America are the more likely 
source areas for the "ancient" crustal component and this is 
supported by the southerly transport directions of the majority 
of Carboniferous and younger sediments (Benison and Wright, 1970). 

The Nd isotope systematics of the Lower Palaeozoic sediments 
therefore ,record the introduction of an "ancient" crustal 
component, beginning circa 450 Ma. Interestingly McKerrow 
and Cocks (1976) propose from palaeontological' evidence that 
the Iapetus Ocean was circa 2000 Kmwide at 450 Ma. The data 
presented above suggest that this distance is too great or that 
a-mixed Archean/Proterozoic landmass (that is no longer evident) 
existed in the region of southern Britain during the Ordovician/ 
Silurian. 

The Nd isotopic composition of Lower Palaeozoic sediments from 
the Southern Uplands are reported in Table 7:1 and by O'Nions 
et ale (1983) (see Figure 7:6). These rocks represent 
continental detritus formed on the northern margin of the Iapetus 

. + + 
Ocean and the large range ineNdI ,va1ues (-4 _ 0.3 to - 10.4 _,0.3) 
indicate the mixing of variable amounts of juvenile Caledonian 
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crust with detritus from the wixed Proterozoic/Archean terrain 
of Scotland. The ENd I values of Lower Ordovician wetalliferous 
sediments from the Southern Uplands ( - 4.1 ~ 0.3 to - 6.6 ~ 0.3) 
represent the isotopic composition of Iapetus seawater. The 
seawater composition therefore has a more radiogenic isotopic 
composition than the average crustal runoff recorded by the 

.+ 
Southern Uplands shales (E.N0470 = -6.8 _ 1.8) and indicates 
that a significant juvenile crustal cowponent was added to the 
ocean waters elsewhere, possibly frow southern Britain. 

The € Nd I values of Jurassic carbonates and fossils (i. e. seawater 
composition (e Nd I - 10.5 to - 13.4, A.Gledhil1 pers. com.) 
encompass almost the entire range of the Jurassic sediments of 
southern Britain indicating that the Nd is derived from a 
similar crustal source. Moreover the Nd model ages of the 
Jurassic sediments and seawater are within the range of Atlantic 
seawater (O'Nions et a1., 1978, Piepgrass et al., 1979). 
Thani et a1. (1983) report Nd'isot~pe data fo~ present day 
(British) off shore and river sediwents that are also within the 
range of Atlantic seawater. It can therefore be concluded that 
the Nd model age of the sedimentary material formed in southern 
Britain since the Jurassic has probably been relatively constant. 
Another significant aspect of the Nd model ages of the Jurassic 
to recent sediments is that they are similar to the average 
value of the world's major rivers (Thani et al., 1983). An 
Nd model age of between 1200 and 1300 Ma for the average present 
day crustal runoff considerably constrains possible crustal 

',evolution models. For ,example models proposing the fortl'ation 
of the majority of present day crust during the Archean and 
subsequently reworking it, wou1d'resu1t in an average Nd model 
age for the crust greater than 2.0 Ga and are hence untenable. 
The available Ndisotope data for crustal rock~ are most 
compatible with models in which ,crust is firststabalised 
circa 3.6 Ga and subsequently grows by episodic or continuous 
linear accretion (Depaolo, 1980~ Jacobsen and Wasserburg, 1979). 
To date published Nd isotope data do not conflict with an 
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approximate constant crustal growth rate. Further stu~ies, 
particularly of ~i~ and Late Proterozoic se~i~ents ~ay enable 
possible variations in crustal growth rates to be evaluate~. 

7:6 The Efficiency of N~ Mixing within the Seni~entary Column 

A preliminary study was un~ertaken on the ho~ogeneityof N~ 
isotope ratios within the sedi~entary col~n on a local and 
regional sCdle. Pairs of sa~ples fro~ four localities (see 
Table 7: 1) ~isplay a maximum variat ion in t. Nd of ~ 1. ° 
indicating there is very little Nrl isotope heterogeneity on a 
local scale. Similarly the Lower to Upper Jurassic se~i~entary 
rocks collected from several depositional enviro~ents within 
Yorkshire and the North Mi~lan~s only show a variation in ENn r 
of ~ 1.6 (see Table ,7:2) suggesting that the deposition ' 
environment has no significant control on the Nd isotope 
systematics of these fine grainen se~iments. The Carboniferous 
shales sampled from ail over southern Britain also show s~all 

c + ' variation in eNd I , _ 1.0, (see Table 7:1) and therefore in 
marked contrast to the situation in northern Britain, where 

O'Nions et ale (1983) report eN-'r variations for Dalradian 
. + + 

and Lower Palaeozoic sediments )f _ 5 ann _ 4.5 respectively, 
the sediments in southern Britain are relatively homogeneous 
within a single stratigraphic unit. This suggests that the 
Pal.:1.eozoic sediments in southern Britain were deposited in a 
more mature sedimentary environment compared with norther': 
Britain. 

7:7 Rb-Sr Isotope Systematics of the Crustal Rocks 

, of Southern Britain 

As with che ENd I dati:,., the €Sr1data for the Precambrian 
basement:: rocks of southern Britain cluster into two groups, with 

)" ' 

the Rushton Schists an~ Rosslare Gneisses having significantly 
c: ' + + tT'ore radiogenic c..Srlvalues, 185 _ 2 to 375 _ 2, co"'p,ared with 

less than 75 for the remainder of the PrecatT'brian base~ent. 
rhese data suggest that the Rushton and Rosslare rocks cor~ain 
large "ancient" crustal co~ponents. 
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In section 7:1 some effects of intra-crustal processes on the 
Rb-Sr systematics of crustal rocks were consineren ann it was 
suggested that the Sr model ages of crustal rocks with polyphase 
histories are unlikely to have meaningful age significance. 
Figure 7:8 nemonstrates that the Sr monel ages, TBE , of the 
crustal rocks in this study are generally lower than their Nri 
model ages due to a combination of fractional crystallisation, 
weathering and intra-crustal melting. The Sr monel ages of 
the Rushton and Ross1are samples therefore cannot be usen to 
assess the age of their precursors. 

The Palaeozoic sediments show a general increase in their 
ESrI values with time (Figure 7:7). However, Sr model ages 
remain relatively constant and therefore suggest that no 
"ancient" crustal component has been introducen to the 
senimentary column as is indicaten by the increase in the Nn 
model ages. There are three possible factors that couln 
explain this decoupling between the . Rb-Sr and Sm-Nd isotope 
systematics; 
i) the introduction of basaltic materia1:- The Sr content 
of basalts (> 200 .pptT') are greater than of seniments « 100 pplTl) 

whereas the reverse if true for No « 15 ppw comparen to 
:Do 35 ppm). Thus the effect of adding basaltic material to 

a sedimentary pile would be to lower the Sr monel age to a 
greater degree than the Nd model age (see Figure 7:8). 
ii) the introduction of old LILE depleten crust:- Anning 
LILE and L.REE enriched crust to a Palaeozoic senitT'entary pile 

wouln result in lower eNd I and higher tSrI values. If, 
however, old LILE depleted crust (e.g. Lew1sian granulite 
facies gneisses) were the source of the detritus than both eNd l 
and cSr I values of the sedimentary pile wouln be lowered. 
iii) Authigenic material:- As discussed in section 7:2 
authigenic material contains relatively high Sr and low Nd 
contents and due to the unradiogenic 87Sr /86Sr ratios of 

seawater (see Figure 7:7) the 8SrI values of a Palaeozoic 
sediment with a large authigenic component would be lowered 

(Figure 7:8). 
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Figure 7:7 ESr vs Time for crustal rocks of southern Britain 

Sedimentary rocks 

Precambrian basement gneisses and granites 

A Anglesey R.S. Rushton Schists R.C. Rosslare Complex 

The faint solid lines marked with ages, eg T = 500 Ma, represent 
Sr isotope evolution lines for a rock having the average Rb/Sr 
ratio determined in this work, 1.15. Interestingly the Sr 
model ages of samples are generally significantly less than 
their Nd model ages (see section 7:7 for a discussion of the 
effects of crustal processes on Rb/Sr ratios). 

Note that with the exception of the Rosslare Complex and 
Rushton Schists, sediments and basement rocks have Sr model 
ages less than 800 Ma. 

The Sr isotope evolution path for seawater is extrapolated 
curve from the data of Peterman et a1. 1970 and Veizer and 
Compston, 1974. 
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Due to the large increase in the Nd ~orlel ages of serli~ents 

rluring the Palaeozoic, with little resultant change in their 

Sr mo~el ages, it is consirlererl that the latter two processes 

were probably i~portant in generating their ESr I values. 
Notably of all the Palaeozoic serli~ents, the Jurassic sa~ples 
have the lower RbjSr ratios an~ the (;reatest nisparity between 
their Nd and Sr m00el ages (Figure 7:8). These sa~ples have 

high Sr contents, 200 to 475 pp~, co~parerl to an average of 

100 ppm for the remaining Palaeozoic shales (max = 160 pp~) 

ann have ESr I values that approach those of Jurassic seawater. 

It is therefore probably that the Jurassic se~iments contain a 

large Sr rich authigenic component which causes their low Esr I 
values and RbjSr ratios. 

7:8 Crustal Formation nuring the Crtle~onian 
Orogeny 

One of the aims of this com0ined Nd and Sr isotope study wa~ to 

calculate the amount of juvenile crust added to southern 3ritain 

during the Caledonian Orogeny. It was shown in Figures 7:6 and 

7:9 that during the Cambro-Ordovician period the addition of new 

crust was not detectable ti.e. less than 20% added) and that 

sediments formed subsequent to the c 1 0sure of the Iapetus Ocean 
record the introduction of an "an,-i,~nt" L.~EE enriched, possibly 

LILE depleted, crustal component. It is not possi0le to 

precisely cc~strain the volume or isotopic composition of this 

"ancient" crustal component and hence it is impossi~le to assess 

the amount of juvenile crust formed during th~~ Cnl :donian 
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Orogeny from the sedimentary record. If a NJ model age of 2.2 Ga 

is assumed for the "ancient" crustal component, approximately 40% 

of the present day crust of southern 3ritain is derived from 
this source. 

7:9 Petrogene~s of Granitoids in Southern Britain 

Having constrained the Nd ann Sr isotope syste~atics of the 
major crustal rocks of southern rlritnin, a preliminary sturly 
\vas ~ade of the petrogenesis of so~· granitoirls in terms of 

+ three component s; Lat e Precambrian base~ent (TCIIUR = 900 5U :-'a, 

TBE 700 ~ 100 Ma), serli~ents (TCHUR = 10UO to 1600 Mar 



Table 7:3 

Sample Satflple Type Locality Stratigraphic £ Nd175 TCHUR Ma 
Age 

JSW 3 Freshwater + 1590 + 30 Shale M. Jurassic 14.3 _ 0.4 

JSW 9 " " M. Jurassic + - 11.7 0.3 1330 + 40 

JSW 22 Marine Clay U. Jurassic + - 12.3 0.3 1390 + 40 

JSW 23 " " U. Jurassic + - 13.8 0.2 1540 + 30 

Ox 1 " " U. Jurassic + - 11.8 0.3 1310 + 40 

JSW 14 Alum Shale L. Jurassic + - 12.3 0.3 1410 + 40 

JSW 15 Bituminous L. Jurassic + - 11.5 0.4 1310 + 30 
Shale 

N 

.~ 



Figure 7:8 ~ Model Age vs Rb/Sr 

This diagram demonstrates the general disparity between the 
Nd and Sr model ages of crustal rocks. 

Chemical weathering of a rock results in detritus with a 
higher Rb/Sr ratio (preferential dissolution of Sr) but 
with an equivalent Sm/Nd ratio. Partial melting produces 
the same result in the melts only to a more extreme degree 
(e.g. Cornish Granites). Residues after melt extraction 
therefore have similar Sm/Nd, but lower Rb/Sr ratios. LILE 
depletion during granulite facies metamorphism has an 
equivalent effect. 

The introduction of an authigenic component into a sedimentary 
rock has a marked effect on the Sr isotope systematics, but 
little on Nd isotopt systematics; the authigenic component 
will have a high Sr concentration and relatively low 87Sr /86Sr , 

whereas the Nd concentration is low and the l43Nd /144Nd ratio 

is probably similar to that of the sediment (seesection 7:2). 

One other factor may effect the Sr and Nd isotope systematics 
of crustal rocks, the introduction of mantle derived material; 
due to its higher Sr/Nd ratio compared to the crust, Sr model 
ages will be lowered to a greater degree than Nd model ages. 
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Figure 7:9 ENd vs Time diagralll 

See Figure 7:6 for explanation 

The hatch regions are crustal evolution paths showing the 
effect on ENd of adding: 

a) varying degrees of juvenile crustal ~aterial (ENd! = 0) 

b) 40% "ancient" continental crust with a Nd model age 
of 2.2 Ga. 
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T BEi format ion age). 

The Sm-Nd and Rb-Sr isotope systematics of the Cornish Granites 

are presented in Table 7:2. Siwi1ar data for the Leinster 

Granite Batholith is presented in Table 4:1 (Chapter 4) and 
for Anglesey granitoids in Table 7:1. 

The Precambrian Anglesey granitoids have ENdr and fSrr values 
equivalent to those of the Precawbrian basewent rocks (se'.:! 
Figure 7:6 and 7:7). The ENd r and tSr r values of the Cornish 
Granites, which are crustal melts, are within the range of he 

tNd270 and tSr270 values of the Late Precambrian basement 
rocks (Figure 7:6 and 7:7) suggesting that the granites represent 
crustal melts solely 'from Late Precambrian basewent rocks. 

Figures 7:6 an~ 7:7 clearly show that the' Leinster Batholith 
contains large components frow both the ~antle and crust. It 

is not possible purely. from the isotope nata to constrain the 

nature of the crustal' component. However, in conjunction \l7ith 
the trace e~~~ent data, it was ~onc1uded in Chapter 4 that 
partial melts from basement rocks were invo1ven in the 

petrogenesis of the primary magma to the Batholith ann that 
assiwi1atlon of sediments occurred during fractional 
crystallisation within the upper crust. 

This pre1iwinary stUdy suggests that it way be possible, in the 
case of southern Britain,. to (listinguish between prerlowinantly 

~ant1e, base~ent or sedi~entary derived granites.purely from 

t~eir Sm-Nn or Rb-Sr 'i~otope·systematics.' '. 

1. 

, :, 
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Chapter 8 

The Isotopic Evolution of the British Lithosphere 

The evolution of the British Lithosphere has been investigated 
by detailed Nd and Sr isotope studies on selected ~ites of 
upper mantle, and both lower and upper crustal ~aterial. 
The primary aims were to elucidate the age structure of the 

crust and upper mantle south of the Highland Boundary Fault, 
and to constrain models for crustal evolution by studying the 
changing Sr and Nd isotope systematics of late Precambrian to 

recent sediments. The Lizard Peridotites provide direct salopl ~'~:'; 

of the upper mantle, and the associated igneous rocks, togethel 
with those from the ~ona Complex Anglesey, are una~biguous 
exa~ples of mantle derived magmas. Lower crustal rocks are 
available as xenoliths from the Midland Valley of Scotland and 
Central Ireland, and in the granulites of the N. E. Ox Mountains. 
Granitic rocks have been analysed fro~ S. E. Ireland and S.W. 
England to evaluate the degree of crustal recycling involved 

in their petrogenesis. 

An Srn-Nd mineral isochron age of 375 ~ 34 Ma on an olivine 
gabbro is thought to represent the formation age of the Lizard 
Complex. Furthermore, the spinel lherzolites, which co~prise 
the majority of the complex, record Nd depletion ages of 
830 - 420 ~a, only slightly older than the fo~ation age. 
The plagioclase and pargasite peridotites, which show 

mineralogical evidence of melt infiltration, have Nd isotope 

systematics indicative of L.REE depletion followed by recent 
L.REE enrichment ( i.e. <:200 Ma prior to the formation of the 

complex). The early, L.REE enriched, dyke suite of the complex, 

has similar Sm-Nd isotope systematics to the plagioclase and 
pargasite lherzolites, whereas the late, L.REE depleted, dykes 
record late to mid Proterozoic depletion ages of 1.0 to 1.7 Ga. 
The magmatic evolution of the Lizard Complex has been compared 
with that of the initial rifting of the Red Sea, since in both 

areas the emplac~ent of ~ORB-like magmas appear to be 
preceded by that of trace element enriched tholeiites during 

the initial rifting of the sub-continental mantle. 
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~etabasa1ts frow Anglesey yield an isochron age of 

595 + 86 Ma. As at the Lizard Complex, there is evidence 
of both an early trace ele~ent depletion event (prior to 
1200 Ma) followed by subsequent enrichwent. However, at 
Ang1sey the enrichment event ~ust have occurred at, or just 
prior to, ~agma genesis because ther~ is little variation in 
initial ENd values. 

The mantle beneath southern Britain records evidence of ~id 
to late Proterozoic depletion events resulting in initial 

E Nd values, + 4 to + 12, generally within the range of MORS 
i.e. + 7 to + 13. Trace ele~ent enrich~ent events are 
apparently restricted to the latest Proterozoic. 

Lower crustal xenolith suites frow the ~idland Valley of 
Scotlar:d and Central Ireland record two distinct: crustal 
accretion events. Garnet granulites fro~ both regions yield 
S~-Nd whole-rock errorchrons of between 1000 and 1100 Ma and 
have Nd model ages within this range. The basic to 
trondhjewitic granulites from various parts of the Midland 
Valley record late Precawbrian fo~ation ages. Basement 
Schists and gneisses fro~ south of the Iapetus Suture generally 
have Nd model ages of less than 1000 Ma. However, the Rushton 
schists and Rosslare Complex represent the first recorded 
base~ent rocks of the region with an old (1300 - 1400 Ma) 
isotopic signature. Thus Nd isotope analyses indicate that 
they ~ere formed in the ~id to latest Proterozoic co~parable 

to the age of trace element enrichment depletion events within 
the upper mantle. There is no direct evidence for crustal 
rocks older than 1500 Ma in these parts of the British Isles. 

Similarly granitoids from throughout 3ritain have 0een used to 
infer the nature of basement rocks jelow sedi~entary cover. 
For example the post-tectonic Caledonian granites of the Scottish 
Highlands have Nd, Sr and P0 isotope syste~atics indicating a 
~ajor Grenvillian aged crustal co~ponent in their petrogenesis, 
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but provide no evidence of Archaean aged crust beneath the 
Highlands. Furthermore, the largely crustally derived 
Cornish and Leinster Granite Batholiths suggest the presence 
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of late Precambrian basement beneath these regions (see Figure 7:6). 

Late Precambrian to lower Ordovician sedi~ents fro~ southern 
Britain have present day £Nd values between - 7.4 and - 11.7 
and Nd model ages of 680 to 1060 Ma. It is argued that they 
were therefore derived from late Precambrian basement, and that 
basement material similar to that of the Rushton schists and 
Rosslare Complex is volumetrically insignificant. The addition 
of mantle derived material during the Caledonian Orogeny (with 
radiogenic Nd isotope ratios) might be expected to result in 
sediments with progressively younger Nd model ages. However, 
sediments younger than the Ordovician-have progressively 
older Nd model ages (1100 - 1600 ~a) suggesting that they reflect 
an increasing contribution from "ancient" crustal provinces. 
This relatively sudden, and subsequently continual, addition of 
an "ancient" crustal component to the sedimentary column, 
presumable reSUlted from the closure of the Iapetus Ocean, which 
enabled detritus from the mixed Archaean/Proterozoic terrains 
of northern Europe and America to reach southern Britain. 
Jurassic to present day sediments and coastal waters, have 
relatively constant Nd model ages (1300 - 1500 Ma), suggesting 
that steady state may have been reached since the Jurassic. To 
account for the increase in average Nd model ages from 850 to 
1400 Ma between the Ordovician and the Jurassic, 40% of the 

sedimentary pile would have to be introduced from source areas 
with Nd model ages of 2.2 Ga. Interestingly at anyone time 
the Nd within the sedimentary column is well mixed on both a 

local and regional scale, but subsequent to the closure of the 

Iapetus Ocean a period of around 300 Ma was needed for the 
sediments to reach a constant Nd model age. It is concluded, 
that since the late Proterozoic, sediment and magmatic recycling 
have been the dominant processes responsible for the Nd and 
Sr isotope composition of the British upper crust. 

This study has shown that detailed studies of particularly lower 



crustal granulites and sediments of varying ages can usefully 
constrain models for the isotope evolution of a segment of 
continental crust. Further detailed studies of older 
Archaean to early Proterozoic sediments are now required to 
determine temporal and spatial variations in the crustal 
growth rate and to evaluate the significance of sediment 
recycling into the mantle. 
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APPENDIX 

A:l SAMPLES 
AI:I Lizard Complex 

PI Fine grained, 0.1 rom, subophitic dolerite. S. of Porthoustock 

P2 Coarse grained, 0.5 rom, ophitic dolerite. 
Plagioclase laths show local alteration. S. of Porthoustock 

P4 Coarse grained, 0.4 rom, ophitic dolerite. 
Locally clinopyroxene is chloritised and 
plagioclase sausseritised 

P5 Fine grained, 0.1 mm, dolerite containing 
plagioclase xenocrysts 

P7 Grarrular, 0.4 rom, plagiogranite with 
extensively sausseritised plagioclase 
and accessory sphene and zircon 

Plla Medium grained, 0.2 rom, ophitic dolerite 

Pllb Coarse grained, 0.4 rom, phitic dolerite. 
Clinopyroxene is locally amphibolitised and 
plagioclase xenocrysts are resorbed and 
extensively sausseritised. 

s. of Porthoustock 

s. of Porthoustock 

Porthoustock 

Porthoustock 

Porthoustock 

CV1 Porphyroclastic spinel lherzolite 2 km S. of Coverack 
CV2 Coarse grained, 0.5 mm, subophitic 

dolerite Coverack 

CVS Coarse grained, 5-10 mm olivine gabbro 
Pockilitic subhedra1 plagioclase encloses 
rounded olivines. Clinopyroxene is 
interstitial Coverack 

CVlO Porphyroclastic spinel lherzolite 0.5 km S. of 
Coverack 



LZ01 Porphyroc1astic plagioclase lherzolite 
containing plagioclase rich veins 

AT 133 Foliated pargasite peridotite 

2553+ Porphyroclastic spinel lherzolite 

2554+ Porphyroclastic spinel lherzolite 

2555+ Foliated pargasite harzburgite 

2559+ Foliated plagioclase lherzolites 

2560+ Foliated plagioclase lherzolites 

MV 1 Foliated dioritic gneiss (Man of 
War Gneiss) 

KS lA 

KS lC 

Granular granite gneiss with 
biotite (Kennack Gneiss) 

Foliated biotite amphibotite 
(Kennack Gneiss) 

l5/llA/4* Metabasalt 
l8/9B/lO* Metabasalt 

1 km S. of 
Coverack 

Goonhilly Downs 

Gwenter 
Goonhilly Downs 

Gwenter 
Goonhilly Downs 

Kernewas 
Goonhilly Downs 

Kernewas 
Goonhilly Downs 

Kernewas 
Goonhilly Downs 

Lizard Head 

Kennack Sands 

Kennack Sands 

Melange 
Melange 

28/6C/3* 
l8/4C/l* 

Metabasalt Melange 
Foliated granite gneiss clasts from a 
conglomerate within the melange Melange 

28/6B/2A5* Foliated granite gneiss clasts from a 

+ 

* 

vonglomerate within the melange Melange 

Samples supplied by Fred Frey, originally collected 

by D.H. Green 
Samples supplied by Rob Barnes 
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A:l: 2 

MB 2* 

MB 4* 

MB 5* 

MB 6* 

MB' 8* 

MB 10* 

MB 13* 

MB 19* 

PSG * 
2585* 

2601+ 

MONA COMPLEX 

Gwna Group metabasalt 
Gwna Group metabasalt 
New Harbour Group metabasalt 
Gwna Group metabasalt 
Gwna Group metabasalt 
Gwna Group metabasalt 
New Harbour Group metabasalt 
New Harbour Group metabasalt 
Gwna Group metabasalt 
New Harbour Grpup metasediment 
Coedana Granite 

2609+ Coedana Granite 
AS 16+ Mona Gneiss (Holland Arms) 
ABO 2622 Mona Gneiss (Holland Arms) 

* Samples supplied by Richard Thorpe 

+ Samples from the isochron suites of Beckinsale 
and Thorpe, 1979. 
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A: 1: 3 

A) 

L. B7: 
L.22: 
L.29: 
L.33: 
L.lOO: 
L.114: 
T .18: 
T.42: 
T.63: 
T.73: 
T.74: 

S.E. Ireland 

Volcanic rocks 

Andesite pillow lava 
Andesite Sill 
Dacite Sill 
Basalt lava 
Basalt sill 
Basalt lava 
Diorite intrusion 
Dacite intrusion 
Andesite sill 
Rhyolite 
Rhyolite 

B) Leinster Granite 

150.1: 
Iso.2: 
Iso.3: 
Iso.5: 
Iso.19: 
150.24: 
Iso.26: 
150.27: 

Biotite diorite 
Biotite diorite 
Granodiorite 
Adamellite 
Aplite 
Granodiorite 
Diorite 
Diorite/granodiorite 

Balbriggan, Co. Dublin 
Lambay Island, Co. Dublin 
Lambay Island, Co. Dublin 
Lambay Island, Co. Dublin 
Lambay Island, Co. Dublin 
Lambay Island, Co. Dublin 
Kilmurrin Cove, Co. Dublin 
Ann 5 t own , Co. Waterford 
Sonmahon, Co. Waterford 
Co. Waterford 
Co. Waterford 
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Northern Unit, Inchanore Brook 
Northern Unit, Inchanore Brook 
Northern Unit, Inchanore Brook 
Northern Unit, Inchanore Brook 
Northern Unit, Dalkey 
Lugnaquillia Unit, Turlough Hill 
Ballynamuddagh minor intrusion 
8allynamuddagh minor intrusion 

Sa~ples supplied by ; volcanics Chris Stillman (Still~an and 

Willia~s,1979), granitoids Padrig Kennan. 



A1:4 

Ox 27: 

Ox 79: 

N.E. Ox Mountains 
All samples from S. of Lough Gill 

Plagioclase garnet pyroxenite 

Coarse psammitic gneiss :- quartz-plagioclase 
orthoclase - garnet. 

4/79 - 3/2: garnet pyroxenite + plagioclase and rutile; 
low garnet/pyroxene ratio 

4/79 - 3/3: garnet pyroxenite + plagioclase; high garnet/ 
pyroxene ratio 

4/79 - 3/5: garnet pyroxenite + plagioclase, biotite and 
rutile; high garnet/Pyroxene ratio 

4/79 - 3/8: garnet pyroxenite + plagioclase; low garnet/ 
pyroxene ratio. 

Samples supplied by Ian Sanders and Steve Daly. 
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A 1:5 Lower Crustal Xenoliths 

A) Midland Valley of Scotland 

303: Garnet granu1ite:- Garnet - plagioclase -
quartz - biotite 
(rutile + zircon) Partan Craig 

North Berwick 

306: Garnet granu1ite:- Garnet - plagioclase -
quartz (rutile + zircon) 

317: Garnet granu1ite:- Garnet - plagioclase -
quartz - orthoclase -
trace biotite (rutile + 
zircon) 

324: Garnet granu1ite:- Garnet - plagioclase -
quartz - biotite 
(magnetite + rutile + zircon) 

342: Pyroxene granu11te:- Plagioclase - clinopyroxene 
quartz 

347: Garnet granu1ite:- Garnet - plagioclase -
quartz - biotite 

" 

" 

" 

" 

(magnetite + rutile + zircon) " 
355: Pyroxene granu1ite:- Plagioclase - clinopyroxene -

quartz 
369: Quartzo fe1dspathic 

granu1ite:-

378: Quartzo fe1dspathic 
granu1ite:-

Quartz - plagioclase -
orthoc1ose (biotite) 

Quartz - plagioclase -
orthoc1ose - biotite 

" 

" 

" 

All Partan C~aig samples contain secondary calcite, garnets 
have ke1yphitic rims, c1inopyroxenes are rimmed by chlorite 
and calcite. The feldspars show variable saussuritisation. 



B) Central Ireland 

77.0827: Garnet granu1ite:- Orthoclase microperthite -
* garnet - sillimanite - quartz (rutile, 
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zircon - trace biotite) Clare Castle 

Sc 19a: 
+ 

Sc 19b: 
+ 

Sc 20: 
+ 

Sc 27 
+ 

Co. Westmeath 
Garnet granu1ite:- Plagioclase -
orthoclase microperthlte - sillimanite -
garnet (rutile - trace biotite). 

Garnet granu1ite:- Orthoclase microperthite -
garnet - sillimanite (rutile) 

Garnet granu1ite:- Orthoclase microperthite
garnet - sillimanite - quartz (rutile) 

Garnet granu1ite:- Plagioclase - garnet -

" 

" 

" 

orthopyroxene - quartz (biotite) Dungo1man River 
Co. Westmeath 

* Samples supplied by Mike Max 

+ Samples supplied by Peter Strogen 



HN43: Basic granulite:- Labradorite (An56- 5l ), 
dUll brown aluminous augite (c. En4l FS19 
Wo40 with =::: 8 wt % A1 203) and an opaque 
spinel. 

Hawk's Nib 
Isle of Bute 
Strathclyde 

HN6S: Basic granulite:- Plagioclase - augite -
opaque spinel showing an 'equilibrium' 
granoblastic texture 

HN72: Olivine gabbro:- Olivine wholly serpentinised. 
Cloudy augite poiki1itica11y encloses olivine. 
Plagioclase is abundant and shows a 
granoblastic texture with 1200 grain
boundaries (also clouded). 

HNBO: Basic granu1ite:- Labradorite (An58- 54), 
aluminous augite (En4l FS17 W042 with 
>11 wt % A1 203) and aluminous Ti-magnetite. 

HN83: Olivine gabbro:- Coarse grained, olivine Wholly 
pseudomorphed by yellow-brown "serpentine". 
Augite large and twinned. Majority of the 
rock is unzoned plagioclase with accessory 
opaque oxides/spinels. 

" 

" 

" 

" 

All the ~id1and Valley saroples supplied by 3rian Upton and 

Peda Aspen. 
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A:l: 6 

81/1 

81/2 

81/3 

81/4 

81/8 

81/10 

81/14 

81/15 

JSW1* 

JSW3* 

JSW9* 

JSW1.4* 

JSW15* 

JSW22* 

JSW23* 

JSW24* 

JSW26* 

SEDIMENTS 

Mid Ordovician shale 

L. Arenig shale 

Arenig/Llanvirn shale 

Mid Coal Measures carbonaceous shale 

Permian marl 

Mid Coal Measures carbonaceous shale 

Skiddaw Slate 

L. Silurian shale 

Tremadoc Shineton Shale 

M. Jurassic freshwater shale 

M. Jurassic freshwater shale 

U. Lias alum shale 

U. Lias shale 

Kimmeridge Clay 

Kimmeridge Clay 

Tremadoc Shale 

Wenlock Shale 

AT 228+ M. Ordovician greywacke 

AT 585+ M. Ordovician slate 

AT 586+ M. Ordovician slate 

NC 1 L. Carboniferous carbonaceous shale 

NC2 

GF lA 

GF 2A 

EIR 5 

L. Carboniferous carbonaceous shale 

Lower Palaeozoic Aberystwyth Grit 

Lower Palaeozoic Aberystwyth Grit 

M. Ordovician shale 
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Pembrokeshire 

Pembrokeshire 

Pembrokeshire 

Pembrokeshire 

Leicestershire 

N. Yorkshire 

Lake District 

Lake District 

Salop 

Whitby 

Burniston 

Ravenscar 

Whitby 

Whitby 

Pickering 

N. Wales 

N. Wales 

Southern Uplands 

Southern Uplands 

Southern Uplands 

Cornwall 

Cornwall 

Dyfed 

Dyfed 

Wicklow S.E. Eire 
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ARC lA Ingletonian shale N. Yorkshire 

ARC 2A Ingletonian shale N. Yorkshire 

BT lA Late Precambrian arkose N. Wales 

OX 1 Oxford Clay Bedfordshire 

* Samples supplied by John Watson 

+ Samples supplied by Andy Tindle 

A Samples supplied by Steve Richardson 
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A:l:7 S.W. ENGLAND GRANITES 

Sample Intrusion Location 

Dl Dartmoor Darttnoor prison 

C202 Bodmin Corbilly Tor Quarry 

C205 St. Austell Tregarden Quarry Luxulyan 

Pe 33+ Carnmenellis Pendarves Mine 

Pe 36+ Carnmenellis Pendarves Mine 

Pe 69+ Carnmenellis Holman Quarry 

PI Lands End Porthleden 

+ Samples supplied by Julian Pearce 



Appendix 2 Sample Preparation and Analytical Procedures 

A:2:1 Sample Preparation 

Wherever possible,>2 kg samples were collected. Samples 
were split into 2 to 4 em cubes using a hydraulic splitter 
and then crushed into pieces <0.5 em cubed in a jaw crusher. 
The sample was quartered and about 50 grams of rock were 
powdered to less than 200 mesh using an agate Tema mill. 

XRF ~nalysis 

The major element analyses were carried out on the Link 
Systems ED XRF at the Open University. Trace element 
analyses were performed at Nottingham University on an 
automated wavelength XRF • 

. , , 
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A: 2: 2 General Chemistry 

All the chemical separations described below are carried out in 
laminar flow cupboards within a laboratory under a positive 
pressure generated by'fi1tered air. Sample dissolutions are 
carried out in teflon bombs and beakers. The standard cleaning 
procedure for teflon ware is i) thoroughly rinsing until 
visible clean, ii) soak in HN03 (BOoC) for 24 hours, iii) 24 
hours in quartz distilled H20 at BOoC. 

The reagents are purified as below: 
H20 :- Tap water is fed to a high efficiency pyrex still which 
in turn feed into a 2 stage quartz still. 
HCI, Hf, HN03:- Ana1ar chemicals are doubly distri1led in 
quartz stills and then purified in sub-boiling teflon stills. 

Over the past three years the following blanks have been 
determined; 0.9,0.8, 0.4, 0.17,0.4, 0.46, 0.7 ng. The HF 
blank has been reduced from 0.33 to 0.01 ng. The air blank 
is O~l ng (1 week). The most significant component in the 
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total blank is believed to be the result of contamination from 
previous samples; beaker, 0.2 - 0.6 ng, and bomb blanks, 0.2-9 ng, 
are found to be very variable. In order to overcome the problem 
of contamination, the chemistry of samples with low Nd 
concentrations, e.g. mineral separates and peridotites, is 
carried out on separate sets of columns, stringent precautions 
are taken in cleaning teflon ware; beakers are kept apart from 
those in general use and cleaned twice in frequently charged 
reagents, while bombs are cleaned and then filled with 6 MHCL 
and placed in an over at 1800 C for 24 hours before use. 
Following such a procedure a bomb blank of 0.07 ng was obtained 
and it is expected that the total blank is probably less than 
0.2 ng. The143Nd/14~d ratio of the blank is predicted to 
be 0.51192 i.e. the composition of local Jurassic sediments. 

As a result of the low Nd concentrations of the spinel 
Iherzo1ites from the Lizard complex the blank may cause a 
significant lowering of the measured 143Nd/144Nd ratio of the 
sample. Consideration of sample 2554 (with the lowest Nd 
content) shows how significant the blank could be; sample 
wt. 1.177 g Nd - 0.0354 ppm l43Nd/~44Nd m 0.514143 

A) A 2 ng blank accounts for 4.8~ of Nd and the actual 



143Nd /144Nd of 2554 would be 0.514255. 

B) A 0.2 ng blank accounts for 0.5% of Nd and actual 
143Nd /144Nd of 2554 would be 0.514154. 

In the latter and probably most realistic situation the 
+ effect of the bland is within typical precision i.e. _ 20 

It is concluded that when dealing with very low Nd 
concentrations, 0.1 ppm, extreme care must be taken to 

ensure a blank of at most 0.2 ng. 

A:2:3 Rb, Sr, Sm and Nd Chemistry 

Approximately 150mg of rock powder is weighed into a teflon 
~omb. Sample dissolution is achieved as follows; i) add 
5 ml 40% HF and 2 ml concentrated HN03 ii) the bomb is 
closed, placed in a monel jacket in an oven at 1800 C over 
night iii) dried in a teflon oven with air circulation at 
800 C iv) add 5 ml HN03 and when the sample is almost dry 
v) add 6 ml 6M.HCt. At this stage the sample is entirely in 

solJtion. Rarely, e.g. when chromite or garnet are present, 
the entire procedure may need to be repeated. The solution 
is evaporated and dissolved in I to 2 ml 2.5 M HCl and any 
residue is centrifuged off and the clear solution loaded onto 
preconditioned cation exchange columns containing 10 ml 
8io-Rad AG 50 W X8 200-400 mesh resin. The sample is 
washed in with 2 x I ml 2.5 M Hel and eluted with a further 
43 mI. Rb is contained in the 22 to 30 ml fraction. Sr is 
collected in a further 10 ml 2.5M HCl • 

If Sm and Nd are required the column is washed with 1 ml H20 

and eluted with a further 21 ml of 3 M HN0 3• The subsequent 

20 ml 3 M HN03 contains the Sm and Nd. The solution is 
evaporated to driness and then dissolved in circa 1 ml 
solution 1:- (75% MeOH, 10% 8M HoAc, 10% 5M HN0 3, 5% H20) and 
loaded on to preconditioned anion exchange column containing 
3 ml 6io-Rad AGI x 8 200-400 mesh resin and washed in with 

. 0 
2 x 1 ml solution I. The columns are kept at 25 C by the 
circulation of thermostatically regulated water. 13 ml of 
solution I is eluted and Sm is collected in the s~sequent 
19 mI. The temperature is increased to 3SoC and the columns 
are eluted with 15 ml solution II (75% MeOH, 10% 8M HoAc, 5% 
5M HN0

3
,10% H

2
0). The following 29 ml contains the Nd. 
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TABLE A:2:1 

OCR 1 SPIKE Sm/Nd 

Sm Nd Sln/No 

6.~35 29.1 0.224';)'{ 
6.4ti 20.14 0.~2547 

0.47 28.19 0.2247 
0.47 2S.&> 0.224b~ 

0.45 2t1.tsd U.22334 
6. J3 2Y.1~ 0.2240 
0.';)6 29.1d U.2241 
o.~~ 2lj.~1 0.2d4~4 

b.';)4 29.1';) 0.2243';# 
6.539 29.1';) U.22432 
0.,14 29.02 0.2244~ 

b.,;)5 29.2 0.22432 

0.51 ZY.03 0.22442 

OCH 1 143Nd/144Nd ± 2fJ 

11/00 0.,12b12 ± 1() 
12/00 0.512622 ± 1ti 
1/01 0.512034 ± 8 
3/b1 0.,;)12b1'( ± 30 
5/01 0.512032 ± t1 
Oldl 0.5120U2 ± 12 
11/01 U.51~01j !. 16 

12/CS 1 0.5125':h ± 14 
3/02 0.512634 ± 8 
5/CS2 u.51263" ± 10 

3183 0.512640 ± 20 

10/83 0.512602 ± 12 

l1/d3 0.512623 .!. 22 



BCR 1 

La Ce Nd Sm Eu Gd Dy Er Yb 

2~.t) ~b.44 ,3U.474 b.LiUC) 1.~Hb '( .~ti4 0."7j4 3.d~d j.~Ub 

3U.52ci '7.j23 u.b~Y 3.d2? 3. 1? 1 

2'4.1 5l>.~ 29.~ ti.3ti 1.~4 '{ • 1 () 0.~1 j.73 3.37 
29.2 '{ • 1 ti 0.47 3.71 3.37 

29.1 b.!to 
2<).3 

25.4 ~~.3 29.2 0.47 1. ~ 1 ".22 

2';1.3 r( .22 

2~.U ?4.b 29.4 b.~j 1. yo 7.2~ 

29.2 '( .21 

2~.~ 5~.~ 27. r
{ b.23 1. ~J3 b.~l j.b~ 3.4"( 

0.46 j.02 3.46 

56.4 20.6 0.25 0.21 4.B 4.31 
b.ub 4.07 4.30 

25.3 56.7 2~.~ 6.4es 1.9d 7.31 

7.32 
2<).:) 6.51 1.91 7.21 0.47 3.bO 3.::>3 
2~.0 '{ .21 b.37 3.6~ 3.34 

26.0 ~tl.~ 2<).1 6.W{ 1.96 1.27 0.b4 3.b~ 3.52 
29.3 r{ .26 tl.6~ 3.11 3.~3 

27.ti tid. r
( 30.d ti.es4 2.02 r( .b~ ti.7' 3oY1 j.~S 

30.(} '7.bb 0.70 3.CS3 3.:>? 
5U.3 2<).92 b.o 2.U 

56.42 30.44 r( • 1 b 6.00 7031 3.7j 
~7.ti2 30.44 b.7? 1.90 b.bb 3.b? 
5b.2 30.22 b.O<) 1.91 ti.gy b.5'7 3.71) 3.44 

Mean 
2~ ... u ?'(. 1 29.u4 6.57 1. 9~ 7.14 0.00 3.9u 3.50 



A third, "clean up", column is used to separate Ba from the 
Sm and Nd fractions. The sample is dissolved in I wI 
90% HoAc - 10% 5M HN03 and loaded onto preconditioned anion 
exchange columns containing 1 ml 3io-Rad AG 1 x 8 200-400 mesh 
resin. The sample is washed in with 2 x 1 ml and eluted 
with 10 mls. Nd and Sm are stripped frow the columns with 
5 ml 0.05 M HN03• The solutions are evaporated to driness 
and stored in qu~rtz/teflon microbeakers. 



A: 2:4 Spiking 

The sample is weighed out on a 0.01 mg balance and 1-2 drops 
of spike are added and weighed. Dissolution and chemical 
separations are performed as above. The spikes used in 
the laboratory are; 98% 87Rb 

99.78% 84Sr 
96.66%' l49 Sm 
84.10% l45 Nd 

REE 
92.97% l39 La 
92.11% l42Ce 
89.67% l45Nd 
98.08% l49Stn 

96.83% l5lEu 
91.61% l55Gd 
90.41 % l6lDy 
91.54% l67Er 
95.07% l7lYb 

Duplicate analyses performed on BCR-l over the past 3 years 
show that Nd and Sm concentration are determined to within 1% 
but that the Sm/Nd ratio is found to be within 0.2%. 
(See TableA:2:1 ) 

The Sm, Nd, Rb and Sr concentrations of mineral separates 
and samples being analysed as part of an isochron study are 
obtained by aliquoting. Samples are weighed and dissolved 
as describ ed in Section A:2:3 and 20 to 30 m 1 of 2 M HCL 
solution are obtained. The solution is transferred to a 
zeroed beaker and the weight recorded. A second beaker is 
zeroed and one or mor drops of spike are added. The beaker 
is zeroed again and circa 20% of the solution is added and the 
weight recorded. Chemical separations proceed as in section 

A:2:3 • 
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A:2:5 REE Chemistry 

Dissolutions and spiking for REE separations are as described 

in sections A:2:3 and A:2:4. 1 to 2 rol of solution is 

loaded onto a preconditioned cation exchange column and washed 

in with 2 x 1 ml 2.5 M HCl. A further 35 rol 2.5 M Hel are 

eluted and the REE stripped from the columns in 10 ml 6 M Hel 

and evaporated. Sa is separated by the use of the "clean up" 

column. It is now standard prcedure to load the entire 

sample onto a triple filament (Ta side, Re centre) and obtain 

La, Ce, Nd, Sm, Eu, Cd, Dy, Er, Yb concentrations froro a 

sample analysis. However, in the past the REE were separated 

into 3 groups:- HREE (Dy, Er, Yb), "lights" (Nd, SIn, Eu, Cd) 

and La, Ce. For this procedure the sample is dissolved in 

1 ml of Solution III (901. MeOH, 10% 5 M HN03) and loaded onto 

preconditioned anion columns containing 3 ml AG 1 x 8 200-400 

mesh resin. The sample is washed in with 2 x 1 ml and 3 ml are 

eluted. The H.REE fraction is collected in the following 8 mI. 

The "lights" fraction is collected in 15 rol of Solution IV 

(90% MeOH, 10% 0.01 M HN03) and the La, Ce fraction by stripping 

the column with 3 ml 1.5 M HN03• 
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A:2:6 Mass Spectrometry 

Samples are loaded onto filaments made of Re and or Ta 
ribbon welded onto pins mounted in glass beads. The type 
of filament used for an analysis is element dependant; Sr 
and Sm are dissolved in 1 m1 H20 and loaded on single Ta 
filament with 1 m1 1 M H3P04• Rb is loaded-in H20 on the 
side filaments of a triple Ta filament. Nd is also loaded in 
H20 on Ta side filaments of a triple filament, Re centre and 
Ta sides. La-Ce and "Lights" fractions are loaded as for 
Sr whereas the H.REE fraction is loaded as for Nd. 

The filaments are placed, in batches of 6, in a turret in a 
Vacuum Generators lsoroass 54E thermal ionisation mass 
spectrometer equiped with a Solartron 7060 DVM incorporating 
a real time clock. Rb, Sr, Sm and Nd isotope analyses are 
run authomatical1y by software predominantly developed by 
p. van Ca1steren and D. Wrigh:, on a HP 9845T computer. All 
elements are analysed at <:10 atmospheres with an accelerating 
potential of 8 kv. 
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Sr Isotopic Abundances 

Sr beams are managed to give an intensity of > 15 P A using 
a 10n feed back resistor at a filament current of circa 2.5 A. 
The measuring cycle is 88, 87, 86, 86.5, 85, 84. The 85 peak 
is eliminated when the Rb contribution of peak 87 is less than 
0.01% and 84 after the first set. All peaks are counted for 
four periods of 1.28 seconds. The intensities are calculated 
using a double interpolation algorithm (Dodson, 1978) corrected 
for zero, dynamic memory and Rb interference if necessary. 
The 87Sr /86Sr ratio is corrected for mass fractionation 
assuming that the fractionation is linearly correlated with 
mass and is normalised to an 86Sr/84Sr ratio of 0.1194. 
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Ratios are stored in sets of 10, the mean and the error are 
calculated and ratios are rejected that do not satisfy Chauvenet's 
criterion (Pugh and Winslow, 1967). If the total error for the 
set is still > 100 ppm, the whole set is rejected and if this 
error is >500 ppm the set is ignored. Chauvenet's criterion 
is tested again for all stored ratios, including the rejected 
ones, but not the ignored sets to form a running mean. The 
run is terminated when at least 100 ratios are accumulated and 
the error is < 20 ppm. The NBS 987 Sr standard gives 

+ 0.71017 _ 4 which is indistinguishable from the certified value. 

Sr concentrations are obtained as above but the 84 peak is not 
eliminated. From the fractionation corrected ratios the 88 Sr 
and 86 Sr abundances are calculated by the computer using the 
standard isotope dilution relationship 

Sr ppm = Cone Sp 84 x 

Sp. = Spike Sa. = Sample M •• Measured N a Natural 



Errors are propagated auto~atica11y by the computer assuming a 
constant weighing error of 0.00002 g. Concentrations, ratios 
and errors are calculated after every set and the run is 
terminated when at least 50 ratios are collected and the error 
is less than 100 ppm. 

Rb Concentrations 
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Rb analyses are performed rapidly to minimise mass fractionation 
with centre and side filament currents at 2.2A and 0.3A 
respectively. Termination conditions are equivalent to those 

of Sr. 

Nd Isotopic Abundances 

A stable Nd beam is produced with centre and side filament 
currents at 3.9 and 2.0A respectively. The beam is managed to 
produce an intensity of ~7 pA. The measuring cycle is 146, 
144, 143, 142.5, 142, 145, 147. The 145 peak is only included 
in the cycle in spiked samples and the 147 peak is eliminated 
when the Sm interference on 144 is <0.01%. The 143Nd/144Nd 
ratio is corrected for mass fractionation assuming l46 Nd/144Nd = 
0.7219. An isotopic analysis is terminated when at least 
200 ratios are accumulated and the error is <20 ppm. BCR-l 
gives a 143Nd/144Nd ratio of 0.512620 + 20 which is within 

the "accepted" range. 

Nd concentrations are obtained as above but the 145 peak is 
not eliminated. Run termination conditions are the same as for 
Sr and Rb 

Sm Concentrations 

Sm beams are managed to give an intensity of ~3 P A with a 

filament current of 2.6 A. 
for Sr. 

Termination conditions are as 



REE Concentrations 

Dy, Er and Yb concentrations are determined in a single 
semiautomatic analysis. Yb, Dy and Er beams are obtained with 
a centre filament current of 3.9 A and side filament currents 
of 1.8, 2.2 and 2.4 A respectively. 

Eu, Sm, Nd and Gd beams are obtained with a filament current 
of 1.3, 2.5, 2.7, and 2.9A respectively. 

Ce and La beams are obtained at filament currents of 2.4 and 
2.6 A respectively. The computer automatically corrects for 
Sm, Nd and Ce interferences where applicable. 

No mass fractionation is taken into account in the REE 
determinations and errors are therefore liable to be in the 
region of 2% for each element and nearer 51. for La and Ce 
due to the interferences. 

REE concentrations are reported normalised to the chondrit1c 
values of Nak~ra (1974). 
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A:2:7 Electron Microprobe Analysis 

All mineral chemistry data were collected at the Open University 
on a wavelength dispersive Cambridge Instruments Microscan 9 
electron probe microanalyser (''microprobe''). The "microprobe" 
is fully computerised and enables spectrometer angles, count 
times, crystal selection, speciment movement and ZAF corrections 
to be controlled automatically. Rountine silicate analyses 
were performed at an accelerating potential of 20 KV, a 
speciment current of 30.5 nA, and a typical spot size of 10 to 
l5~ • The instrument was calibrated using mineral standards 
(jadite (Na, AI), forsterite (Mg), wollastonite (Si, Ca), 
sythetic potassium chloride (K), rutile (Ti), fayalite (Fe), 
and metals (Cr, Mn, Ni». The calibration is performed daily 
and the consistency of the data is checked by analysing 
internal standards (ABG, a basaltic glass; ABX, a chromitej 
(see Table A:2: 2). 

Energy dispersive (ED) Link Systems detector is also attached 
to the Microscan 9 and was used occasionally to set up the 
analytical points, particularly the small chromites included 
in silicates. 

ABG ABX 
Basaltic glass Chromite 
mean of 73 analyses 

2tr 
mean of 35 analyses 

20-
Si02 51.49 0.47 

T102 1. 32 0.05 0.14 0.03 
Cr 203 46.58 0.43 
A1 203 15.05 0.19 22.67 0.24 
FeO 9.07 0.14 15.13 0.20 
MnO 0.18 0.03 0.31 0.04 
MgO 7.95 0.15 15.17 0.18 
CaO 11.14 0.16 
Na20 2.75 0.08 
K20 0.07 0.01 
NiO 0.15 0.03 

Total 99.02 100.15 
Table A:2:2 
of thi s work. 

Secondary standard data obtained over the period 
Analyses by A. Tindle, P. Browning and myself. 
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A:~:1 Major and Trace Element data for the Igneous Rocks of the 
LIZARD COMPLEX 

PlagLo-
Dolerite Dolerite Dolerite Dolerite granite Dolerite Dplerite Dolerite 

P1 P2 • P4 P5 1'7 P11a P11b CV~) 

:;i0
2 48.13 49.78 49.79 /19.96 /19.00 51.13 /18. S,/~ 48.63 

Ti02 1.72 1.27 1.33 1.15 0.61 2.98 1.31 1.11 

Al?°3 16.62 17.27 15.78 16.42 27.49 15.24 15.51 15.79 

J.t'e;o03 8.95 8 .. 6'7 9.05 8.09 0.7, 10.69 8.56 8.41 

l"lnO 0.1'7 0.16 0.18 0.15 0.01~ 0.19 0.1 <) 0.13 

1'1e;0 7.16 7.40 7.89 8. ~'J 0.':)9 6.0'/ 10.39 10.43 

CaO 9.71 10.15 10.65 10.96 11~. 69 8.56 10.18 10.27 

Na?O /1.92 3.e5 3.1, j.OO 4.26 4.5'+ 5. ;\6 ).15 

K20 0.18 0.75 0.0,) 0.19 0.22 0.15 0.19 0.18 

P205 0.42 0.19 0.16 0.21 0.20 0.50 0.16 0.13 

L.O.I. 1.15 1.55 1.27 1. ~8 2.25 1.07 1.43 1.31 

Total 99.22 101.01 99.24 100.05 100.05 101.22 99.58 99.54 

Ni 113 126 93 131 12 67 191 185 

V 204 203 230 209 44 373 162 157 

Cr 237 324 366 379 20 161 j7/1 391 

Zr 220 106 100 108 705 294 66 67 

Y 36 32 29 26 78 58 22 22 

Nt! 8 5 5 7 19 10 /1 5 
Ge 43 28 ;1 19 122 53 22 17 
Rb 3.7 22.5 3.3 7.6 1~5 5.0 8.3 1 

Sr 283.7 194.6 139.5 205.5 1058.4 182.7 156.5 142.6 

Ba 176 127 141 125 49 336 91 90 
Zr/Y 6.1 3.3 3,4 4.1 9.0 5.1 3.0 3.0 



A:3:2 ~race element data for crustal rocks 

LIZARD COMPLEX 

r~~ of Lizard Head 

OX MOUUTAINS 
Drill cores 

"Jar gneiss Series 
11",,1 LH6a KS1C KS1A KS1G KS1F 4/79/3/1 4/79/3/2 4/79/3/3 4/79/3/4 4/79/3/5 4/79/3/6 4/79/3/8 

Iii 

v 

Cr 

Zr 

4 

56 

15 

148 

y 37 

lib 6 

Ceo 56 

Rb 16.0 

Sr 700.7 

Ba 499 

Zr/Y 4.0 

42 

121 

140 

118 

26 

15 

74 

64.9 

237.6 

532 

4.5 

OI MOUNTAINS 

Whole-rocks 

27 

69 

49 

55 

178 

173 

303 102 10 29 56 73 44 38 

111 59 

79 

55 142 248 197 139 103 

178 

20 

9 

51 

162 

30 

14 

33 

563 

16 

15 

4 

12 

106 

15 

7 

39 

73.4 100.1 208.6 120.8 

87 

228 

23 

11 

26 

1.4 

482.1 452.1 125.9 582.3 154·6 

583 491 109 682 19 

8.9 5.4 1.1 7.1 9.9 

SEDIl'IENTS 

152 

162 

25 

13 

32 

2.2 

163.3 

58 

6.5 

303 

99 

28 

14 

47 

20.3 

166.2 

157 

3.5 

459 

80 

38 

17 

38 

14.4 

197 

153 

28 

11 

34 

2.2 

120.0 151.5 

148 50 

2.1 5.5 

110 

249 

21 

8 

46 

2.6 

166.8 

27 

11.9 

17 

72 

66 

244 

20 

6 

26 

3.8 

158.5 

14 

12.2 
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SEDIMENTS 

BT1 GF1 GF2 ARC 2 ARC 1 AGV-"l 
4/79/9 4/79/13 4/79/14 OX/22 81/1 

20 Iii 

v 

Cr 

58 

166 

404 

Zr 120 

Y 32 

l'Jb 22 

Ce 121 

Rb 5.9 

Sr 146.4 

Be 118 

Zr/'! 3.8 

92 

307 

211 

139 

45 

24 

69 

24.1 

97.7 

220 

3.1 

132 49 

214 293 

240 146 

147 

72 

119 117 420 

27 31 54 

15 13 20 

31 40 145 

5.2 15.9 83.2 

90.3 99.4 24.6 

212 297 662 

4.4 3.8 7.8 

81/2 

17 

64 

43 

149 

61 

15 

43 

64.0 

79.0 

446 

2.4 

81/3 

32 

71 

66 

365 

47 

15 

55 

41.5 

55.6 

326 

7.8 

81/4 

58 

82 

100 

216 

81/8 

51 

139 

81/9 81/10 

67 

93 

81/14 81/15 NC1 1IC2 EIR5. 

41 53 

153 

123 

175 

47 

125 

118 

192 22 69 

174 

132 

174 

5 

73 

35 

33 

125 

86 

52 

110 

26 

112 

64 

23 

110 

61 

174 

31 

118 48 119. 

103 114 100 
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